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Editorial

It has indeed been an honor to be invited to be the Guest Editor 
for the special issue of  Journal for Governance devoted to Planning 
for Growth. Before I express my thoughts on the issues impacting 
this extremely important subject, I would like to thank the IC Centre 
for Governance for giving me this opportunity.I do hope that 
readers of  this issue will find it thought provoking and full of  ideas 
which may lead to policy interventions and improved efficiency in 
the economy.

Growth is indeed a major outcome of  the planning process. 
We have to plan for a growth of  8% to 9% on a long-term and 
sustained basis to become a middle income country by 2025 or in 
the next decade. This is not a very ambitious goal for a country 
with per capita income levels of  about $1500. The average growth 
of  GDP in the period 1990-2010 averaged 7.5%.These were the 
initial years of  reforms. Unfortunately in the last three years growth 
has decelerated and averaged about 5%.In the first two quarters 
of  the current year it has continued to be sluggish and averaged 
5.5%. While part of  the reason for this decline is slow growth in 
international demand, domestic policies have also led to depressed 
growth sentiments. Planning should correct this situation and 
generate Growth which is inclusive of  all groups and regions. 
Inclusion has several dimensions. The inequalities in income and 
wealth distribution need correction. More than 350 million people 
living below poverty line must benefit from the growth process. 
India has sharp incomeinequalities amongst different states. The 
north eastern states, the low income states of  Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, 
Rajasthan, Orissa, Jharkhand Madhya Pradesh and Chhattisgarh, 
the left wing affected areas and tribal areas need special focus to 
improve incomes at a faster rate. The different marginalized and low 
development social groups of  Schedule Castes and tribes women 
and minorities need a more inclusive growth process. Inequalities 
and deprivation would not go down by operation of  market led 
growth alone. An important component of  inclusion is access to 
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social goods of  education, healthcare, nutrition, infrastructure both 
physical and social and to modern technology. 

The planning process cannot hope to generate equitable 
growth byproviding subsidies or forcing public investment in 
an otherwise financially loss making projects. Such an approach 
leads to inefficiencies. The approach to growth of  these areas and 
social groups should be anchored on large investment in physical 
infrastructure in these areas and capacity building. We should open up 
these areas for profitable industrial project investment by developing 
roads, railways, airports, ports, and power projects. The capacity 
building of  these groups should lead to increased investments in 
health,education, nutrition and skill development for them.Globally 
the growth process has accelerated with improved infrastructure. In 
this approach subsidies may be required by railways to build otherwise 
non profitable lines, Airlines may require support to operate in some 
of  these areas like the north easts and connecting road and rail 
infrastructure may be required to be built up.Access to health care 
may need new medical colleges. A skill development programme for 
the region may need subsidies. It is here that Government should 
intervene and provide support. Experience in 11th plan has shown 
how some of  these policies have resulted in reducing gaps in growth 
rates of  SDP of  different states

The process of  economic growth, unlike in the second half  of  
20th century, has to address special challenges in the 21st century. In 
the field of  energy we need to accelerate and create larger capacities. 
Such capacities must consist of  larger share of  clean energy to enable 
us to meet our commitment in climate change negotiations and 
minimize our carbon footprints. We should minimize use of  power 
generated from fossil fuels specially coal. This requires expansion 
of  solar and wind energy. We need to spend more on research 
and development to expand Bio – Energy capacities. The cost of  
renewables is quite high though coming down.This process requires 
larger investment. The cost of  a unit of  solar electricity is Rs 7-9 
and that of  wind power is Rs 4-6.It is nearly double of  coal based 
plants electric power. The increased capital requirement and infirm 
power from these sources has put extra pressure on developing 
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economies. This financial burden can slow down growth. We need 
to take steps to minimize these costs with new technologies and 
efficient processes.

The efficient use of  water, its overall availability for our 
requirement and access to all areas is a very challenging task. Over 
the last century, we did not devote enough attention to it. A result of  
the poor management of  this important resource is that large areas 
in the country are having problems with this critical water resource. 
The 12th plan has observed that if  the current pattern of  demand 
continues, half  of  the demand will be unmet by 2030. Further, there 
are large areas with severewater shortage which average values tend 
to hide. The ground water abstraction is fairly high in the country. 
According to current estimates exploitation of  ground water in 
Panjab, Haryana, Delhiand Rajasthan is more than 100% while 
Tamil Nadu with 80% and UP with 71% are close behind.The over 
exploitation is drawing down the ground water levels. Globally our 
exploitation of  ground water is more than double that of  USA 
and China. We have problems with qualities of  ground water or its 
availability in 60% of  the districts of  the country.

Despite the above problems, we have not woken up to the need 
for serious policy intervention in this area. Somechanges required 
forthwith are:recycling of  water by industry and other users, water 
use efficiency in agriculture including change in cropping pattern and 
use of  new technologies on paddy cultivation  and water harvesting 
specially in urban areas. The large leakage in the water distribution 
systems both in urban and rural areas will need to be plugged. Private 
investment may be required for this. These measures will need to 
be supported with waterbodies regeneration and other supportive 
measures to generate river systems with water conservation measures. 
A very important component of  this plan will be working mitigation 
measures to counter the effect of  climate change.

A major change is taking place in India in fast development of  
urban settlements. According to current estimates by 2030 nearly  
40% of  the population will be living in Urban areas This will increase 
to 60% by 2050.In most plans our thinking on development of  
Urban infrastructure has been governed by need to develop rural 
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areas. The overriding priority has been development of  villages. 
The urban sector has been starved of  funds. In view of  the large 
population share and growth of  urban centers, we need to step up 
investment in this sector. Sanitation, water and roads will need to be a 
major priority while developing these areas. We have an opportunity 
here. If  we miss it, larger urban slums will dot the skyline. Since the 
urban growth is at this juncture taking place, we can plan organized 
urban expansion.  There has been recognition of  these changes 
in the reports of  the 12th and 13th Finance commissions in their 
recommendations. The planning commission recognized this in the 
11th plan and also in the 12th. It needs to be reflected both in the 
financial allocations and planning of  state Governments. A strong 
institutional mechanism needs to be set up to meet financial needs 
of  urban sector.

Growth process requires a strong manufacturing sector. 
Unfortunately the share of  manufacturing in India’s GDP is very 
low. The 12th plan while emphasizing this mentions its low share 
in GDP of  15% as against 36% in Thailand, 31% in South Korea, 
30% in China, 26% in Malaysia and 21% in Germany. If  large 
population currently underemployed in agriculture is to be moved to 
manufacturing to make agriculture more profitable, Manufacturing 
has to grow at a faster rate. The 12th plan projections of  12- 14% 
appear ambitious and unrealistic. But a long term growth of  10- 
12% per annum is feasible considering the potential. It is however 
a difficult task considering only China has in the first decade of  the 
current century averaged growth of  slightly above 10%. 

Sustained GDP growth of  8% or above over the next decade and 
half  will not be feasible unless efficiency of  investment improves 
sharply. This requires improved Governance across the country. It 
requires a sharply reduced corruption which is feasible by adopting 
a comprehensive approach covering economic growth, community 
education, independent and fair investigation and systemic reforms 
of  procedures and institutions. It requires decentralization of  powers 
to states and greater flexibility in centrally sponsored schemes. The 
states should have freedom to spend in accordance with their needs 
rather than those which are perceived by the Centre. Institutional 
changes need to be made across all sectors but especially in delivery 
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of  justiceand the organization of  police force. The rule of  law cannot 
be implemented unless wide ranging changes are brought about in 
these two critical areas. This requires a strong political will.

 A comprehensive strategy on handling corruption should ensure 
improved efficiency in use of  funds. The processes for delivery of  
public services need to be simplified. We must address both Political 
Corruption and Petty corruption. We should quickly set up Lokpal, 
bring the CBI under it, start a campaign across the country against 
corruption, andbring administrative procedures in accordance with 
those prevailing in developed economies. We should fully understand 
the diversity of  India and give to states freedom to enable efficient 
use of  funds. Good governance should be our watchword in the 
next two decades.

India is no more a centralized plan economy. The plan for 
economic growth at this stage of  development must focus on 
Development of  Human Capabilities including skills, expansion of  
infrastructure, and policies to promote private investment. We must 
focus on governance to improve efficiency of  use of  funds. A long 
term growth strategy of  sustained high growth must be built around 
the above policies.

How do we achieve this? The planning Commission reforms 
are still work in progress. While old institution has been abolished, 
outline of  a new body are under discussion. Clearly the investment 
priorities must be decided by Planning Commission or its successor 
body in consultation with states, to ensure focus on education, 
health,regional development, and other objectives mentioned in 
directives principles of  the constitution. To make it a consultative 
institution or purely advisory body would be disastrous. The 
participation of  states in a reformed NDC in a more meaningful 
way will however be a very progressive step. Reforms of  institutions 
and improved Governance should also be animportant part of  new 
body. The reformed institution must aim to shift the economic 
activity in the new direction to meet our aspirations of  inclusive and 
sustained high growth.

This issue of  the journal has twelve articles in the sectors of  
Energy, Water, Transport, Urban Development, Manufacturing, 
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Agriculture, Social Sector including Education and Health, Skill 
Development, Rural Development, Power Sector reforms, Space and 
Governance. These focus only on certain issues and suggest change 
in development process. We hope that this issue of  the journal will 
generate an extensive debate in the readers and help growth of  new 
ideas on sustained, high and equitable growth.

B.K. Chaturvedi
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Saumitra Chaudhuri
 

Energy Needs of india’s Growth

Post Independence, India struggled to industrialize in order to 
liberate her people from the drudgery and low incomes of  

an agrarian society mired in poverty, illiteracy and backwardness. 
The choices made in public policy, its critique and alternatives that 
may have been considered long before the 1991 reforms is another 
discussion. Here we deal narrowly on energy, the ingredient without 
which modern life and improvement of  condition of  the Indian 
populace is not possible.

In the literature, a distinction between “total energy” and 
“commercial energy” used to be made and it continues to date for 
developing countries like India. In the early years, the distinction 
was material as traditional fuels – firewood and dung pats – used to 
be a large part of  household energy consumption. The distinction 
may have some residual merit in accounting terms, but little in an 
analytical sense. As India modernizes her women will not make 
dung pats; her forests will not yield firewood and kitchens will reject 
smoky fuel: “Non-commercial” sources will decline. In any case the 
statistics on the matter is murky and undependable. The focus must 
be on commercial, i.e. modern energy including biofuels converted 
to electricity, liquid or gaseous fuels.

Independent India recognised the constraints that natural 
endowments placed on her desire to industrialize and modernize. We 
had ample deposits of  coal, albeit not of  the best quality, some hydro 
and very little petroleum. We had internalized the “export pessimism” 
in high fashion in the post Second World War period and inferences 
drawn from terms of  trade shifts in favour of  manufactures to the 
idea of  “import substitution”. With the benefit of  hindsight it is 
easy to see that the empirical evidence on terms of  trade shifts 
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did not point only in the direction of  “import substitution” but 
more broadly to the need to develop a manufacturing base. But we 
chose to walk an autarchic path and in the field of  energy, decided 
to abjure petroleum and focus on coal and hydroelectricity, with 
nuclear energy then only futuristic. But we failed to pay attention to 
the development of  the coal sector along modern lines. Eventually 
this led to the nationalization of  the coal industry, more or less 
freezing it in a time warp for decades to come. At about the same 
time, disputes with multinational oil companies and their losing 
interest in India led to nationalization of  their business in India. 

Thus, by the middle of  1970s we had a completely state owned 
energy industry, barring small enclaves. It was never the stated 
intention that the energy business will be run solely by government. 
But that was the de facto state of  affairs. India’s energy business 
suffered: By becoming the vehicle of  an excess of  social and 
political obligation, and from lack of  a framework that encouraged 
competitive efficiency. Many public sector organizations retained 
a degree of  competitive efficiency and corporate skill, which is 
testimony to the quality of  their leadership and of  their stewards in 
the administrative departments.

The Backdrop: Expansion, Structure And Change In The 
Global Energy Sector

Economic Activity and Energy Consumption – The Last Few 
Decades

In the modern era, energy consumption has increased manifold, 
while greater geographical width and greater technological depth 
and higher efficiencies have fuelled the expansion. We look at the 
period from 1980 onwards. A summary of  the key parameters of  
economy and energy consumption are listed at Table-1. There are 
several takeaways.

Expectedly there is close correlation between economic activity 
(GDP) with Total Primary Energy Consumption (TPES); likewise 
between per capita income and per capita energy consumption. 
The plain correlation between per capita incomes and energy 
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consumption across 80 of  the largest economies in 2013 at market 
exchange rates, between 1980 and 2012, is over 70% for every year 
up to 2000; thereafter it drops towards 60%. There is, however 
the issue of  the causal relationship between economic growth and 
energy consumption: Is it from the input side, that is, energy is 
necessary for economic growth, or whether it is from the demand 
side, i.e. economic growth drives energy demand; or rather that this 
demand operates through elements that can be dampened by tax 
policy and mandates without affecting growth.

TABLE 1

Some Economic and Energy Consumption Parameters across 
Three Decades

Unit USA Japan Germany France UK Korea
Now Year : 2011

1 GDP per 
capita

US$ 49,797 46,175 42,569 44,153 38,945 22,388

2 TPES per 
capita

ToE 7.89 4.18 4.16 3.41 4.17 5.85

3 Energy 
Int. – MER

BTU/$ 7.33 4.62 4.45 4.82 3.61 10.73

4 Energy Int. 
– PPP

BTU/$ 7.33 5.43 4.97 5.40 3.94 10.16

5 Elect. Gen / 
capita 

KwH 13,159 8,090 6,963 8,156 5,462 10,043

Then Year : 1980
1 GDP per 

capita 
US$ 12,576 9,312 10,699 12,865 9,630 1,689

2 TPES per 
capita

ToE 8.66 3.28 4.62 3.84 3.96 1.16

3 Energy Int. 
– MER

BTU/$ 13.38 6.60 7.05 6.55 7.60 10.80

4 Energy Int.
 – PPP

BTU/$ 13.38 7.42 7.89 7.33 8.29 10.23

5 Elect. Gen / 
capita 

KwH 10,076 4,681 5,987 4,541 4,704 904
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Taiwan Brazil S. 
Africa

China Thailand India

Now Year : 2011
1 GDP per 

capita 
US$ 20,030 12,694 7,839 5,434 5,390 1,553

2 TPES per 
capita

ToE 5.28 1.55 2.89 1.96 1.74 0.50

3 Energy 
Int. – MER

'000 
BTU/$

10.39 10.73 18.86 24.73 21.40 17.46

4 Energy 
Int. – PPP

6.24 6.17 11.56 10.26 8.46 5.83

5 Elect. 
Gen / 
capita 

KwH 10,140 2,684 4,966 3,359 2,111 820

Then Year : 1980
1 GDP per 

capita 
US$ 2,363 1,256 2,817 307 696 266

2 TPES per 
capita

ToE 1.58 0.84 2.35 0.44 0.27 0.15

3 Energy 
Int. – MER

'000 
BTU/$

13.92 7.86 18.41 79.91 12.16 19.66

4 Energy 
Int. – PPP

8.36 4.51 11.37 33.16 4.81 6.60

5 Elect. 
Gen / 
capita 

KwH 2,354 1,142 3,182 290 289 174

Notes : GDP per capita is GDP at current market exchange rates (MER) per capita in US 
dollars TPES is Total Primary Energy Supply; ToE is tonnes of  oil equivalent; KwH 
is kilowatt hours. ‘Energy Int.’ is Energy Intensity with respect to GDP at constant 
2005 US dollars separately at MER and Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) exchange 
rates. ‘Elect. Gen’ is electricity generated Figures for Germany in 1980 pertain to 
former West Germany

Sources : GDP per capita from IMF World Economic Outlook (2014) database Energy 
consumption and intensity coefficients from US Energy Information Agency 
database 2014.

Those economies that have improved the material conditions 
of  their people at a faster pace than others have indeed seen rapid 
growth in energy consumption. Such economies in the period 1980 
to 2012 include Korea, Taiwan, Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia, 
Brazil, China and India.
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The energy intensity of  GDP is TPES per unit of  GDP 
produced. This can be calculated for GDP at market exchange rates 
(MER) or at Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) exchange rates. The two 
give similar numbers for developed economies, but very different 
ones for developing ones. The rationale of  the PPP exchange rate 
is that similar products, particularly non-traded inputs, including 
factor inputs like labour and land, are priced differently between 
developed and developing economies, than what a conversion at 
MER would suggest.

Thus, it would be incorrect to infer from energy intensities 
computed at market exchange rates that developing economies are 
more inefficient in using energy. For instance the energy intensity 
by this measure in 2011 for India was 17.5 while that for USA was 
7.3 and for Germany 4.5. However, when we compute the energy 
intensity for GDP at PPP exchange rate, for the same year, the 
figure for India is 5.8, for USA is 7.3 and for Germany 5.0. This is 
not to say that efficiency gains do not offer sizable tangible gains to 
be had. But rather that the modernization of  emerging economies 
has still a long way to go, relative to developed nations and such 
modernization is intensive in energy use.

The difference is reflected in the great variation in electricity 
generated per capita. Electric power is the most important 
intermediate form of  energy that is used in homes, commercial 
spaces, industry, transportation and farms. It is also the cleanest in 
terms of  emissions at point of  use. Hence, the effort is to extend 
use of  electricity while improving the emissions associated with 
generation.

Most economies depended on oil as the major energy source in 
1980 and to a great extent they still did in 2012 (Table 2). Natural 
gas, in particular Regasified-Liquefied Natural Gas (R-LNG), has 
cut into the share of  oil in most cases. In 1972, for the world as a 
whole, the share of  oil in total energy use was 48%, while that in 
the OECD countries it was 56%. Even after the two Oil Shocks of  
the seventies, as many as 19 OECD economies met more than 50% 
of  their energy needs from oil, while 31 of  the larger non-OECD 
countries were in the same situation. That is, a total of  50 countries 
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of  those who were in the top 80 by economic size in 2013, were 
drawing more than half  their energy needs from oil. In many cases 
as high as 75 and 80%. Of  today’s larger economies the exceptions 
to this were USA, UK, Canada, India, China, South Africa and 
Russia (USSR).

Many economies remain tied to oil for more than half  their 
requirements – a combination of  lack of  options, logistic difficulties 
and perhaps policy preference. In the OECD nations, where it is 
a matter of  ease and affordability, six large economies continue 
to draw more than half  of  their energy needs from oil, including 
Netherlands, Luxembourg, Israel, Ireland and Greece. In the non-
OECD group, 17 major economies still continue to be dependant 
on oil for the majority of  their energy needs, including some 
Central American and Middle East nations who are oil producers 
and island nations like Singapore, Philippines and Sri Lanka who 
lack in options.

Variation in natural endowment drives the degree of  energy 
import dependence of  individual economies. High levels of  
energy dependence imply vulnerability on the external payments 
front, unless it is offset by strength in export of  other products. 
East Asia (excluding China) had high levels of  import dependence 
(see Table-2), but offset this more than completely by becoming 
champion manufacturers and exporters of  manufactured goods: In 
a strategic sense, however, high levels of  import dependence cannot 
be realistically fully offset.

Finally, individual countries have responded to the diversity in 
natural endowment in different ways. The very different energy 
basket composition, reflect these choices – often the outcome of  
public policy. The emphasis that India and even more South Africa 
and China placed on coal, seeking to minimize the use of  oil, may 
have been excessive. However, the outcome was a smaller share of  
oil in the energy basket, even if  this may have been at the cost of  
foregone opportunities.
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TABLE 2

Energy Composition and Import Dependence
Unit USA Japan Germany France UK Korea

Now Year : 2012

1
Oil share in 
TPES % 37.3 45.5 35.4 31.6 32.6 36.5

2
Natural Gas 
share in TPES % 27.0 22.0 24.1 15.5 38.7 16.2

3
Coal Share in 
TPES % 22.7 23.6 27.1 4.3 16.9 31.3

4
Nuclear share 
in TPES % 10.2 5.8 9.8 48.2 9.9 15.7

5
Hydro share in 
TPES % 1.3 1.6 0.5 1.6 0.3 0.2

6
R e n e w a b l e 
share in TPES % 1.4 1.5 3.2 0.8 1.3 0.1

7

I m p o r t 
d e p e n d e n c e 
(Total) % 35.3 96.2 72.3 50.4 55.0 86.1

8
Import dep. 
(Oil & Gas) 29.1 98.8 92.4 98.2 34.7 99.2

Then Year : 1990

1
Oil share in 
TPES % 40.7 57.5 35.0 39.4 37.2 54.0

2
Natural Gas 
share in TPES % 23.6 10.1 15.8 12.2 23.0 3.0

3
Coal Share in 
TPES % 24.7 17.6 37.1 9.5 30.7 27.5

4
Nuclear share 
in TPES % 8.6 12.1 11.5 38.4 8.3 14.9

5
Hydro share in 
TPES % 1.3 1.8 0.4 2.2 0.2 0.6

6
R e n e w a b l e 
share in TPES % 1.2 0.8 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0

7

I m p o r t 
d e p e n d e n c e 
(Total) % 31.3 85.1 54.2 58.1 17.2 76.4

8
Import dep. 
(Oil & Gas) % 29.1 99.1 89.8 94.6 -9.4 100.0
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Unit Taiwan Brazil S. Africa China Thailand India

Now Year : 2012

6 Oil share in 
TPES

% 38.6 54.9 16.7 17.5 47.9 29.0

7 Natural Gas 
share in 
TPES

% 13.1 11.5 3.0 4.3 31.5 9.6

8 Coal Share 
in TPES

% 36.0 7.8 77.5 74.1 18.7 56.9

9 Nuclear 
share in 
TPES

% 10.2 2.1 2.8 0.9 na 1.5

10 Hydro share 
in TPES

% 0.3 18.6 0.1 2.3 0.7 2.2

11 Renewable 
share in 
TPES

% 0.2 2.5 0.1 1.0 0.5 0.7

12 Import 
dependence 
(Total)

% 89.9 24.0 -16.8 19.6 62.1 44.3

13 Import dep. 
(Oil & Gas0

% 99.4 11.7 95.9 48.2 45.0 66.0

Then Year : 1990

1 Oil share in 
TPES

% 61.1 59.9 12.8 17.7 65.9 33.4

2 Natural Gas 
share in 
TPES

% 3.0 3.3 1.9 1.9 18.3 5.8

3 Coal Share 
in TPES

% 22.7 9.8 82.6 78.7 14.0 56.5

4 Nuclear 
share in 
TPES

% 18.3 0.6 2.7 0.0 na 0.9

5 Hydro share 
in TPES

% 1.2 7.1 0.1 1.6 1.6 3.4

6 Renewable 
share in 
TPES

% 0.1 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

7 Import 
dependence 
(Total)

% 79.4 41.3 -28.7 -4.9 63.2 20.4

8 Import dep. 
(Oil & Gas0

% 95.4 39.2 88.5 -2.7 65.7 36.0

Notes:  TPES defined to include biofuels only when converted to electricity or liquid fuels 
for direct use
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 Fuel shares are for 2011, while the import dependence (‘dep.’) is calculated for 2012. 
Negative sign indicates that the country is a net exporter of  that item.

Sources : All the data used in this table from International Energy Agency (IEA) database

Changes in the Structure of  Energy Consumption & Supply
Significant shifts in the order and composition of  energy 

consumption have occurred across countries and groups of  countries. 
They include market/geopolitically induced changes through 
price and non-price vulnerabilities, mediated by technological 
advancements and pushed by tax and other policy preferences. 
There has also been a major shift where incremental demand is 
arising in recent years – typically in the developing world, mostly in 
Asia and in the energy rich Middle East. 

On aggregate, energy efficiency has increased at all stages of  
use. Certainly so in the developed world, particularly West Europe 
and Japan – a response to increasing prices and perceived strategic 
vulnerability. More recently climate change concerns have added 
to the pressure. Efficiency gains have also driven policy in most 
developing countries, though the emphasis was possibly more on 
economic rationale and balance of  payments vulnerability.

 The market price of  fuels (before taxes) increased more rapidly 
than that of  other commodities – whether of  food or manufactured 
goods. Thus, between 1980 and 2014, the price index of  petroleum 
increased at an average annual rate of  4.6%, while that of  industrial 
inputs rose at a slower rate of  3.0%. In the period 1992 to Nov. 2014, 
prices rose at a trend annual rate of  10.9% for oil, 10.4% for all fuels, 
4.4% for industrial inputs and 3.0% for food items. Between 2000 
and 2014, annual rates of  increase were: for petroleum (12.5%), all 
fuel (12.1%), industrial inputs (7.5%) and food (6.9%).

This has naturally compressed demand for fuels as a whole and 
of  petroleum products in particular. Governments in the EU, Japan 
and Korea also impose high rates of  consumption tax on petroleum 
products to incentivize economy in transportation fuel use. Australia, 
Canada and India have had a more moderate tax regime. In any case 
worldwide higher fuel prices, especially of  automotive fuel, have fed 
the technological engine to achieve greater energy efficiency and to 
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encourage substitution towards less expensive fuels, a process that 
benefited natural gas and grid electricity. Our desire to protect public 
transport created a three decades-long large tax differential between 
gasoline and diesel with natural, but unintended negative outcome, 
of  an excessive share of  the cheaper fuel, i.e. diesel. In addition 
since 2004-05 we have got avoidably entangled into extending large 
subsidies on automotive and domestic fuels, a phase that fortunately 
seems to be tapering off. 

The two energy intensive components of  end-use that 
characterise the dual change which define modernizing societies are: 
(a) the expansion of  manufacturing industry and (b) the increase in 
urbanization. They drive higher energy demand through the use of  
energy in manufacturing processes and in transportation. In terms 
of  end use, over the past four decades for the world as a whole, 
there was a decline in industrial and residential & commercial, 
with marginal increases in transportation and non-energy use 
(petrochemical feedstock). 

However, this underplays the extent of  change (see Table-3). 
During this four decade long period, the OECD countries had 
a massive decline in industrial use and an equally large increase in 
transportation use. Domestic and other uses (clubbed under 
“others” in the table) saw a small increase. 

By contrast in non-OECD countries, the share of  industrial use 
expectedly increased, but not by much. So did transportation, but 
by a far smaller proportion than in OECD nations. But the share of  
residential and commercial use declined sharply. In both OECD and 
non-OECD groups the share of  non-energy (chemical feedstock) 
increased by about the same magnitude.
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TABLE 3

Sectoral End-Use of  Primary Energy in its Usable (Final) 
Form

OECD Non OECD

1972 2012 Increase 1972 2012 Increase

Total Final 
Energy 
Consumption Mtoe 2,816 3,582 767 1,856 5,216 3,360

Industry Mtoe 958 793 -165 583 1,748 1,165

Transportation Mtoe 695 1,185 489 386 1,322 937

Others † Mtoe 941 1,273 332 821 1,849 1,029

Non energy use Mtoe 221 332 111 66 477 411

Proportionate Disposition

Industry % 34.0 22.1 -22 31.4 33.5 35

Transportation % 24.7 33.1 64 20.8 25.4 28

Others † % 33.4 35.5 43 44.2 35.5 31

Non energy use % 7.8 9.3 14 3.6 9.1 12

Notes:  Total Final Energy consumption is after primary energy has been transformed 
where necessary into the directly usable form, especially electricity or refined to 
automobile fuel.

 † “Others” include domestic, commercial and other residual uses 
Sources: Key World Energy Statistics (2014), International Energy Agency.

There has been a big shift in OECD countries away from coal 
due to environmental concerns. It started with the deterioration in 
air and water quality, earlier embodied in concerns about “acid rain” 
and more recently on greenhouse gas emissions and climate change. 
The share of  coal in OECD countries fell from 23 to 20% between 
1972 and 2012. The drop in the share of  coal In West Europe was 
precipitous: In the nine members of  the EU, where the share of  
coal was 24% in 1972, it fell to 14.6% in 2011. However, the share 
of  coal increased in the non-OECD world and the global average 
showed an increase from 27 to 32% between 1972 and 2012.

The decline in share of  liquid fuel flowed from by higher 
relative prices, direct demand compression, higher efficiency in use 
(principally mileage in automobiles) and substitution by natural gas 
and grid electricity. The US Government in 1975 mandated that new 
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vehicle fleets must average 27.5 miles per gallon (mpg) by 1985, up 
from 18 mpg. Between 1973 and 2013, mandated mileage of  new 
vehicles increased by 80% to 24 mpg. European vehicles, where 
efficiencies were higher to begin with, improved by about 45% 
over the same period. Globally the share of  oil in energy dropped 
from 51 to 34% between 1972 and 2012; that in the OECD fell 
from 53 to 37% and in the non-OECD region from 46 to 33%. Oil 
consumption in Western Europe dropped steadily in absolute terms 
from 13.3 million barrels per day (mbpd) in 1980 to 11.5 mbpd in 
2012. 

Greater use of  natural gas, both piped and shipped as LNG, 
made it the biggest gainer in the fuel mix. In developed countries 
natural gas tended to take share away from coal and oil, whilst in the 
developing world it has been mostly at the expense of  oil. Natural 
gas burns more cleanly. It releases less CO2 per unit of  energy and 
the combination has positioned it as an attractive fuel. The share 
of  natural gas rose from 18 to 23% globally between 1972 and 
2012. In OECD countries it rose from 19 to 26% and in the non-
OECD region from 15 to 21%. This played out across four types 
of  countries. 

First, West Europe, North America and Russia were large users 
of  natural gas before 1973. They have consolidated this base since 
then. Second, many oil producers and exporters chose to use less 
profitable natural gas at home, while exporting the higher value 
liquids, including Saudi Arabia, UAE, Nigeria, Iran and Malaysia. 

Third, were poor developing countries where discoveries/
development of  natural gas opened great opportunities for 
sustainable energy consumption and higher economic growth. This 
group included Bangladesh, Bolivia, Myanmar, Congo-Brazzaville, 
Ivory Coast, Egypt, Tanzania and Vietnam. Between 1980 and 2012 
the share of  natural gas went up from 37 to 72% in Bangladesh; 
from 17 to 37% in Bolivia; from 17 to 51% in Myanmar; from 4 to 
55% in Congo-Brazzaville; from 4 to 53% in Egypt; from zero to 
24% in Tanzania; and from zero to 14% in Vietnam.

Finally were larger Asian economies – both developed and 
developing – who have seen their share of  gas in consumption 
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increase, partly on account of  higher domestic output and also from 
increased imports. The motivation was a combination of  lowering 
cost, reduction in oil dependence and preference for cleaner fuels. 
This category includes Japan, Korea, Taiwan, China, Thailand and 
India. Between 1980 and 2012, the share of  gas in Japan rose from 
6 to 24%; in Korea from zero to 17%; in Taiwan from 4 to 13%; in 
Thailand from zero to 35%; in India from 1.5 to 10%; and in China 
from 3 to 5%.

In the post Oil Shock period there were high expectation that 
nuclear based electric power would play a greatly enhanced role 
in the closing two decades of  the twentieth century. In 1981, an 
EU discussion paper on where the Community stood on energy 
related issues stated “solid fuels and nuclear energy must cover 70 
to 75% of  electricity generation”, while ensuring that coal output 
was maintained at existing levels. In a 1984 document envisaging 
prospects to the end of  the century it says “nuclear energy . . . 
covers more than 22% of  total electricity production . . . the nuclear 
share of  electricity production is expected to double by the end of  
the century”.

However, the period of  the late 1970s and 1980s saw greater 
environmental activism which combined with mishaps at Three 
Mile Island in 1979 and at Chernobyl in 1986, dealt a hard blow 
to the development of  nuclear power across the developed world 
and to an extent in the developing world too. The stagnation in 
the industry slowed the pace of  technological evolution which is 
the path to gaining new economies and innovating for efficiency 
and safety. Further In an effort to address environmental and safety 
concerns, capital costs of  nuclear reactors have increased such that 
their economic and financial viability are now questioned, especially 
in Europe and North America where engineering costs are high.

On the supply side, there has been an increase in the outreach 
to geographically greater dispersion of  production and integration 
through global trade. Global trade in fuels accounted for 39% 
of  total consumption in 2012 compared to 37% in 1972. In the 
seventies international trade in energy was synonymous with 
trading in oil and the total number of  significant crude oil exporters 
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including both OPEC and non-OPEC countries did not exceed 20. 
That has changed dramatically over the past four decades. In 2012, 
while international trade is still primarily in crude oil and refined 
products, trade in coal and natural gas (both piped and LNG) has 
become significant businesses. The number of  energy surplus or 
near surplus countries who participate as large fuel exporters in 2012 
are more than 40, while another 10 engage in sizeable exports of  
surplus products, as is the case with India who has become a large 
supplier of  refined petroleum products into the global market. 

New technologies, especially horizontal drilling and “fracking” 
of  shale and production from tight sands have revolutionized the 
oil and gas business. The success with the new technologies is still 
limited to the US and Canada, but their spread across the world is 
only a matter of  time and effort. Three dimensional seismic imaging 
and complex data analysis has also changed the way prospecting for 
offshore oil and gas potential is being pursued. At another level, the 
cross border acquisition of  production assets used to be an activity 
pursued only by large international energy companies – mostly from 
US and UK and a few from continental Europe. There are now a 
much larger number of  players and companies from the developing 
world – particularly from Asia – are now active asset acquirers.

II: EnErgy nEEds For IndIa’s growth

In preparing projections for the Twelfth Plan, efforts were made 
to embed greater efficiency gains in the processes that consume 
energy. The energy elasticity of  GDP (at constant 2004-05 prices) 
with respect to TPES (computed from the slope of  a double 
logarithmic fit) has reduced over the decades. Between 1970 and 
1980, this figure was around 1.30; in the decade of  the eighties it 
dropped to about 1.15. In the nineties, the coefficient fell further 
to 0.90 and in the first decade of  the twentieth century dropped 
further to 0.80. In making projections for the next decade, up to 
2021-22, it was felt that it would be reasonable to expect further 
declines in the energy elasticity to 0.75. Since at that time it was 
expected that economic growth would be 8 to 9% per annum, the 
expected increase in TPES to 2022 was over 6% annually.
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There is an element of  non-proportionality in the pace of  energy 
demand and GDP, on account of  different dynamics at work for 
different types of  end uses. The upshot is that elasticity values tend 
to be sticky when economies grow at slower than expected pace, due 
to unutilized capacity and such end usages that do not vary much 
within ranges of  economic growth. The other aspect that works 
concurrently is the change in relative fuel prices, with the economy 
responding strongly to price signals by exercising economy or vice 
versa.

It is instructive to peruse the documents of  the EU when it was 
still a Commission of  ten member countries struggling to survive 
the hard blow of  the two oil shocks while preserving economic 
growth. There is little in the sentiments that we in India today 
cannot but identify with. In the document “Energy Objective for 1990 
– Where does the Community stand?” it states what seems self-evident: 
“The energy problem is a key one in all industrialized societies. 
Without energy everything would grind to a halt. The availability 
of  energy in sufficient quantities on a sure and sound economic 
basis is therefore a necessary precondition for the attainment of  the 
Community’s economic and social goals.” 

This robust and grounded approach was combined with a 
commitment to maximise energy efficiency at every level. In the 
1984 document “Energy Prospects to the End of  the Century” states that 
“. . . an average improvement in energy efficiency of  about 20% is 
foreseen between 1983 and 2000. While it is substantial, it still does 
not cover the entire existing potential for increased rational energy 
use in the different final consumer sectors” and sets out a path to 
realize additional energy savings. In respect of  new and renewable 
energy sources the document in a very practical vein states although 
“significant in terms of  their relative growth, new and renewable 
energies will still be weak in volume terms up to 2000. In the context 
[and developmental efforts] . . this sector should have real effects on 
the Community’s energy supply around the turn of  the century”. 

It also sought to guard itself  against setbacks in the nuclear 
programme, positing the possibility of  greater use of  coal in the 
event of  “any setbacks to the nuclear construction programme. 
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Assuming, that there were important delays or cancellation of  a part 
of  the future planned nuclear programme, there would be a sizeable 
additional need for coal to meet base-load electricity needs.” This 
despite a clear preference to keep coal usage at the then current 
share. The strategy of  the late seventies and first half  of  the eighties 
was to meet incremental energy needs and substitute oil with nuclear 
power and natural gas.

 So how did it all turn out? Extraordinarily on target actually. The 
energy projections for the 10 countries of  the European Union in 
the early 1980’s were based on a targeted rate of  economic growth 
of  2.7% per annum. In the event average annual rate of  growth in 
these ten countries of  the EU between 1980 and 2000 turned out 
to be 2.5%. Their energy projections were still more spot on as may 
be seen from Table 4.

TABLE 4

Projections and Actual – Extraordinarily Accurate 
European Commission in 1984 for the then 10 member 

countries
History Projections Actual

1973 1983 2000 2000

Solid fuels (coal, 
lignite , peat) 222 23% 212 23% 250 22% 180 16%

Oil 601 62% 438 48% 440 39% 448 39%

Natural Gas 116 12% 165 18% 205 18% 312 27%

Nuclear 18 2% 76 8% 205 18% 188 16%

Others 13 1% 18 2% 28 2% 20 2%

Total 970 909 1,128 1,151

Average annual GDP growth for the period to 
2000 2.7% 2.5%

Notes :  The projections reproduced are the baseline reference ones.
Sources : Energy Prospects to the End of  the Century (Commission Working Paper), 

Commission of  the European Community, Dec 1984

In more recent years, the issue before the EU and other 
developed economies has changed completely. The combination 
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of  the burdens of  an ageing population, already high incomes and 
standards of  living and diminishing avenues for economic expansion 
has circumscribed prospects of  growth. Enlargement into Eastern 
Europe has helped both sides, but further potential may not exist. 
The burdens of  the monetary union and high tax rates discourage 
enterprise and innovation. Thus, between 2000 and 2010, growth 
in the original EU-10 countries averaged just 1.2%. In the current 
decade (2011 through 2014) the Eurozone had average growth of  
0.3%. As per IMF projections up to 2019, the next five years would 
average 1.8%, but that seems hopeful given the track record. It 
is more likely that annual growth in the core of  continental west 
Europe will be 1 to 1.25% over the next few decades.

This then takes us to the issue of  growth and energy demand 1.1 
per se. The argument has developed on what is the causal relationship 
between economic activity and energy consumption is? Does energy 
consumption lead to (and is therefore integral) to economic growth 
or does the causality run the other way around. In a developing 
country this may sound an esoteric issue. However, in a developed 
world which has already achieved high incomes, an elevated standard 
of  living and where the prospect for growth itself  has diminished, it 
is indeed a moot issue. If  for no other reason, then the energy needs 
necessary to sustain 1−1.25% growth may be available from higher 
efficiencies alone. In fact, it is possible to conceive that in Europe, 
efficiency gains can enable modest economic growth alongside 
declining consumption of  primary energy. 

Between 2000 and 2012, OECD nations as a whole had an 
increase of  just 1.2% in TPES, which translates into an annual rate 
of  a mere 0.1%. More pertinently, in the original EU-10 countries 
referenced above, over this twelve years, TPES declined by 4.8%, or 
at a trend annual rate of  (−) 0.4%, even as the economy grew at a 
trend annual rate of  1.0%. In Germany with the highest level of  
manufacturing activity in Europe, the absolute level of  TPES in 
2012 was 7.2% lower than it was in 2000. In the USA between 2000 
and 2012, TPES declined by 3.8% or at an annual rate of  0.14%, even 
as the economy grew at a rate of  1.7% over the same period.
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The causal link between the expansion of  economic activity and 
demand for energy input is intuitive in both the historical context of  
the industrialized world and the recent and prospective experience 
of  developing nations. The experience of  development and the 
vital role of  enhanced energy supply is made in the quantitative 
framework by Lau et al (2011), who having analyzed the data for 
seventeen Asian countries conclude that “there is a short-run 
unidirectional causal relationship running from energy consumption 
to GDP”. Though they find that long run relationships may be bi-
directional in nature. The other side of  the argument as made by 
Coers and Sanders (2012), who looking as thirty OECD countries 
over forty years between 1960 and 2000 found that “in the OECD 
Granger causality runs from output growth and capital formation, 
or broadly stated ‘economic activity’ to energy use, and not the other 
way around. Energy can therefore not be seen as a vital input into 
the production function complementing capital and labour”.

This research is interesting, but their bearing on policy choices 
is peripheral, for model specifications and associated assumptions 
make the same data yield different conclusions.  But the causality 
argument is a material one as it is entirely defined by the historical 
context: Of  the level of  maturity of  the concerned economy and 
also the state of  technological progress. The advanced nations of  
Europe and to a lesser extent of  North America have been getting 
along with declining energy needs, even as their economies clock modest 
growth. The developing economies cannot walk that same path, but 
they too can seek to tap into what technology has to offer and shape 
their public policy towards achieving income and living standard 
outcomes with far greater energy efficiencies than the developed 
world had historically.

In the Twelfth Plan (2012-17) document, the projections of  
commercial energy demand place TPES at 753 mtoe in 2016-17 and 
at 1,018 mtoe in 2021-22, implying an annual growth of  7.0% and 
6.2% in the two five year plan periods, compared to 6.2% between 
2007 and 2012. The projections were based on the presumption that 
the Indian economy would grow at a rate of  close to 9% over the 
ten years to 2021-22. With the slowdown since 2011-12, now into its 
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fourth year, energy consumption will be lower in the current decade 
and the early years of  the next one from previous projections.

Were we to consider a recovery in growth to 7 to 8% over the 
next couple of  years and maintenance of  that trajectory through the 
early years of  the next decade, we would be looking at a commercial 
TPES of  between 875 and 940 mtoe by 2021-22, which is about 
80-140 mtoe or 8 to 14% less than estimated in the Twelfth Plan 
document – the consequence of  a terminal year GDP 14 to 18% 
smaller than originally envisaged. Can a combination of  technology 
and energy policy pare these projections further?  

Technological changes generally have a payback that is longer 
than a decade and many of  those available – such as supercritical 
technologies in thermal power generation and high voltage 
transmission – have been factored in. Half  of  the coal based 
thermal power plants due to come up in the 2012-17 period and 
all those likely to come up in the 2017-22 period use super-critical 
technology which yields thermal efficiency gains of  2 percentage 
points. Further gains are possible with ultra-supercritical technology 
which may become common in the next decade. New initiatives like 
this will impact the trajectory in the second half  of  the next decade 
and beyond that. Likewise, changes in automobile technology and 
better fuel standards can both increase energy efficiency and reduce 
emissions.

However, the fact remains that higher relative prices are the 
greatest motivator for driving improvement in efficiency. A relatively 
higher price regime – to the extent that it is fair and possible – will 
reduce energy consumption in the medium term; the converse is 
also true. On the whole, the TPES will be in the range suggested 
above, namely between 870 and 940 mtoe in 2021-22, provided the 
economy grows in the presumed range. However, new initiatives 
can make for additional gains through energy efficiency by 2012-22 
and certainly much more in the years thereafter. 

The International Energy Agency (IEA), in its World Energy 
Outlook 2011, forecast India’s TPES to increase to 945 mtoe by 
2020, while the US Energy Information Administration (EIA) in 
its International Energy Outlook 2013 forecast a figure of  810 mtoe by 
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2020. Both IEA and US EIA, include “non-commercial” energy in 
their definition of  primary energy. 

The US EIA projections appear to be underestimated. The 
projection for total primary energy consumption in 2040 is 55 
Quad or 1,387 mtoe. Taking “non-commercial” energy at 150 mtoe 
(lower than that for 2011-12 estimated at 174 mtoe), it would mean 
primary “commercial” energy demand of  1,237 mtoe – as against 
our estimate of  870−940 mtoe by 2021-22 – two decades earlier. 
The under-estimation colours the near term as well. The forecast 
for 2015 is 27.5 Quad or 694 mtoe, whereas for 2014-15 the actual 
“commercial” energy consumption will be about 600 mtoe, which 
incremented by the estimate for “non-commercial” sources of  say, 
180 mtoe, would total 780 mtoe, higher than the projection of  694 
mtoe for next year.

The estimates made by IEA in its World Energy Outlook 2011 
seem closer to target. The forecast for 2015 is 810 mtoe, which 
seems close to what is likely in 2015-16. Likewise, projections made 
by the IEA for future years also seem reasonable. It projects TPES 
in 2035 to be 1,464 mtoe, a figure revised up to 1,540 mtoe in the 
2013 edition.

There are no recent official estimates of  primary energy 
consumption beyond 2021-22. The Committee on Integrated Energy Policy 
(2005) estimated total primary commercial energy consumption for 
2031-32 to be between 1,334 and 1,633 mtoe under assumptions 
of  7 and 8% economic growth and some changes in the energy 
demand elasticity with respect to GDP. To which the Committee 
added “non-commercial” sources of  185 mtoe. The TPES thus 
forecast for 2031-32 was between 1,529 and 1,818 mtoe. For 2021-
22 the Committee estimated total TPES requirement of  including 
“non-commercial” sources of  1,235 to 1,417 mtoe. 

These were higher than the estimates in the Twelfth Plan 
document, which projected TPES including “non-commercial” 
source at 1,220 mtoe for 2021-22 and that too for a significantly 
higher growth scenario. The variance flowed from the realized 
energy efficiency gains between 2005 and 2011 and expected future 
improvements based on this experience.
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Extending the line of  projections made previously for 2021-22, 
the requirement of  commercial TPES under two sets of  scenarios, 
one of  higher growth (back to 8% for some years, then 7% and 
easing off  to 6% in the 2030s) and one with relatively lower growth 
(not exceeding 7%, then at 6% and 5% in the 2030s). With greater 
or lesser realization of  efficiency gains. The estimate for 2035 is 
1,350−1,450 mtoe for primary commercial energy. Add about 150 
mtoe for “non-commercial” and TPES comes to 1,500−1,600 
mtoe. This is quite close to what the IEA has projected as noted 
above. The same set of  scenarios for 2040 give projected TPES of  
between 1,650 and 1,750 mtoe.

The projected TPES for 2040 is thus about 2.2 times the current 
(2014-15) level. With faster technical progress in initiating and 
realizing energy gains and a supportive pricing policy framework 
it may be possible to compress the requirement by a further about 
10%, without undermining economic growth or adversely effecting 
access to energy and transportation services. That would give us 
about 1,500 mtoe for commercial TPES. To this about 150 mtoe 
may be added on account of  “non-commercial” energy sources, 
aggregating to a total of  1,650 mtoe of  TPES. This is about 2.1 
times the level of  estimated TPES in 2014-15. 

III: Key Elements of  Energy Policy Required to Sustain 
Economic Growth

The energy composition of  the basket in 2020 or 2021 has 
already been largely determined by investment decisions that have 
been taken and projects that will be constructed and completed in 
the course of  this decade. However, there is a greater choice beyond 
that to 2030 or 2040. In the medium term (2021-22), the share of  
coal and lignite is likely to remain high at about 48% of  TPES. A 
gain was expected from natural gas/LNG and its share expected to 
improve to 11%.  However, there have been setbacks to domestic 
production and its gradual recovery along with higher LNG imports 
is likely to see the share of  gas picking up but it is unlikely to greatly 
exceed 10% of  TPES by 2021-22. 
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If  the nuclear and renewable generation programme sticks to 
schedule, the share of  coal and lignite in 2021-22 will be 45−48%. 
If  there are slippages in the nuclear power, hydroelectric and other 
renewable programmes, the additional slack will have to be taken up 
by coal and lignite and its share will be higher up to 50% of  TPES. 
Failing which, overall economic growth may suffer on account of  
insufficient energy supply expressed through power cuts, as has 
happened in the past.

 The implication is that adequate power generating capacity (and 
the coal supply) must be built up with provision of  a buffer. These 
investments are financially viable with capacity utilization (PLF) of  
60%, though they operate at times at 80% and higher. It had been 
envisaged that in the Twelfth Plan a total of  88.5 GW of  additional 
capacity would come up in the conventional energy sector, adding 
to the 175 GW of  capacity installed as on March 2012, although 
some of  the older and less efficient plants would be retired and 
hence the net addition would be slightly less. In addition to the pre-
existing 24.5 GW of  renewable capacity an additional 30 GW of  
capacity creation was envisaged. In the Thirteenth Plan period, the 
Working Group for the Twelfth Plan had made an initial assessment 
of  additional capacity creation of  93 GW. Since some of  the planned 
capacity creation for the Thirteenth Plan period was front-ended 
into the Twelfth Plan, it is likely that a fresh working would come 
up with an estimate in the region of  85 GW. That is not including 
the capacities that would be pushed back from the Twelfth to the 
Thirteenth Plan period on account of  project delays. 

Aggregate capacity creation between 2011-12 and 2013-
14 averaged over 19 GW. In the first seven months of  2014-15, 
additional capacity of  9.4 GW was installed and the year may see 
total capacity addition of  20 GW or more. The first three years of  
the Twelfth Plan would thus see addition to capacity of  58 GW in 
conventional electricity generating capacity, seemingly on course, to 
create the 93 GW targeted for the Twelfth Plan period. The addition 
to renewable energy sources has been about 7 GW since March 
2012 and at this pace it may fall short of  the expected 30 GW to 
March 2017. 
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The good pace of  capacity creation is on account of  good 
progress in the thermal sector, where as much as 64% of  the 
projection total to Mar 2017 was already complete by the end of  
Mar 2014. However in the hydroelectric and nuclear power sector 
the situation is not good. 

In the hydro power sector, as against the assessed additional 
capacity of  10.9 GW between 2012 and 2017, only 1.8 GW or 17% 
was completed at the half  way point in end October 2014. Many 
hydropower projects have been tied up on account of  activism of  
various kinds. Hopefully these will get sorted out sooner rather than 
later. 

In the nuclear power sector the situation is worse, with no new 
capacity declared commercial, although the first unit (1,000 MWe) 
at Kudankulam, Tamil Nadu, was synchronised in Oct 2013 and the 
second is expected to achieve criticality in April 2015. Both units 
should be commercialized by March 2017. The two other stations 
under construction at Kota, Rajasthan and Surat, Gujarat, are 
behind schedule and at best are likely to become available by 2020. 
The 520 Mwe Fast Breeder Reactor at Kalpakkam, Tamil Nadu is 
behind schedule and may be commissioned by 2017. Even then, 
the additional capacity in the nuclear power sector would amount 
to 5.3 GWe between 2012 and 2022, as against the expectation of  
20.8 GWe projected for the ten years from 2012 to 2022. Major 
shortfalls in project delays and new projects initiation look to be 
inevitable.

The slow progress on nuclear and hydroelectricity and the 
setback in output in natural gas has combined to place an excessive 
burden on the coal thermal sector. The renewable sector has also 
lagged a bit. In any case it does not yet have the capacity to substitute 
power supply from delayed nuclear power or hydro stations either 
in terms of  energy intensity or cost. The only course of  action is to 
accelerate certain things.

Exploration & Production (E&P) of  domestic natural gas 
and work towards greater acceptability of  R-LNG as fuel in 
urban transport, domestic cooking and as an input into peaking 
power stations (which may find sustenance from higher time of  
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day peak-time tariffs). Coal bed methane (CBM) so far has been 
underdeveloped and there is scope on this front. The development 
of  new gas fields and CBM are likely to be at a higher cost, but 
as long as they are below the cost of  imported LNG there is net 
benefit in developing such sources. Shale gas (and oil) has yet to be 
proved operational outside of  North America, but steps will need 
to be initiated to start the process here. Finally, asset acquisition 
overseas of  both oil and gas reserves is the next best alternative to 
domestic E&P. It also helps to acquire technological and commercial 
knowledge for domestic E&P.

The nuclear power sector needs a fillip: The legislative agenda 
in regard to civil liability and ownership needs to be expeditiously 
and effectively resolved. Procedures need meaningful telescoping. 
A push towards public private partnership in nuclear plants must be 
made. Even if  quite clearly the dividends from such initiatives will 
only become available after the middle of  the next decade. However, 
this will have the potential to provide significant increments to 
electric capacity in the late 2020s and 2030s when our coal use may 
start coming under the pressure of  global attention. 

On the renewable energy front, there are a large number of  
unrelated issues. For instance in the case of  municipal waste to 
energy programme, there is such a large externality in the clean 
disposal of  urban wastes that it should be done mandatorily and 
the excess costs of  generation – if  any – should be borne from the 
revenues of  the urban agglomeration. Wind and solar photovoltaic 
(PV) is expanding. However, the cost of  supply of  the latter is still 
high by the standard of  electricity tariffs in India and will need 
support from some version of  the extant feed-in tariff  systems. If  
the cost of  supply from conventional fuels is comparable to solar 
PV/thermal, the game changes. One should bear in mind the fact 
that in several countries the cost of  conventional power is already at 
levels close to that of  solar based renewable power. 

The imperative for India to invest (and bear the higher cost) of  
solar PV/thermal is that, without developing a critical size of  end 
use we will not be able to create the incentives to develop upstream 
manufacturing industry and keep pace with the fast changing 
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technology and materials involved. For at some point not so distant 
in the future, coal and hydrocarbons will decline/retire and the slack 
will have to be picked up by a combination of  nuclear and renewable 
sources.

As may be seen from Table-5, household electricity rates are 
higher than that for industrial consumers, not only in Europe 
but in North America and OECD Asia, but also in non-OECD 
countries like Brazil, Taiwan and Thailand. The cost of  supply to 
large customers in industry is lower compared to widely dispersed 
and smaller customers in the household sector, so there is a cost 
side reason for the difference. The magnitude of  the difference 
in Germany, Japan, Netherlands, UK and USA, possibly reflect a 
policy preference for protecting the competitiveness of  industry. In 
India it has been quite the other way around with industry having to 
cross-subsidize household and agricultural consumption.

TABLE 5
Cost of  Electricity to Users Inclusive of  Tax and Distribution 
costs
Unit: US cents per KwH

2008 2010 2014

House
hold Industrial

House
hold Industrial

House
hold Industrial

OECD 
Europe

Euro-zone 28.3 17.3

EU 28 26.7 16.0

Germany 32.3 10.9 32.5 13.5 38.7 20.7

France 16.4 10.5 15.7 10.7 20.7 12.5

Italy 30.5 29.0 26.3 25.7 31.9 22.4

Netherlands 24.3 14.0 22.1 12.3 23.7 13.4

Denmark 39.6 13.0 35.6 11.4 39.5 10.9

Sweden 21.5 9.5 21.8 9.6 25.6 9.2

UK 23.1 14.6 19.9 12.1 25.0 16.8

Other 
OECD
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Canada 9.0 7.0 9.5 7.0

Chile 19.5 14.5 22.9 14.0

Japan 20.6 13.9 23.2 15.4

Korea 8.9 6.0 8.3 5.8

Mexico 9.6 12.6 8.9 10.4

Turkey 16.5 13.9 18.4 15.1

USA 11.3 6.8 11.6 6.8

Non 
OECD

Brazil 17.1 12.0

Indonesia 6.1 6.4

Taiwan 8.6 6.7 9.5 7.9

Thailand 9.4 7.5

Notes :  Prices include taxes (VAT, excise) and costs of  distribution
Sources : International Energy Statistics, US EIA; Energy Prices and Statistics (quarterly), 

IEA, Q2, 2011; Eurostat database: Electricity Prices in EU

It may be noted from Table-5, that electricity prices, in the 
OECD countries, and more so in Europe, are quite high. For ready 
reference, 10 US cents per unit is Rs 6.20 per unit and 20 US cents is 
Rs 12.50 per unit. The rate for households in the Eurozone, of  28.3 
cents, translates to Rs 17.50 per unit, while the average industrial 
tariff  is Rs 10.70 per unit. The highest tariff  in India for industrial 
and domestic consumers ranges between Rs 6 to 8 per unit, while 
there is a lot of  consumption at much lower rates, leaving aside the 
large AT&C losses some of  which represent consumption at zero 
prices.

 The point is not that electricity rates are comparatively lower 
in India per se, but that the cost of  power from new technologies 
such as gas fired closed cycle or renewable sources such as solar PV 
are higher than our present price structure can support. This is in 
sharp contrast to OECD Europe, where the retail price structure, 
can possibly afford to absorb a point of  generation cost of  Rs 10 
to 15 per unit, especially if  the tax regime is willing to yield some 
space. For instance it is reported that in Chile solar PV is coming up 
without fiscal incentives.
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For good reasons of  social equity we cannot raise household 
power prices to levels of  OECD Europe; however we must try and 
ensure at least that all costs are fully compensated for and capital is 
adequately serviced. Creating fiscal burdens in the power system has 
served us ill in the past and will be even more deleterious in the future. 
For we will have to absorb increasingly greater quantities of  higher 
cost gas and solar PV and other power from renewable sources and 
our ability to cross-subsidize will diminish as these kinds of  power 
progressively increase their share in the total electricity pie.

Our problem will be to balance the imperative of  meeting the 
energy requirements of  the economy while adopting the prudent 
course of  working to increase the share of  sources other than 
coal. Natural gas is the most obvious choice. However, our low 
cost domestic production is limited and at the margin incremental 
supply can only be had from R-LNG of  from high cost domestic 
gas. The cost of  power generated from R-LNG is in the region of  
Rs 8 per unit, which is much higher than that being supplied to the 
grid by coal thermal and other producers. However, if  we were to 
absorb this by raising the average tariff  across-the-board (or only 
on peak tariff, if  the gas based power is from peak load stations), 
then the share of  gas can go up in the total energy mix. As a by-
product we can get the 18 GW which is stranded of  the total of  
28 GW gas based power plants off  the ground. The substitution 
of  gas for liquid fuels in transportation and refineries will in any 
case happen, but policy can hasten the process through incentives 
and encouragement. But, substitution of  existing power, which is 
basically coal based, is a harder task. However, we have to work on 
this to try and boost the share of  natural gas which is regarded as 
more environmentally friendly. 

The obvious candidate which can realistically substitute coal for 
base load stations and which does not have emissions is nuclear. 
However, our experience with nuclear power plant construction has 
been characterized by large project delays. While some of  it may be 
on account of  activism which will have to be dealt with politically, 
steps must be taken to bring project implementation within a more 
acceptable time framework. New players must also be brought 
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into the industry. The outlook for the sector has to be much more 
ambitious.

For if  we are forestalled on both natural gas and nuclear, we will 
lack the required flexibility in our energy strategy to try and work 
towards a more acceptable energy mix on the generation side in 
coming decades. The emphasis to improve upon energy efficiency 
on the use side is the obverse side of  the coin. The realistic inference 
must be accepted that price and taxation are the most effective 
tools to achieve higher levels of  energy efficiency on the user end. 
Mandates are useful but their ability to influence what are most 
commonly basic economic questions is limited.
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Managing Water for Growth -
Challenges and opportunities

In discussions on enablers or constraints on growth, water is rarely 
mentioned. This paper argues that we need to recognise that water 

is now a major binding constraint on future growth prospects of  the 
Indian economy and water security for our citizens is a challenging 
goal. Whether it is in agriculture or industry or our emerging urban 
settlements, water is a major challenge. What is more, whether it is 
surface water or groundwater, we need a paradigm shift in water 
management in India if  we are to sustain our ambitions regarding 
the growth process in the Indian economy. This paper outlines the 
fundamental reforms needed in our approach to water, some of  
which have been initiated in the 12th Plan.

The Indian economy and society face daunting challenges in the 
water sector, as we move into the second decade of  the 21st century. 
The demands of  a rapidly industrialising economy and urbanizing 
society come at a time when the potential for augmenting supply 
is limited, water tables are falling and water quality issues have 
increasingly come to the fore. As we drill deeper for water, our 
groundwater gets contaminated with fluoride and arsenic. Both 
our rivers and our groundwater are polluted by untreated effluents 
and sewage, continuing to be dumped into them. Many urban 
stretches of  rivers and lakes are overstrained and overburdened by 
industrial waste, sewage and agricultural runoff. These wastewaters 
are overloading rivers and lakes with toxic chemicals and wastes, 
consequently poisoning water resources and supplies. These 
toxins are finding their way into plants and animals, causing severe 
ecological toxicity at various trophic levels. In the developing cities, 
it is estimated that more than 90 percent of  sewage is discharged 
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directly into rivers, lakes, and coastal waters, without treatment of  
any kind. In India, cities produce nearly 40,000 million litres of  
sewage every day and barely 20 percent of  it is treated. Central 
Pollution Control Board’s 2011 survey states that only 2% towns 
have both sewerage systems and sewage treatment plants. 

Climate change poses fresh challenges with its impacts on the 
hydrologic cycle. More extreme rates of  precipitation and evapo-
transpiration will exacerbate impacts of  floods and droughts. More 
intense, extreme and variable rainfall, combined with lack of  proper 
drainage, will mean that every spell of  rain becomes an urban 
nightmare as roads flood and dirty water enters homes and adds to 
filth and disease.  

Conflicts across competing uses and users of  water – agriculture 
and industry, town and country -- are growing by the day. The 
water shares across agriculture, industry and households in rich, 
industrialised countries are significantly different from those in 
India. Rich, industrialised nations use some 86% of  water resources 
for industry and domestic uses, whereas 82% of  water resources are 
used in agriculture in India. And water use efficiency in agriculture, 
which consumes around 80% of  our water resources, continues to 
be among the lowest in the world. At 25-35 percent, this compares 
poorly with 40-45 percent in Malaysia and Morocco, 50-60 percent 
in Israel, Japan, China and Taiwan. 

Limits to Large Irrigation Projects
That increasingly there are definite limits to and greatly reduced 

scope for economically viable additional large water storage for 
irrigation has been widely recognised in recent scholarly work 
(Ackerman, 2011)1. The World Bank acknowledges that “there is 
little value to additional storage in most of  the peninsular river 
basins (the Kaveri, Krishna and Godavari) and in the Narmada 
and Tapti” (Briscoe and Malik, 2006, p.32)2. Similarly, a study by 
the International Water Management Institute (Amarsinghe et al, 
2007)3, shows that Krishna and Kaveri have reached full or partial 
closure. Another IWMI study shows that in the Krishna river basin, 
the storage capacity of  major and medium reservoirs has reached 
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total water yield (Venot et al 2007)4, with virtually no water reaching 
the sea in low rainfall years. What is worse, “the capture of  so 
much water within the basin and the evaporation of  an additional 
36 BCM of  water has changed the regional climate, increasing 
humidity and changing temperature regimes, aggravating saline 
ground water intrusion, and putting at risk the delicate wetland and 
estuarine ecology which is important not only for aquatic habitats 
and fisheries, but also for preventing shore erosion. The lack of  
adequate environmental flows in the Krishna River has significantly 
aggravated water pollution problems from cities, since domestic and 
industrial effluents can no longer be sufficiently diluted by flowing 
water” (Ackerman, 2011, p.6).

Given these constraints, the trend increasingly is to locate new 
projects in relatively flat topography that multiplies disproportionately 
the areas to be flooded and the people to be evicted. It also tends to 
aggravate already contentious relations between States, as witnessed 
in the Polavaram dam in Andhra Pradesh, strongly opposed by both 
Orissa and Chhattisgarh.

Of  course, water flow in the Himalayan Rivers, particularly the 
Ganga, is far greater than in Peninsular Rivers. But here there are 
other constraints. In the Ganga Plains, the topography is completely 
flat and storages cannot be located here. In a study for the Asian 
Development Bank, Blackmore (2010)5 has argued that surface 
irrigation through dams in the Ganga river basin is of  low value 
and although within-year water storage could augment flows, given 
that since water tables are already high, this would be of  little use. 
Similarly for the Indus, Blackmore shows that “the next major 
dam (at a cost of  USD 12 billion) will yield less than 1.5 per cent 
increase in regulated flow” (ibid). And further up in the Himalayas 
we confront one of  the most fragile ecosystems in the world. 

The Himalayas are comparatively young mountains with high 
rates of  erosion. Their upper catchments have little vegetation 
to bind soil. Deforestation has aggravated the problem. Rivers 
descending from the Himalayas tend, therefore, to have high 
sediment loads. A 1986 study found that 40 per cent of  hydro-dams 
built in Tibet in the 1940s had become unusable due to siltation of  
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reservoirs (K. Pomeranz, 2009)6. Studies by engineering geologists 
with the Geological Survey of  India record many cases of  power 
turbines becoming dysfunctional following massive siltation in run-
of-the-river schemes. Climate change is making predictability of  
river flows extremely uncertain. This will rise exponentially as more 
and more dams are built in the region. Diverting rivers will also 
create large dry regions with adverse impact on local livelihoods 
(fisheries and agriculture). Rapid rise of  the Himalayas (from 500 
to 8000 metres) gives rise to an unmatched range of  ecosystems, a 
biodiversity that is both enormous and fragile. The north-east of  
India is one of  just 25 bio-diversity hotspots in the world [Myers 
et al 2000]7. According to Valdiya (1999)8 as also Goswami and 
Das (2002)9, the neo-tectonism of  the Brahmaputra valley and 
its surrounding highlands in the eastern Himalayas means that 
modifying topography by excavation or creating water and sediment 
loads in river impoundments can be dangerous. Quake-induced 
changes in the river system can adversely impact the viability of  
dams as several basic parameters of  the regime of  rivers and the 
morphology and behaviour of  channels may change. “The last two 
major earthquakes in the region (1897 and 1950) caused landslides 
on the hill slopes and led to the blockage of  river courses, flash 
floods due to sudden bursting of  landslide induced temporary 
dams, raising of  riverbeds due to heavy siltation, fissuring and sand 
venting, subsidence or elevation of  existing river and lake bottoms 
and margins and the creation of  new water bodies and waterfalls 
due to faulting” [Menon et al 2003]10. Even more recent research 
published in Science (Kerr and Stone, 2009)11 on Zipingpu reservoir-
induced seismicity as a trigger for the massive Sichuan earthquake 
in 2008 raises doubts about the wisdom of  extensive dam-building 
in a seismically active region. 

As for the ambitious interlinking of  rivers scheme, progress so 
far has been slow. While DPRs have been prepared for a few of  
the links, many concerns have already been expressed about how 
far the initiative can be taken. The comprehensive proposal to link 
Himalayan with the Peninsular rivers for inter-basin transfer of  water 
is estimated to cost around Rs. 5,60,000 crores. Land submergence 
and R&R packages would be additional to this cost. There are no 
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firm estimates available for running costs of  the scheme, such as 
the cost of  power required to lift water. In a country like India 
which gets seasonal rainfall from monsoons, the periods when 
rivers have “surplus” water are generally synchronous across the 
subcontinent. Another key issue is how the reasonable needs of  the 
basin states, which will grow over time, will be taken into account 
while planning inter-basin transfers. Further, given the topography 
of  India and the way links are envisaged, it might totally bypass the 
core dryland areas of  Central and Western India, which are located 
on elevations of  300+ metres above MSL. It is also feared that 
linking rivers could affect the natural supply of  nutrients through 
curtailing flooding of  the downstream areas. Along the east coast 
of  India, all major peninsular rivers have extensive deltas. Damming 
the rivers for linking will cut down the sediment supply and cause 
coastal and delta erosion, destroying the fragile coastal eco-systems. 
It is also pointed out that the scheme could affect the monsoon 
system significantly (Rajamani et al, 2006).12 The presence of  a low 
salinity layer of  water with low density is a reason for maintenance 
of  high sea-surface temperatures (greater than 28 degrees C) in 
the Bay of  Bengal, creating low pressure areas and intensification 
of  monsoon activity. Rainfall over much of  the sub-continent is 
controlled by this layer of  low saline water. A disruption in this 
layer could have serious long-term consequences for climate and 
rainfall in the subcontinent, endangering the livelihoods of  a vast 
population. It is, therefore, imperative that great caution is exercised 
in moving forward on this proposal.

Urgent Need for and Potential of  MMI Reform
The good news is that over the last six decades since independence 

we have built up huge irrigation capacities, which provide a massive 
window of  opportunity. Improved utilisation of  these capacities 
can dramatically add to irrigated area and also lead to a major 
improvement in water-use efficiency that continues to languish at 
a very low level in our large irrigation sector. The huge investments 
over the last 60 years have meant that the irrigation potential created 
through major and medium irrigation (MMI) projects has increased 
nearly five-fold from 9.72 mha in the pre-Plan period to around 46 
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mha by the 11th Plan. The problem, however, is that during the 
same period, the utilization of  this potential has failed to keep pace. 
From being almost equal to the potential created in the pre-Plan 
period (9.70 mha), it is now well short of  it, reaching only about 35 
mha during the 11th Plan. 

We need, therefore, to make a major break from the past by 
focusing on four main thrust areas in the MMI sector:

[a] complete, as far as possible, the huge backlog of  ongoing 
MMI projects by prioritizing the allocation of  investible funds to 
on-going projects while taking up new only as a matter of  exception; 
completing on-going projects  will help create new MMI irrigation 
potential of  7.9 million ha during the plan period;

[b] close the gap between IPC and IPU to the order of  10 million 
ha by prioritizing investments in command area development 
projects and restore an additional 2.2 million ha of  lost irrigated 
potential through ERM works in old MMI projects;

[c] catalyze, support and incentivize deep reform in irrigation 
departments by strengthening and broad-basing their human 
resources, by building capacities of  civil engineers to move from a 
narrowly construction orientation to management roles (as being 
done by their counterparts throughout the world), capacitating 
WALMIs and other irrigation training and research institutions 
and strengthening incentives in irrigation service provision and 
Irrigation Service Fee (ISF) Collection;

[d] redesigning the information architecture of  the MMI sector 
to promote and support strong Management Information System 
at the MMI level and for improved water resources management at 
various levels.

The 12th Five Year Plan has proposed the setting up of  a National 
Irrigation Management Fund to catalyze and support demand for 
irrigation management and institutional reform. This is departure 
from the past practice. All along, institutional and management 
reforms have been pushed through supply-side mechanisms.  Thus, 
many state governments have passed PIM Acts assuming that these 
per se will make PIM work.  Earlier Plans have provided funds for 
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training and research in irrigation management but without notable 
success. There appears to be a low-level equilibrium in which the 
MMI sector has been stuck during recent decades. Even as MMI 
investments are growing, irrigation departments in many states 
are getting depleted. States compete for capital investments in 
new MMI projects but do little to manage them efficiently. Even 
farmers in MMI command areas have given up on demanding 
better services from MMI managers because they have increasingly 
fallen back on private wells. With electricity offered free or at 
subsidized rates, tubewell irrigation has boomed even in command 
areas causing widespread groundwater depletion.  In many states, 
Irrigation Service Fee (ISF) to be collected from irrigators has been 
abolished; where it is not, actual collection of  ISF is 2-8 percent of  
demand.  Because ISF collected has no relation with area irrigated or 
irrigation service provided, there is total lack of  information needed 
for effective management of  the MMI systems.  This implies that 
the accountability loop between farmers and irrigation departments 
is broken. Participatory Irrigation Management has failed to take 
off  in many States because in the current scenario Water User 
Associations have all obligations but no rights nor secure access to 
irrigation.

In breaking out of  this low-level equilibrium, the starting point 
has to be increasing resources available with MMI systems managers 
for proper Operation and Maintenance (O&M) of  systems. In 2005, 
the World Bank estimated that to minimize deferred maintenance 
on Indian MMI systems, we need to spend Rs. 19,000 crore on 
annual maintenance, which is nearly 20 times more than what States 
actually spend.  Without regular maintenance, naturally, the IPC-
IPU gap has been growing. State irrigation departments are content 
to generate enough revenue to meet their establishment costs, which 
many do from the water charges they recover by selling a small 
proportion of  MMI water to industries. But this just covers salaries 
and leaves little or nothing for regular maintenance and upkeep of  
systems—especially canals and distribution systems-- which affect 
irrigation more than industrial or municipal customers.  

Thus, the most effective way for India to increase agricultural 
productivity and output is to improve the efficiency of  its existing 
irrigation systems. But this is not only about surface water.
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Groundwater Management: Building Sustainability
While public investments since Independence have focused 

largely on surface water, over the last two decades groundwater has 
emerged as the main source of  both drinking water and irrigation, 
based almost entirely on private investments by millions of  
atomistic decision-makers. The relative ease and convenience of  its 
decentralised access has meant that groundwater is the backbone of  
India’s agriculture and drinking water security. It is a common-pool 
resource (CPR), used by millions of  farmers across the country. 
It remains the only drinking water source in most of  India’s rural 
households, while many industries depend upon groundwater. Over 
the last four decades, around 84 per cent of  the total addition to the 
net irrigated area has come from groundwater. With an estimated 
30 million groundwater structures, India is fast hurtling towards 
a serious crisis of  groundwater overuse and groundwater quality 
deterioration. 

The report of  the Expert Group on Groundwater Management 
and Ownership of  the Planning Commission (2007), already found 
that in 2004, 28% of  India’s blocks were showing alarmingly high 
levels of  groundwater use. A recent assessment by NASA showed 
that during 2002 to 2008, India lost about 109 cu.km. of  water 
leading to a decline in water table to the extent of  0.33 metres per 
annum (Tiwari et al, 2009)13. In addition to depletion, many parts of  
India report severe water quality problems, causing drinking water 
vulnerability. Nearly 60% of  all districts in India have problems 
related to either the quantitative availability or quality of  groundwater 
or both. This is a serious situation warranting immediate attention.

Aquifers are rock formations capable of  storing and transmitting 
groundwater. A complete understanding of  groundwater resources 
is possible only through a proper understanding of  such aquifers. 
The current approach also tends to ignore the common pool nature 
of  groundwater. As the work of  Nobel Prize winning economist 
Elinor Ostrom shows, the first design principle in management of  
CPRs is the clear delineation and demarcation of  its boundaries. 
And an understanding of  its essential features, which in the case of  
groundwater includes its storage and transmission characteristics.
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The 12th Plan, therefore, proposes to initiate a comprehensive 
programme for the mapping and management of  India’s aquifers. 
Implementation of  an integrated aquifer mapping and groundwater 
management programme is possible only through strong 
partnerships between government departments, research institutes, 
gram panchayats/urban local bodies, industrial units, civil society 
organizations and the local community. Such partnerships will 
break down the institutional silos that often constrain focused work 
on groundwater management. The Central Ground Water Board 
(CGWB) will lead this effort and State Agencies for groundwater 
will be constituted or reformed, to bring about organisational parity 
across the country.

Groundwater management responses would be most effective 
when a tractable aquifer typology is developed for the country. Each 
“type” within the aquifer typology is a function of  the hydrogeological 
setting, which defines the socio-ecology of  groundwater and the level 
of  groundwater development of  the specific area. This typology 
will become the starting point for planning aquifer mapping and 
designing interventions with regard to groundwater management, 
including work on recharging aquifers. 

The paradox and challenge of  groundwater management arises 
from the fact that a fugitive, common pool resource is currently 
being extracted by individuals, millions of  farmers in particular. 
India is the largest consumer of  groundwater in the world and at the 
latest count we have 30 million groundwater structures. The good 
news is that over the last few years innovative approaches have been 
tried out across the country, which have blazed a trail in how this 
paradox might be resolved. We must attempt to carry the lessons 
from these diverse efforts to scale through the National Aquifer 
Management Programme. 

Urban Water and Waste Management
Public health implications of  unclean water are enormous 

and unacceptable. Currently, India is on a deadly spiral -- on the 
one hand, water scarcity is growing and on the other, water is 
getting increasingly polluted, which is further increasing the cost 
of  treatment or leading to increasing deaths and illnesses. It is 
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unacceptable that diarrhea and other water borne diseases are one 
of  the most common causes of  death among children under age 
five. 

It is clear that the growth of  cities and industries is inevitable 
and this growth will have massive implications on the use of  
water and discharge of  waste. In most parts of  the industrialized 
world, water use is primarily in the industrial and urban sectors and 
in India this is also bound to grow. This ‘re-allocation’ of  water 
between areas becoming urban and those remaining rural may lead 
to conflict. We are already beginning to see tensions following this 
re-allocation. It is clear that Indian cities and industries will have to 
reinvent their water trajectory to both secure the water they need 
and do so in a way that minimises the scope for conflict. Indian 
cities and industries need to find ways to grow with minimal water 
and minimal waste. This demands policies that drive these sectors to 
become water efficient before becoming water wasteful.

Nothing less than a paradigm shift is required if  we are to 
move towards sustainable solutions to urban water and waste 
management. First, we will have to spend less in bringing water to 
homes by reducing the length of  the pipeline to lower electricity 
and pumping costs and resultant ‘leakage’. This means giving higher 
priority to reviving local water bodies and recharging groundwater, 
so that we can source water from as close as possible. Secondly, we 
must use less, not more water in our homes, so that we have less 
to treat and less to dispose off. Thirdly, we must also cut the costs 
and transportation of  sewage – use decentralized networks and 
use a variety of  technologies to treat sewage as locally as possible. 
Finally, we must begin to learn that we will have to reuse every drop 
of  our sewage – turn it into drinking water or at least re-use and 
recycle it in our gardens, in our industries or use it (after treatment) 
to rejuvenate natural water bodies. This would require change of  
standards so that groundwater pollution boards incentivize the 
reuse of  wastewater for recharge. This water-waste agenda needs to 
be incorporated deliberately into city plans. 

India’s urban water reform agenda needs four major thrust 
areas:
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Agenda 1: Investments in water supply focus on demand 
management, reducing intra-city inequity and on quality of  water 
supplied

The single biggest charge on municipal water supply today is 
the distance water needs to travel. The water supply programme of  
each city must provide for demand management and reduction in 
costs of  supply. This will require cities to plan for local water bodies 
as well as plan to cut distribution losses through bulk water meters 
and efficiency drives. User charges should plan to cover increasing 
proportions of  O&M costs, while building in equity by providing 
“lifeline” water free of  charge and raising tariffs with increasing use, 
even while capping the maximum amount supplied.

Agenda 2: Protection of  water bodies
Each city must consider, as first source of  supply its local water 

bodies. Therefore, cities must only get funds for water projects, when 
they have accounted for the water supply from local water bodies 
and have protected local water bodies and their catchments. This 
pre-condition will force protection and will build the infrastructure, 
which will supply locally and then take back sewage – the water’s 
waste connection -- also locally. It will cut the length of  the pipeline 
twice over – once to supply and the other to take back the waste. 

Agenda 3: No water scheme to be sanctioned without a sewage 
component

Investment in sewage must match the investment in water 
supply. It is also important to note that pollution control is not 
possible without investment in an extensive sewage system to reach 
all people and intercept the waste of  all for treatment. Cities must 
plan carefully keeping in mind the backlog of  sewage facilities 
and the need for sewage infrastructure in new growth areas. This 
planning for ‘full coverage and costs’ will lead cities to look for 
unconventional methods of  treating waste. 

For instance, cities would then consider treatment of  sewage in 
open drains and treatment using alternative biological methods of  
wastewater treatment. Biological methods of  wastewater treatment 
introduce contact with bacteria (cells), which feed on the organic 
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materials in the wastewater, thereby reducing its BOD content. 
Through their metabolism, the organic material is transformed into 
cellular mass, which is no longer in solution but can be precipitated 
at the bottom of  a settling tank or retained as slime on solid surfaces 
or vegetation in the system. The water exiting the system is much 
clearer than the one that entered it. The principle has to be to cut 
the cost of  building the sewage system, cut the length of  the sewage 
network and then to treat the waste as a resource – turn sewage into 
water for irrigation or use in industry.

Indian cities have the opportunity to reinvent sewage paradigms, 
simply because they have not yet built the infrastructure. They can 
leapfrog into new ways of  dealing with excreta, which are affordable 
and sustainable. 

Agenda 4: Plan deliberately for recycling and reuse of  treated 
wastewater

Cities must plan for reuse and recycling of  waste at the very 
beginning of  their water and waste plan and not as an after-thought. 
It is also clear that cities must think through the plan for reuse for 
affordability and sustainability. The diverse options for reuse must 
be factored in – use in agriculture, for recharge of  water bodies, 
for gardening and for industrial and domestic use. In each case, 
treatment plan will be different. But in all cases, the treated effluent 
will improve the hydrological cycle. It will return water and not waste 
to the environment. While a larger sewage treatment plant affords 
economies of  scale in operation, a plant fitted to size – collecting the 
waste of  a group of  houses, an institution or even colonies – may 
have higher costs of  operations but there are substantial savings in 
the piping and pumping cost. 

Industrial Water and Waste Management
In an increasingly industrialising economy like India, it is 

extremely important that industry adopts the best international 
practices to improve water use efficiency. This can be broadly done 
in two ways:

reducing the consumption of  fresh water through alternative • 
water-efficient technologies or processes in various manufacturing 
activities; and
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reusing and recycling the waste water from such water intense • 
activities and making the reclaimed water available for use in the 
secondary activities within or outside the industry.
Such an approach is extremely important to reduce the water 

footprint of  Indian industry, both in terms of  fresh water used, as 
also polluted wastewater released untreated into the environment. 
The urgency of  this issue is because water conflicts are increasingly 
arising across the length and breadth of  India between competing 
users and uses. And industry, as a relatively new user of  water, 
needs to recognise that economising on the use of  water is now an 
essential ingredient in ensuring sustainability of  its operations and 
may be in its own enlightened self-interest.

The first step in this direction is to make comprehensive water 
audits a recurring feature of  industrial activity so that we know what 
is being used by the industrial sector at present and so that changes 
can be monitored and the most cost-effective basket of  water 
efficiency technologies and processes designed and implemented to 
reduce water demand and increase industrial value added per unit 
of  water consumed. The water audit will consider both quantity 
and quality aspects as the need to reduce polluting discharges to 
the aquatic environment or to sewage systems is often the key 
driver to water saving. The starting point will be large units in 
water-intensive industries such as thermal power, paper and pulp, 
textiles, food, leather (tanning), metal (surface treatment), chemical/ 
pharmaceutical, oil/gas and mining.

We must make it mandatory for companies to include every year 
in their annual report, details of  their water footprint for the year. 
This would include 

the volume of  fresh water (source-wise) used by them in their • 
various production activities (activity-wise)
the volume of  water used by them that was reused or recycled • 
(again activity-wise)
a commitment with a time-line that the company would reduce • 
its water footprint by a definite amount (to be specified) within 
a definite period of  time (to be specified). 
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The second step would be to examine the measures to levy 
charges for water use and incentives for water conservation. 
Currently, the Water (Prevention and Control of  Pollution) Cess 
Act 1977 is the only instrument to impose cess on discharge of  
effluent water from industrial units. This charge is based on the 
quantum of  discharge from the industry and is used to augment the 
resources of  the Central and State Pollution Boards. The charges 
imposed through the Water Cess are not enough of  a disincentive 
for industries to reduce their water footprint. It is important to 
examine this Act and other provisions and options to increase the 
charges imposed on water use and effluents substantially. This is 
particularly important where industries use groundwater and do not 
pay municipalities, water utilities or even irrigation departments for 
water use. The importance of  water pricing as an instrument for 
change is critical. 

The third step would be to publicly validate the water audit of  
industries so that this builds experience and confidence on the best 
practices. This water reduction commitment of  each industry will 
be tracked for compliance and enforcement through environmental 
regulatory institutions. 

The water audit would also help identify training requirements 
and the best way of  achieving behavioural change within the 
business.  The maximum water saving will be delivered when both 
behavioural change and hard measures are successfully adopted by 
the end user. 

In order to more credibly move industry along this path, central 
and state governments need to set an example by undertaking their 
own audits of  water use in their premises and setting targets for 
ensuring less water use and changes in technology and behaviour 
that will reduce waste.

It is also be very important to develop a forum which would
provide information on industry-specific good practices in wise • 
water use;
undertake to develop expertise in water audits and water use • 
advisory services;
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provide details of  “exemplar” case studies that are relevant to • 
the different industrial sectors operating in India;
provide a “gateway” for accessing information about water • 
saving and water efficiency technologies in rain-water harvesting, 
recycling and reuse, water conserving devices and support to 
helping behaviour change. 
Once such systems are in place, there is enough experience 

from across the world to show that significant economies can be 
effected in water use. Reported water savings range from 15% to 
90% of  current water use, depending on the industrial sub-sector 
considered, the individual process investigated or the combination 
of  water saving measures analysed with the most commonly found 
figures being within the 30-70% range. 

Conclusion
It is evident that to sustain the growth process of  the Indian 

economy, we need a paradigm shift in water management. Business-
as-usual will lead to a major water constraint emerging on the growth 
process. If  water-use efficiency in the largest water using sector 
agriculture does not improve, limits will rapidly emerge on the water 
available for the growing sectors of  the economy. Since improving 
agricultural water use efficiency will take time, industry and urban 
India will need to also adopt a new approach to water and reduce 
their water footprint, by greater resort to reuse and recycled water, 
as also a better management of  groundwater. Only then will be able 
to sustain our ambitions for a rapidly growing Indian economy.
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M ramachandran
 

increasing role of Urban development

For quite some time our development agenda debate remained 
focussed on rural versus urban. Yes, Gandhiji said India lives in 

its villages but history of  development  all over the world shows that 
there is no clash between development of  cities and the rural areas 
and widespread urbanisation has taken roots in recent times. Michael 
Spence (1) has argued that deciding whether urbanisation causes 
growth or growth causes urbanisation is very difficult to say. There 
are no countries which have achieved high incomes or rapid growth 
without substantial urbanisation. For those who prefer to stand by 
the argument that rural areas and rural growth require maximum 
attention and resources in the growth process, the response 
could be , urbanisation deserves attention not to the detriment 
of  improving agricultural productivity, but as a complement to 
such action. Studies made across the developing world show that 
the urban sector drives growth, one example showing that 86 per 
cent of  the growth in value added in developing countries between 
1980 and 1998 came from services and manufacturing. There is 
historic evidence to show that urbanisation rates prompt rise of  
per capita incomes faster. Industry and services get concentrated 
in cities and they grow much faster than other sectors. The role of  
agglomeration economies and the functioning of  labour markets 
in cities highlight  both productivity impacts and linkages with 
the growth process. Efficiency gains and consumption benefits 
prompt people to live in close proximity to one  another . Cities 
support high productivity and high growth activities in ways that 
rural areas cannot . The problem comes when policy makers put 
forth the arguments that rural-urban migration is unmanageable, 
it is unproductive and urban growth is driven by pro urban bias 
rather than economic fundamentals. These are manageable issues 
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provided proper policy framework is put in position. Experience 
shows that urbanisation is necessary for achieving high growth and 
high incomes.  Jane Jacobs(2) has put together evidence from across 
the globe that the real growth engines and generators of  national 
wealth are cities which nurture the fundamental processes leading 
to economic expansion or stagnation. Her analysis suggests that the 
wealth of  nations is actually the wealth of  its cities and the roots of  
the ailments that plague nations can be traced to the state of  their 
cities. What we need to accept is that as Patricia Clarke and Robert 
Buckley(3) have stated, shaping strategies that make cities work for 
the national economy will demand pragmatism and sensitivity to 
what is visible in a given context, but such strategies will reap larger 
rewards.

Some data about growth of  our cities
In 1951, as per Census figures, India had 17.3 per cent of  its 

total population in urban areas. This has grown to 31.7 per cent in 
2011. Number of  towns and cities went up from 2843 then to 7935 
including a big chunk of  3894 ‘census’ towns . Cities with million 
plus population grew from 12 in 1981 to 53 in 2011. It is projected 
that India’s urban population will reach a figure of  600 million by 
the year 2031 and then the million plus population cities will be 
87 in number. It is also to be noted that big city populations are 
growing faster than ever before as pointed out in an ADB Report 
on Asian cities(4). London took 130 years to grow from one million 
people to eight million, Bangkok took 45 years, Dhaka took 37 
years and Seoul took 25 years. In the year 2000, of  the total 18 
mega cities in the world, 10 were in Asia, of  which 3 were in India. 
We will have four more mega cities in another 15 years. Still it will 
take some time for India’s urban population level to be at 50 per 
cent as is the world level now. Among states, Goa, Mizoram and 
Tamil Nadu  are the most urbanised states whereas population wise, 
Maharashtra UP and Tamil Nadu top the list. Kerala, Maharashtra 
and Gujarat are also steadily moving towards the fifty per cent level 
of  urban population. While the bottom states like HP, Bihar, Assam 
and Orissa may take quite some time to reach this level, a trend 
is visible in states like UP, Jharkhand and MP which have sizeable 
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number of  million plus population cities though they are not fast 
moving towards the fifty per cent level of  urban population. Small 
states like Sikkim, Mizoram and Goa have only around 0.1 per cent 
of  population as rural. The 2011 census also reveals that four states 
namely Kerala, Goa, Nagaland and Sikkim recorded decline in rural 
population, marking a new trend.    

How and why cities matter
One of  the recent comprehensive studies on the role cities play 

in our economic development is the McKinsey report on India’s 
urban awakening(5). Emphasising that cities will be central to India’s 
economic future, the Report points out that over the next twenty 
years, urban India will create 70 per cent of  all new jobs in India and 
these urban jobs will be twice as productive as equivalent jobs in the 
rural sector. If  in the year 2008, India’s urban GDP accounted for 
58 per cent of  overall GDP, by 2030 it will be 70 per cent. Cities 
generate between 80 to 85 per cent of  India’s tax revenue. With 
India having a young and rapidly growing population, a potential 
demographic  dividend, cities are projected to account for 70 per 
cent of  all new jobs created in the country after 2030. Building good 
cities being critical to boosting rural incomes too, it is estimated that 
some 180 million people living close to cities will benefit because 
they will enjoy improved access to jobs, markets and the connecting 
infrastructure.  

Whether one likes it or not, the trend of  urbanisation and urban 
expansion is bound to continue. Some highlights in this regard are:

The speed at which urban expansion will happen is, if  it took 
40 years for India’s urban population to rise by nearly 230 million, 
it will take only half  the time to add the next 250 million India will 
have 68 cities with population more than one million of  which 13 
will be with more than 4 million and 6 will be mega cities. For the 
first time, states like Tamil Nadu, Gujarat, Maharashtra, Karnataka 
and Punjab will have more of  their population living in cities than 
in villages.

The fast growing and relatively productive cities will drive about 
a four fold increase in the country’s per capita income.
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The number of  middle class households will increase more than 
four fold. 

In another report brought out recently by McKinsey(6), eight 
states have been identified as high performing states meaning they 
are the country’s economic power houses. Their GDP is growing 
1.1 time faster each year than  India’s national average. At the same 
time performance of  four city states namely Chandigarh, Delhi, 
Goa and Puducherry was more than twice the national average in 
2012. It is notable that India’s metropolitan cities account for 13 
per cent of  the country’s population, but 26 per cent of  GDP, 24 
per cent of  household consumption and over 36 per cent of  the 
country’s consuming class households. Over the next decade, rapid 
urbanisation is expected to create another 15 metropolitan cities.. 
By the year 2025, out 69 metropolitan cites combined with their 
hinterlands will generate over half  of  India’s incremental GDP. 49 
metropolitan clusters have been identified which will account for 
77 per cent of  incremental GDP. It is noteworthy that these 49 
clusters cover 250 of  the 450 cities with population of  one lakh 
or  more. This study propagates the point that urbanisation rate of  
each geographic pocket is a key indicator of  how fast its economy is 
growing. It is estimated that the GDP per capita of  urban and semi 
urban districts is four to five times that of  rural districts.

A strong case has been made for focussing on the need for and 
importance of  urban investments in the report on Indian Urban 
Infrastructure and Services(7). The ability to manage urbanisation 
and prepare cities for their new role is one of  the biggest challenges 
facing India’s planners, the report says. Growth momentum cannot 
be sustained if  urbanisation is not accommodated and facilitated. 
Evidence suggests that in China, growth and urbanisation have 
occurred at very rapid rates in the past 30 years. However a mutually 
reinforcing pattern of  urbanisation and economic growth in China 
has been attained by investing in infrastructure and ‘managing’ the 
pace of  urbanisation through policies. As highlighted in ADB’s 
Asia 2050 Study(8), urbanisation is one of  the defining trends of  
Asia’s transformation. With approximately 75 per cent of  GDP 
coming from urban areas, the quality and efficiency of  Asian cities 
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will determine the region’s long term productivity and overall 
stability. Another ADB publication on urbanisation highlights the 
point that urbanisation has brought enormous economic and social 
change and benefits to most Asian countries. It has been pivotal to 
economic development  and the growing wealth of  nations in the 
region. Among the benefits listed are, creation of  jobs for millions 
of  people, reduction in absolute levels of  poverty, redefining of  
people’s life styles/employment/welfare/social structures and 
institutions and creation of  new power relationships in households, 
organisations and government. Of  course all this comes at a price 
and this is where proper policies, well thought out and appropriately 
structured, would make a big difference.

What is our urban scene like
Having underlined the relevance and importance of  properly 

guiding and facilitating the urban process, let us take stock of  
where we stand with regard to our urbanisation scenario. Census 
2011 figures show that India’s urban population is at 31.16 per 
cent. Though it went up to this level from the 2001 level of  28.6 
per cent which can be called modest, it is for the first time since 
independence that absolute increase in population is more in urban 
than in rural areas. Total number of  towns increased from 5161 
in 2001 to 7935 in 2011 which is very notable. But the point to be 
noted here is that the number of  census towns shot up from 1362 
in 2001 to 3894 in 2011. Four states namely Kerala, Goa, Nagaland 
and Sikkim recorded decline in rural population during the decade. 
There has been more than 30 per cent growth in urban population 
in the three states of  Sikkim, Kerala and Tripura. Total number of  
cities with more than one million population is now 53 with about 
43 per cent of  the total urban population living in these alone. The 
total of  468 cities and towns with one lakh or more population has 
70 per cent of  the country’s urban population.

Census towns
One of  the hitherto unattended issues with regard to the 

urbanisation trend is our approach to the ‘census’ towns. These are 
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towns so classified only by the census establishment based on the 
criteria of  density of  at least 400 people per square kilo meter, has at 
least 75 per cent of  male non agricultural workforce and population 
is 5000 or above. There are large number of  such towns which have 
population between 10,000 and 100,000 and between 100,000 and 
200,000. Since notifying a town as urban body is the domain of  state 
governments and there is no uniformity of  policy in this regard 
in the country and since villages prefer to remain as such because 
becoming an urban body means more regulations and taxes as well 
as lesser flow of  funds from particularly the central government  
which is the case for rural areas, there is no keenness among all these 
census towns to become an urban body. Most of  them may not be 
having any development control norms, systematic arrangement 
for expanding basic services and making provision for organised 
city life and when they are turned into urban bodies any time later, 
the new urban body inherits all the confusion and finds it difficult 
to manage complexity of  affairs like inadequate supply of  water, 
substantial unaccounted flow of  water, poor waste management, lack 
of  adequate landfill sites, poor drainage, huge sewage management 
issues, narrow roads, poor road planning, messy intra town traffic 
system, constructions which may not conform to any norms, no 
integration of  land use and transport planning and so on, to name 
some of  the key management and civic issues. 

The whole issue of  census towns have to be seen in the varying 
contexts such as whether they are stand alone towns, whether they 
are part of  a developing corridor and whether it comes under the 
peri urban scheme of  things. Our policy weakness today is that other 
than getting classified as ‘urban’ or ‘rural’, there is no intermediate 
scheme of  things which takes care of  overall civic management and 
planning issues of  such areas which are steadily on the track of  
becoming urban. Also, most often, large schemes planned for an 
urban or a rural area such as a big water supply program, does not 
provide for an overlap with the immediately adjoining area with a 
different jurisdictional situation. 

Status of  basic infrastructure
It is now worthwhile to take stock as to where our cities and 
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towns stand with regard to basic infrastructure and services. City 
bodies are traditionally supposed to manage basic civic requirements 
like water supply, solid waste, sewage and drainage and ensure proper 
service delivery.

When it comes to water, one of  the essentials of  life, census 
2011 tells us that 71.2 per cent of  the urban population has water 
supply within their premises meaning some 29 per cent of  the 
urban population still has to make efforts as a daily routine to come 
out and collect water. While 20.7 per cent procure it from within a 
hundred  meter area , the remaining 8 per cent get it from beyond 
hundred meters. Broadly 135 litres per capita per day (lpcd) is the 
water availability norm for an urban resident but a service level 
benchmarking study found that there is huge variations in availability 
in cities. While for Ahmedabad it was 121 lpcd, for Bnagalore it was 
88, for Hyderabad it was 122, for Bhubaneswar it was 92 and for 
Indore it was only 73. Having  a water source within or near one’s 
home is no guarantee of  good quality or even adequate water. Only 
32 per cent of  India’s population gets treated water. Households 
using tap water as the major source of  drinking water is only 43.5 
per cent which means most probably, the balance of  larger segment 
of  urban residents are not getting quality water as it should be. Who 
are the sufferers in the process? Inadequate water supply leads to 
overcharging and exploitation of  the poor. The urban poor end up 
paying more than the rich for each unit of  water because of  (a0 their 
inability in getting supply connections (b) labour and time required 
to collect water from distant places and (c) because water is sold at 
higher rates by private/informal vendors(9)

There are other concerns a swell regarding supply, wastage, 
recycling, accountability etc as far as the water sector is concerned. 
Except for a very small number of  towns or parts of  cities, no city 
is able to provide water continuously to all residents all 24 hours 
of  the day. Even in a city like Hyderabad, average supply was just 
about a couple of  hours. In Rajkot it was even less than an hour. 
Intermittent supply is both a cause and a symptom of  dysfunction. 
It is almost impossible to provide water that is safe for drinking 
with an interrupted supply, because of  secondary contamination 
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in the network linked to no or negative pressure  when the flow of  
water stops. There are no figures available as to whether the poorer 
sections of  the society living in congested areas or remote areas 
also have the same level of  access as is reported for the city as a 
whole. There are only indicative figures about Non Revenue Water, 
this being almost 50 per cent on an average in Indian cities. There 
are no conscious efforts country wide to gradually reduce this and 
reach an acceptable level of  15 per cent. Recycling of  waste water 
with arrangements for a double pipe system just does not have a 
priority thereby wasting a substantial part of  the water which can 
be re used. Further, our water Boards are not uniformly bound by 
the concept of  accountability whereby operational expenditure gets 
reduced, energy conservation happens, customer grievances are 
handled expeditiously and robust water data is maintained so that 
improvements can be properly planned and taken up.

Waste management is another area where lots still need to be 
done. We do not even have a system of  periodically collecting data 
about the solid waste generated in our cities and updating it on a 
regular basis. As per census 2011, cities including census towns 
generate 1,70,000 tonnes per day of  waste which means 62 million 
tonnes of  municipal solid waste per year based on an average 
per capita generation of  450 gram per person per day. As per the 
ministry of  Urban Development, 70 million tonnes of  waste is 
generated currently in urban centres. As observed in a report on 
waste to Energy(10), there is conflicting data about the quantum of  
waste actually generated in urban areas principally because there si 
no system of  periodically collecting and updating countrywide data 
on the quantity and composition of  waste. According to the Central 
Pollution Control Board, while municipal areas generate something 
like 1,34,000 MT (Metric Tonnes)per day of  municipal solid waste, 
only about 91,000 MT is collected and 26,000 MT is treated. This 
means that about 1,08,000 tonnes of  waste gets dumped each day 
in low lying urban areas. World Health Organisation has observed 
that 22 types of  diseases can be prevented or controlled in India by 
improving municipal solid waste management system. The Report 
identifies casual attitude of  citizens and municipal authorities, lack 
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of  priority to this essential service, inadequate and inappropriate 
institutional structure, lack of  technical knowhow and paucity of  
financial resources as principal reasons for the prevailing unhygienic 
conditions in our cities. This becomes yet another issue of  concern 
as far as cities being able to better contribute to the process of  
development is concerned.

When it comes to sewerage and sanitation, another essential area 
of  proper city management, the 2011 report on Urban Infrastructure 
highlights the point that the problem of  sanitation is much worse in 
urban areas than in rural due to increasing congestion and density 
in cities. According to earlier figures  relating to the total of  5161 
cities and towns, as many as 4861 do not have even a partial sewage 
network. The McKinsey report points out that only 63 per cent 
of  population has access to sewerage and septic tank facilities and 
only 30 per cent of  sewage generated actually gets treated. This 
is true even for large cities like for example, Mumbai which treats 
only 30 to 40 per cent of  sewage. Sewage generated in cities is 
expected to increase 2.3 times by the year 2030. The problem with 
sewage management is that no one really knows how much sewage 
is generated in the cities because there is no agency which measures 
sewage.

A good summing up of  the confusing scene on India’s urban 
transport front is given in the recommendations of  the working 
Group on Urban transport for the twelfth five year plan(11). It says, 
the present scene of  urban transport across India is categorised 
by sprawling cities, declining share of  public transport and non 
motorised transport, focus on supply side yet with low investments, 
sheer neglect of  pedestrians, cyclists and public transport users and 
increased motorisation leading to pollution and high road fatalities/
injuries. Share of  personal modes of  transport is continuously going 
up in cities whereas the share of  public transport which should 
ideally be improved to 60 per cent, has constantly been dwindling. 
Our cities are not directly responsible for managing the transport 
system as this is not their subject and the state governments handle 
the subject in a very truncated manner. When the transport network 
in London faced multiple challenges including urgent need for up 
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gradation, the government there created Transport for London as 
part of  the Greater London Authority to bring about integration 
among the formerly fragmented agencies responsible for urban 
development and urban transport. This entity manages travel 
demand and mobility patterns for the city. 

Housing is yet another area where there are issues regarding 
inadequate supply and the large presence of  slums in our cities. 
Despite the evident and growing need for affordable housing, policy 
makers have not been able to develop a workable model for its 
provision. Affordable housing has not been a key focus area in the 
development plans of  urban local bodies. No Indian city forecasts 
its demand for such housing and there is no adequate allocation 
of  land through their planning processes or zoning norms. We do 
not even have proper figures regarding the housing shortage. The 
eleventh five year plan estimated urban housing shortage at 24.7 
million units with 99 per cent of  this pertaining to the economically 
weaker sections. When a technical group assessed the shortage in 
2012, the figure was 18.78 million of  which 56 per cent is EWS, 
39.5 per cent is LIG and 4.6 per cent belongs to the MIG and 
above. The McKinsey report evaluated the total number of  urban 
households who cannot afford a house at 25 million. Census 2011 
came out with the figures that out of  a total of  7.89 crore urban 
households in the country, 17.4 per cent is slum households. Well 
over one third of  all slum households in the country- as much as 
38 per cent- is in cities with population of  over a million. Yet we 
have the thought provoking scenario of  a city like Mumbai being 
the sixteenth most expensive place in the world as far as residential 
space is concerned.

Not only do we lack adequate policies at the state level to help 
steady expansion of  facilities in our cities and thereby enable proper 
growth of  our urban centres, the cities still remain to be adequately 
empowered in terms of  the 74th amendment of  the Constitution 
which was one key step in the direction, over a period of  time. The 
poor state of  governance of  our cities is evident to anyone living 
in our cities. We do not have empowered mayors or chairpersons. 
Neither the funds, functions and functionaries as envisaged as per 
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the constitutional mandate have been entrusted to the local bodies 
nor do they have the capacity to undertake the tasks expected of  
them. The poor state of  governance of  Indian cities is evident when 
simple questions like who is the single point of  ultimate authority 
in an Indian city or what is the relationship between a local body 
and a metropolitan development authority or a state level entity like 
water board or a unified metropolitan transport authority or a metro 
rail entity or a regional transport authority or a slum development 
board, will not get direct and clear answers. It is yet to be clearly 
understood all across the system that building effective governance 
is about ensuring a suitable mandate, designing effective structures, 
delegating power, embedding accountability and making sure that 
cities have the required capabilities at their level. As one of  the 
reports points out, our ability to build the cities of  tomorrow will 
require not only large investments in urban infrastructure but also a 
fundamental shift in the mechanisms of  service delivery. Residents 
of  cities have over decades accepted the poor and deteriorating 
quality of  urban services. Indian cities are larger today with more 
diverse population and are growing rapidly. They require technical 
skills to manage the services as wel l as provide a socio economic 
environment in which the industry and service sectors can become 
globally competitive. Larger expenditures have to be combined with 
better governance structures, strong political and administrative will 
to collect taxes and user charges and improved capacity to deliver. 
State governments have the principal constitutional responsibility 
for urban development but the fact remains that they have been 
severely deficient in building and maintaining urban infrastructure 
assets for efficient service delivery.

Central support programs
It is recognising the relevance and importance of  growth and 

expansion of  civic facilities of  cities that the government of  India 
has been taking initiatives from time to time to trigger changes in 
city development. One such major initiative was the launching of  
the Jawaharlal Nehru National urban renewal mission in the year 
2005, setting apart a total allocation of  Rs 66,000 crore as central 
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share in the form of  grant with equal amount planned to be 
provided by states and cities. Though originally meant as a seven 
year mission focussing mainly on select cities which needed the 
maximum attention as focus cities, the program also covered good 
number of  small towns as well. The reform agenda which was to be 
implemented while taking up projects and drawing funds, was one 
of  a kind beginning to prompt the states and cities to bring about 
the much required change in governance and empowerment. All the 
reforms and projects could not be completed during the originally 
scheduled  seven year period and so the mission duration was 
extended by another two years. It is a reflection on the commitment 
level of  the states and the inadequate capacity level of  the cities that 
all these reforms and projects could not be completed as per the 
agreed time schedule. This shows that the basic will is still lacking at 
the operative level.

There have also been other central programs to support the 
cities, the financial support and facilitation the central government 
provides to take up metro projects in the cities being another 
example. The central government also supports taking up of  
specific projects in sectors like water supply and  urban transport 
with external assistance in addition to the programs which they take 
up in the cities directly as well. The new government which assumed 
office at the centre this year has been very forthcoming in giving 
further boost to the urban development agenda by announcing a 
list of  schemes and programs in this year’s budget. The 100 smart 
cities program, support for developing basic infrastructure in at 
least 500 habitations, support for taking up metro projects in cities 
with two million population and above, committing to endeavour 
to have housing for all by 2022, intention to cover every household 
by total sanitation by 2019, institutionalising an arrangement to 
coordinate development of  industrial corridors with smart cities 
linked to transport connectivity, developing smart cities in the 
industrial corridor, launching a National heritage City development 
and Augmenation Yojana to begin with covering 6 cities, setting up 
the Integrated Ganga Conservation mission and providing funds 
for ghat development and beautification of  river front in seven 
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city areas and specially providing funds for power reforms to make 
Delhi a world class city are all well required, specifically focussed 
urban support initiative of  the centre. Now ii is upto the states to 
actively take advantage of  these and see how best the cities can be 
involved in leading their city development. Of  course this calls for 
mobilisation of  resources by having private sector partners as well 
so that the task can be better activated in a given time period , a 
requirement so vital for improving our cities which are in dire need 
of  the same.

So what is it that needs to be done to enable cities play their 
required and specific role in actively contributing to the nation’s 
growth? The way forward would need to consist of  the following 
to start with:
1.  We must have a national strategy as to how the process of  

urbanisation is to be taken forward in the country. Various 
elements of  the agenda such as how the problems of  our existing 
cities should be addressed, to what extent new townships should 
be encouraged and supported, should we go in for more vertical 
expansion of  cities than continue with horizontal expansion, 
what should be the varying scenarios of  FAR/FSI, how can 
the master plan process be made less cumbersome and more 
meaningful, strategies to be adopted to ensure affordable housing 
are evolved, cities are made slum free, effective strategies for 
integrating land use and transport planning, public transport 
promotion strategies, citizen empowerment, e governance and 
smart features would all require a directional approach to be 
given so that states can adopt and adapt these suiting region/
area specific requirements.

2. It is time we took a call as to, to what extent we are prepared to 
empower our cities. While a strong mayor with adequate powers 
to lead the city programs could make a big difference, it is for 
the political system to deliberate on this and arrive at a workable 
solution so that there is someone to lead the process and can be 
held accountable.

3.  Making adequate resources available and enabling the cities to 
raise the type of  resources they can, will be another agenda 
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item. The state Finance commissions have to be empowered to 
address this issue. How much of  devolution is desirable would 
be another issue to be sorted out. There has to be enough clarity 
about the resource availability from the centre as well as the 
states. We may look at examples like the public finance system 
in the UK in which the central government continues to fund 
most of  the urban services. The South African cities depend 
equally on their own revenue sources and on grants and loans 
from the central government to fund their urban services.

4. There is need for taking a second look at governance 
arrangements in our very large cities. We have 3 mega cities 
today namely Mumbai, Delhi and Kolkata and 6 large cities with 
population between 5 and 10 million. Four of  these will become 
mega cities by the year 2030. Governance of  these cities have 
entirely different dimensions and there are lots of  coordination 
issues as well as governance matters which arise out of  presence 
of  multiplicity of  authorities. Examples worldwide show that 
the large cities have a different governance arrangement. For 
example, the Greater London Authority act provides for the 
Greater London Authority, directly elected mayor of  London and 
the London assembly with 25 elected members and 32 Borough 
councils. The Seoul Metropolitan government consists of  a 
mayor and the metropolitan council. The Tokyo Metropolitan 
region government consists of  a directly elected Metropolitan 
Governor, Metropolitan assembly as the decision making body 
and 23 autonomous special wards and 39 municipalities with their 
own elected mayors. Considering the complexity of  governance 
of  our very large cities which have very large populations and 
huge variety of  issues, an appropriate governance arrangement 
needs to be worked out if  they are to function effectively and 
deliver better.

5.  Our local bodies   need to have better capacities as the issues and 
challenges they are facing today need lot of  specialised inputs. 
States have not revised the cadre structure of  the urban local 
bodies to make it in tune with the changing requirements. It is a 
sad reality that almost all the 4000 plus urban bodies more or less 
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continue with a very general and somewhat outmoded municipal 
structure as it is the state governments which sanction posts. 
Not only is there need to bring in lot of  professionalism but 
the cadre strength itself  needs revision from time to time. One 
of  the key reform measures for the urban sector has to be to 
prompt the states to undertake a total overhaul of  the municipal 
cadres, in the process providing for staff  who are competent 
enough to meet today’s complexities of  city management.   

6.  Our cities need lot of  investment first to bring about levels of  
infrastructure in line with the requirements and aspirations of  the 
huge city population and also to position them as cities capable 
of  facing competition among world’s prominent competing 
cities. The Mc Kinsey report estimated in 2010 the need to invest 
$ 1.2 trillion in capital investment so that per capita investment 
per year in cities goes up from $17 per capita to $ 134. The 
Report on Indian infrastructure and services estimated urban 
investment requirements over a twenty year period at Rs 39.2 
lakh crore. The report makes a case for increasing investment in 
urban infrastructure from 0.7 per cent of  GDP in 2011-12 to 1.1 
per cent by 2031-32. They are of  the view that the government 
of  India will have to take a leadership role in financing a major 
part of  the program.
Where will all this money come from? Governments alone will 

not be able to provide such  huge resources. While the local bodies will 
have to constantly improve their own revenue generation capacity, 
states and cities together will also have to put in positive mechanisms 
whereby private participation is both feasible and contributive to the 
process of  healthy growth of  cites. Municipal regulators will have 
to come in actively and the concept of  Service Level benchmark 
will have to be seriously taken up and practised. How to make cities 
green and sustainable will be yet another challenge to be addressed 
if  our cities are to be competitive and worthy of  the role expected 
of  them. 

Cities have a major role to play in India’s vibrant growth process. 
What is needed is proper and timely policy interventions, keenness 
to facilitate the process of  healthy and inclusive urbanisation and 
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bringing in committed leadership and responsive civil service which 
will be accountable for performance to the people of  the city.  
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transport infrastructure

Transport is an important part of  the infrastructure required for 
a country’s growth. It brings mobility of  people and goods. 

Transport is intimately connected to the geography of  a country 
as well as its demography. There are many ways of  looking at 
transport: through various modes – road, rail, waterways and 
airways; through the areas it serves intra city and intercity transport; 
rural transport and depending on what is transported – goods and 
passenger transport. An extension of  transport is logistics which 
adds dimensions of  connectivity, intermodality and integration of  
not only physical modes but of  the processes related to transport 
activity. Another way of  looking at transport from the perspective 
of  infrastructure and services as two different parts of  the overall 
transport provision. 

What is the state of  play in India’s transport infrastructure and 
services? Where are we going? This article tries to give a snapshot 
of  the sector and then talks of  some contemporary issues.

First let us talk of  the bedrock over which the transport services 
are produced i.e. the infrastructure part. India has a road length of  
4.7 million km, one of  the highest in the world,  of  which surfaced 
roads are 2.5 million km (NTDPC 2014, p49). The road network, 
like any where else in the world is a hierarchical network with around 
90,000 km of  national highways (NH) constituting only 1.5% of  the 
network but carrying 40% of  the traffic followed by the state highways 
and major district roads aggregating around 1.2 million km(25% of  
network) and the last tier comprises the rural road network which 
is 60% of  the total network. The balance 15% or so of  the network 
is formed by the urban roads (9%) and project roads (6%). The 
road network expansion has benefited from structured investments, 
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the two most important being the National Highway Development 
Programme(NHDP) and the Pradhan MantriGrameenSadakYojana 
(PMGSY). NHDP was aimed at strengthening and widening high 
density corridors of  National Highways and PMGSY was designed 
to improve the accessibility of  habitations in rural areas. Launched 
in 2000, NHDP has contributed largely towards improving the 
capacity and road quality of  the NHs. The length of  NHs with 
two lanes increased from 25,395 km in 1996 to 41,518 km in 2012 
and those with four lanes and above from 1,170 km to 17,774 km. 
PMGSY was launched on 25th December, 2000  with an aim to 
provide connectivity to rural habitations in phases. In the first phase, 
habitations with a minimum population of  1000 in plain areas and 
500 in tribal, hilly and desert areas were taken up. Till 31st March, 
2014,81% of  villages in these two categories have been achieved. 
By all accounts, the PMGSY programme has been a big success 
in improving connections to markets, educational institutions and 
health care centres. While national highways and rural roads have 
received special attention of  planners, state highways and major 
district roads have been largely left to the individual states for their 
improvement. 

Investment in NHDP has improved the quality of  national 
highways leading to improvement in journey times but still nearly 
25% of  the NHs are single lane. Since the NHs are not access 
controlled, speeds are much below international norms and safety is 
also endangered. NHs pass through busy city centres. The solution 
to that would be the access controlled Expressways and NHDP 
phase 7 does have a sanction for developing 1000 km of  expressways 
at a cost of  17,000 crores (2006 prices). However, with rising cost 
of  land acquisition and the physical difficulty of  acquiring land is 
likely to set this programme back. 

On the rail side, the total network length is around 64,600 (route 
kilometer). Railways have had the difficulty of  multiple gauges which 
is being tackled through the unigaugeprogramme. Nearly 100% of  
the freight traffic and 98% of  the passenger traffic is carried by 
the broad gauge (BG). 10% of  the system is metre gauge which is 
getting progressively converted to BG and 3.6% is narrow gauge 
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catering mainly to hilly and heritage railways. Network expansion of  
the Railways has been at a slow pace although capacity expansion 
through gauge conversion and doubling/tripling/quadrupling has 
been faster though not to the desired level of  the capacity required.  
In fact lack of  capacity of  the rail network in stretches where it 
is badly required has been universally agreed as one of  the most 
critical problems facing the rail sector and indeed the transport 
sector. Historically, the fastest expansion of  the railways took place 
from its inception in 1853 till 1900 when the total route kilometer 
increased to 39,835 km. The rate of  growth declined during the 
next 50 years, reaching 53.596 km in 1950-51. In the next 60 years, 
since the beginning of  the plan era, the route length increased to 
64,600 km (NTDPC 2014, pp. 42). Today there is a great demand 
for increasing the reach of  rail network in the un-accessed parts 
of  the country as well as to increasing capacity of  the railway 
system through modernization, speed upgradation and safety 
enhancement. 

On the airport side, there has been an explosive growth in the 
civil aviation sector in the last decade which has resulted in the India 
becoming world’s ninth largest aviation market. The number of  
operational airports has increased from 50 in 2000 to 84 in 2012. 
Private sector has invested in a big way with the modernization of  
Delhi and Mumbai airports and development of  greenfield airports 
at Hyderabad and Bengaluru. This has led to a step up both in 
capacity as well as quality of  infrastructure in the airport sector. 
The state owned operator, Airport Authority of  India (AAI) has 
played a key role in modernizing airports at Kolkata and Chennai 
as well as extending the reach at many small parts of  the country 
through its network of  airports at all the state capitals and vital 
tourist, commercial and administrative centres. Airports at some 
locations are enclaves in the facilities owned by the Airforce..

The water based transportation system comprises ports and 
inland waterways. While ports are the main gateways for international 
trade catering to 95% of  India’s external trade, inland waterways 
have a good but hitherto untapped potential for cargo as well as 
passenger movement. There are 13 major ports and 200 non-major 
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ports along the coastline and islands. Since 1950-51 when there were 
six major ports, seven more have been added and numerous non-
major  ports have been developed mainly by Gujarat, followed by 
Andhra Pradesh, Goa and Maharashtra. Over the years, capacity in 
the port sector in India has been increasing especially with capacity 
addition in the non-major sector increasing at a faster rate. In 1984-
85, capacity utilization in the major port sector was 81% which 
increased to 95% in 1990-91 (NTDPC 2014) indicating that during 
this period cargo growth was higher as compared to the growth in 
capacity. Capacity utilization remained high during the 1990s but 
came down to about 80% in 2011-12 and more recently to 70% 
in 2013-14 as a result of  the commissioning of  various capacity 
addition projects in the recent past. In case of  inland waterways, 
India has 14,500 km of  navigable waterways including rivers, 
backwaters and canals  of  which 5200 km of  rivers and 485 km 
of  canals are suitable for mechanized transportation. Inland Water 
Transport (IWT) has received focused attention since the creation 
of  Inland Waterways Authority of  India (IWAI) in 1986. There are 
5 National Waterways, NW1 – River Ganga (1620 km); NW2 – 
River Brahmaputra (891 km); NW3 – West Coast Canal (205 km); 
NW4 – Kakinada to Puducherry Canal System along with Rivers 
Godavari and Krishna and NW 5 – the Brahmani and Mahanadi 
delta along with the East Coast Cana (623 Km). River Barak is 
likely to be declared as the sixth NW. More cargo is carried by Goa 
and Mumbai waterways than the NWs, the former’s contribution 
being around 68% in 2011-12, but overall the IWT system carry a 
miniscule 1.5% of  the total traffic. 

Urban transport is another important aspect of  the total transport 
scenario. According to 2011 census, 32% of  India’s population is 
urban, which although  lower than its international peers (for e.g. 
China 45%, Mexico 78% and Brazil 87%), is sufficiently large to 
require a well functioning public transport system. There are 53 
million plus cities included in the 468 class I (lakh plus ) urban 
agglomeration/cities which constitute 70% of  urban population. In 
terms of  urban infrastructure, the urban road length has increased 
from 46,361 km in 1961 to 411,840 km in 2011; the Mumbai sub-
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urban rail system has benefited from the world bank funded Mumbai 
Rail Vikas Corporation through additional track capacity; many 
cities have invested in Bus Rapid Transport infrastructure and rail 
based metro systems have come up in Delhi, Mumbai, Bangalore 
and are being extended in these cities and many more cities are in 
the course of  constructing or planning for metro. Sub-urban railway 
systems have not proliferated much beyond the cities where they 
originally had a presence in the four metropolitan cities of  Mumbai, 
Delhi, Kolkata and Chennai although it is considered to be a much 
cheaper alternative to metro. 

After the infrastructure, let us look at the trend in the traffic 
for which the infrastructure is built. Road and rail dominate India’s 
transport usage contributing to 87% of  the transport output. While 
talking of  transport usage or output, it is useful to look at the 
passenger and freight transport separately and even inter-city and 
intra-city differentiation is useful. Rail dominates the long-distance 
bulk cargo market (coal, ores, cement, aggregates etc.)  over which it 
has a cost advantage. Many commodities such as fruits and vegetables, 
FMCG and white goodsand automobiles even over long distances 
are carried almost exclusively by road. Indian Railways have recently 
entered the billion tonne club whose railways carry more than 1 
billion tonne of  originating traffic, a rather exclusive collection of  
four countries (US, China, Russia being the other three) and are 
expected to carry 1105 million tonnes of  originating traffic and 688 
billion ntkm. But freight carried by railways is only around 30% of  
total traffic, this share steadily declining while the freight carried by 
road increasing to around 65%, the balance being contributed by 
coastal shipping (domestic cargo moved between Indian ports) and 
IWT. There is a unanimity amongst experts that modal rebalancing 
or shifting  the existing distribution of  freight amongst modes in 
favour of  rail and waterways is one of  the big public policy challenges 
in the area of  transport in view of  the energy and environmental 
sustainability of  these modes. In this context it is generally pointed 
out that comparable countries, US and China, have not only a larger 
share of  rail at around 50%, they also have a significant contribution 
of  water borne transport of  around 15%. While talking of  freight, 
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Ports are significant in keeping the export-import or exim cargo 
flowing in and out of  the country with ports accounting for 95% 
of  exim cargo by volume. In terms of  capacity, this sector is the 
least stressed with capacity utilization almost nearing international 
norms. In 2013-14, 973  MillionTonnes was handled at Indian ports 
of  which 555 Million Tonnes at Major Ports and 417 Milion Tonnes 
at Non-Major ports. The long-term trend from 1990-91 to 2011-12 
is that the overall port traffic increased at a CAGR of  8.6%, but the 
traffic  at non-major ports increased at 18% and that at major ports 
by 6.4%. It is expected that in the near future the non-major ports 
would equalize and even overtake the major ports in cargo handling. 
Airports cater to only 5% freight traffic by volume but nearly 30% 
by value. In 2011-12, Indian airports had a cargo throughput of  
2.28 million tonnes. The “open skies” policy for air cargo started in 
early 1990s under which Indina and foreign carriers were allowed 
to operate scheduled and non-scheduled cargo services to/from 
any airport in India which helped air cargo traffic increase from 0.9 
Million Tonnes at a CAGR of  9.2%. 

Passenger transport has dynamics different from freight. In a 
large country such as India which is not only urbanizing fast but has 
a high degree of  internal migration, there is an increasing need for 
fast and safe inter city mobility. Air transport is increasingly filling this 
gap although rail transport remains the choice of  not only the lower 
income but even the middle and upper middle class travelers. The 
scale of  rail and air passenger traffic in India are not comparable yet 
with Railways carrying 25 million passengers per day as compared 
to the around 0.5 million by airlines. In 2013-14, Indian Railways 
carried nearly 9 billion passengers where as the Indian airports 
handled 170 million passengers, 47 million international and 123 
million domestic. In case of  rail, one less known aspect is that nearly 
50% of  the traffic is the sub-urban passengers carried in the likes 
of  the Mumbai sub-urban system. The second important point is 
that in 2013-14, rail passenger traffic showed a slight decline. In 
comparison, the air traffic grew at 6% in 2013-14 and in the recent 
months the domestic air traffic has increased in double digits (16% 
in November 2014 against the same month of  the previous year). In 
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the period 2001-02 to 2011-11, the domestic air traffic has increased 
at a CAGR of  14.3% and the international segment at 10.2%. During 
the same period, the number of  air operators have increased from 
5 to 13 and the fleet size from 132 to 340 aircrafts (NTDPC 2014). 
Rail passenger demand suffers from supply side constraints with 
most popular trains not able to meet demand in full. During peak 
seasons especially involving travel of  the migrant labour during the 
Chatth festival from North India to Bihar, the demand goes up by 
4 or 5 times than the normal traffic. Apart from capacity, inter-city 
rail travels also needs higher average speeds since people are moving 
over longer distances with the job market in fast growing cities such 
as Delhi and Bangalore being served by people from as far as the 
North East, besides travelling for education and health facilities. A 
proper strategy for enhancement of  speed through semi high speed 
i.e. upgradation of  maximum speeds upto 160 kmph or high speed 
on dedicated track is needed. Road transport, however, remains the 
dominant mode of  inter-urban travel with its share being nearly 
90% in BTKM terms as compared to 10% share for rail. Buses 
and private vehicles including cars are a popular choice especially in 
relatively shorter distance band upto 300 kms although increasingly 
even long distances such as Bangalore to Mumbai or Bangalore 
to Hyderabad trips are being undertaken by buses. This trend is 
gaining momentum due to lack of  capacity in rail and introduction 
of  superior services in buses such as on-line booking. For example, 
redBus.com offers 67,000 routes and 1800 bus operators. While the 
growth of  buses is a positive development especially when viewed 
in the context of  increasing use of  private vehicles, planners also 
lament the increasing share of  road vis-à-vis rail in passenger traffic 
which was around 10% in 2011-12 as compared to 90% by road 
given the ready market for rail based transport in India. 

While talking of  passenger transport, one significant segment 
is the urban transport, an area where the supply deficit is the most. 
This has led to increasing dependence on private vehicles for intra-
city travel. Since 1991, the total number of  registered motor vehicles 
has gone up from 21.4 million to 141.8 million in 2011, a more than 
sixfold increase (NTDPC 2014, pp. 57). Of  this the growth in two 
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wheeler private transport has been particularly high, having  gone 
up from 14.2 million to 101.8 million, a rise of  more than 13 times. 
During the last decade, the annual growth rate of  motor vehicle 
population in India has been around 10%. However, the share of  
buses has declined to 1.1 % of  all registered vehicles in 2011 from 
11.1% in 1951, this decline being more severe in the last decade. 
For e.g., number of  cars in Delhi increased at an annual rate of  9% 
where as the number of  buses  grew at only 1% during 2000-09 
(NTDPC 2014, pp. 58). The result of  this growth in motorization, 
while quite in line with other developing countries and having a 
positive impact on the manufacturing sector in the country, has had 
a baneful influence on the environment, safety and energy use in 
cities, especially the metropolitan cities. Delhi’s air quality is amongst 
the worst of  all cities in the world according to recent media reports 
and in 2011, many Indian cities featured in the WHO’s list of  the 
world’s 100 most polluted cities. Pollution in cities are complex 
affairs and fuelled by multiple sources such as vehicle exhaust, road 
dust, industrial fumes, construction dust etc. A recent study for 
six cities – Delhi, Kanpur, Bengaluru, Pune, Chennai and Mumbai 
shows that transport sector is responsible for a majority of  NOx 
and 30-35% of  the particulate matter (PM) emissions in these cities 
(NTDPC 2014, pp. 313). 

The foregoing para indicates the social burden of  transport and 
its negative externalities. At an aggregate level, transport sector in 
India is the second largest contributor to C02 emission and in 2007 
generated 142 MtCO2 equivalent. Within the transport sector, road 
contributes 87% of  the total CO2 emissions, aviation 7%, Rail 5% 
navigation 1%. In the Business As Usual scenario, Co2 emissions 
from transport is expected to go upto 900 million in 2030. From the 
energy consumption point of  view, transport sector accounts for 
18% of  the total energy needs of  transportation in the country. 98% 
of  the energy needs of  transportation are met through petroleum 
products, and nearly half  of  the total consumption of  petroleum 
products in India occurs on account of  transport activities. The other 
2% of  energy consumption in transport comes from electricity and 
gas. Energy security and low carbon growth model considerations 
therefore demand shift to rail and water based transport modes. 
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Looking ahead if  modal rebalancing has to take place as a 
desirable goal of  the transport policy in years to come, the National 
Transport Development Policy Committee (NTDPC) which has 
provided a 20 year perspective planning for the period 2012-32, has 
given an ambitious plan for rail freight share to be 50% by 2031-
32 with the respective rail and road shares moving in the following 
trajectory: 35:65 in 12th Plan, 39:61 in the 13th, 45:55 in the 14th and 
50:50 in the 15th Plan. In order for this to happen, rail freight growth 
has to be 11 to 12% per annum and road freight growth 7 to 8% 
per annum. The enormity of  this task can be appreciated from the 
fact that long term growth  of  rail freight in the past has been of  
the order of  4% per annum. At the current rate, the rail share would 
be reduced to 25% by 2020. One of  the principal reasons for this, 
according to NTDPC, is the underinvestment in railways. This is 
borne out of  recent experience. The annual investment in railways 
in India in the recent past has been in the order of  8 billion dollars 
per annum which pales into comparison when compared to China 
which invested nearly 100 billion dollars per annum for the past 
decade or so. The 12th 5 year plan had a target of  5.19 lakh crore 
for rail investment but at the current trend, it is not likely to be 
more than half  this amount unless there is a major change from the 
first three years of  the plan. Apart from under investment, another 
reason for low rate of  growth of  rail freight is the low growth in 
the segments which provide the rail freight i.e. coal, steel, iron ore, 
etc. The strong cross subsidization of  passenger charges by freight 
is another reason but it may also be true that if  rail freight charges 
are reduced whether there would be the carrying capacity to cater to 
the additional demand. For this reason, the line of  argument of  the 
NTDPC that there needs to be a multi-year investment plan fully 
supported by a credible funding plan is a very sound suggestion 
which should be incorporated in the government agenda for the 
transport sector. The positive aspect about investment in the rail 
sector is that there is a great capacity to absorb the funding, a point 
which has been proven by the acceleration of  railway projects in the 
North East.

It is well known that railways have a huge shelf  of  on-going 
projects of  new lines (excluding the two dedicated freight corridor 
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projects), gauge conversion and doubling numbering around 
370which require Rs 1,80,000  Crores for completion. Such a large 
shelf  was definitely a result of  the politically directed choice of  
projects but it must also be said that there is a strong demand for 
rail connectivity from the people at large which gets manifested in 
articulation for these projects through the elected representatives. 
Under such a scenario and in the face of  funding constraints, 
prioritization of  projects is a good way forward. As a result of  such 
a comprehensive exercise undertaken for North East infrastructure 
by the Planning Commission in July 2013 and followed up in 
January, 2014 by a conference of  the Chief  Ministers of  the North 
East states convened by the then PM, there has been a step up in 
funding of  the on going national projects in the north east which 
has led to marked increase in their progress. Small but politically 
significant projects such as bringing the states of  Arunachal Pradesh 
and Meghalaya on the rail map have been accomplished in April 
2014 and August 2014 respectively. In 2014-15, 5700 crores has 
been allocated to projects in the North East and commissioning 
of  460 kms is expected to take place, step up of   60% and 50% 
respectively over 2013-14 levels.  Apart from focused funding, a 
large share of  the credit would go to the leadership and team of  the 
professionals who are involved in execution of  the projects as well 
as the support of  the state governments in settling land acquisition, 
environmental clearances and with law and order machinery. Such 
successful implementation provides a template for projects in not 
only rail but other transport sectors. 

The current focus is on execution of  on-going projects. In road 
sector, for the period April to  October, 2014, 3419 km of  roads were 
awarded and 1984 kms constructed as against 907 kms awarded and 
787 kms constructed during April to September, 2013.  The major 
issue in the road sector is the lack of  response from the private 
sector to the BOT projects. 10 BOT (Toll) projects which have been 
put to bid in the first 6 months have not found any response. The 
lack of  investor response is mainly on account of  the banks having 
reached lending limits in their exposure to the infrastructure sector. 
Due to the institutionalized mechanism of  NHDP programme and 
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executing agency in the form of  NHAI, the road sector is able to 
plan a change in the implementation plan from BOT to the funding 
based on NHAI borrowing and budgetary support. However, 
due to resource limitations, revival of  the PPP programme would 
still be an important part of  the government’s efforts. Attracting 
long term financing such as pension funds and sovereign funds 
into India’s infrastructure sector would be an important policy 
imperative. To this direction, the recent opening up of  the FDI and 
domestic investment in Indian Railways is a timely decision. While 
the NTDPC has recommended a funding pattern for the transport 
sector up to 2031-32 which goes up to 3.3% of  GDP in 12th Plan 
and further stabilizing at 3.7% of  the GDP in the subsequent plans 
(NTDPC 2014, pp. 124), the real challenge would be in realizing this 
level of  investment. 

To sum up, transport infrastructure is vital for the economy as 
well as quality of  life in urban and rural areas. The demand for 
transport will continue to grow owing to rise in population and 
income. The real challenge is to meet the supply in a way which 
is sustainable and cost effective for the users. Past trend shows 
that the direction of  growth needs to be more balanced that what 
has been till now with a greater emphasis on rail and water based 
transport modes. Urban transport also requires focused attention. 
The institutional challenges are the maximum in urban transport 
but finding the level of  investment that is required is also not easy. 
Finally capacity in the executing the projects and running operations 
are also vital in providing a modern, efficient and safe transport 
infrastructure and services in India. 
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Background
India needs to absorb 12 million young people annually in 

productive employment for the next twenty years. Failure to do 
so will convert India’s demographic dividend into a demographic 
nightmare. The number of  job opportunities required increases 
substantially if  we take into account those presently engaged in 
backward subsistence agriculture. The state of  backwardness can 
be gauged from the fact that agriculture sustains nearly  50% of  the 
country’s workforce while only producing 12% of  the GDP. There 
is also huge underemployment in the informal industrial sectors, 
where productivity levels are a fraction of  those in the formal 
segment within the same industry. Finally, we know that female 
participation rates in India’s workforce are presently extremely low. 
Job opportunities will have to be generated for them as well.  

In effect, therefore, the industrial and services sectors will 
need to grow at sufficiently rapid rates and in a manner to absorb 
more than 15 million additional workers every year for the next 
two decades! Currently, the IT enabled services (ITES) sectors that 
include software, BPOs and KPOs; and other telecom based services 
provide 2.5 million direct and another 8 million indirect jobs. The 
rate of  absorption is surely less than a million a year. Tourism, the 
other big services sub-sector is undoubtedly labour intensive but 
the rate of  growth of  this sector has been 6.7% per annum over 
the last 7 years (2006-2013). Even if  we assume a high  employment 
elasticity, the sector could generate another 2 million jobs per year in 
future years. Financial services are becoming increasingly automated 
and given their present fragmentation, could be expected to go 
through a phase of  consolidation rather than expansion and this 
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may not permit labour absorption. It is evident that the services 
sector, despite its large share in the GDP of  nearly 60%  may not 
be able to provide gainful employment for the young people joining 
the workforce. 

India is already the highest remittance earning country in the 
world with receipts of  $71 billion in 2013-14. This is already 17% of  
our goods and services export earnings. China in contrast receives 
$64 billion in remittances but these account for a mere 3.5% of  its 
total export earnings. Are we prepared to emerge as a country even 
more dependent on remittances and face the social consequences 
of  our able bodied population being shipped abroad to find gainful 
employment? Hopefully not.

Manufacturing: The Present State
The progress of  manufacturing in India can be seen from 

two very different perspectives, The first is that over two decades, 
between 1991 and 2013, its share has remained constant. This implies 
that in absolute terms, manufacturing capacities have expanded four 
fold in line with the GDP growth. Seen thus, its scale has gone 
up from about Rs 1984.19 billion (15% of  the GDP in both 1991 
and 2014) to Rs 8577.05 billion in 2014, making India one of  the 
largest manufacturing powers in the world.  Employment has also 
correspondingly expanded, although not at similar scale on account 
of  a clear revealed preference of  investors for lower labour intensive 
manufacturing operations. 

The alternate perspective is that the share of  manufacturing in 
total GDP over the last three decades has actually stagnated and 
in recent years, declined from the peak of  16% that it reached in 
2007(Chart 1). A similar level was observed in the years 2010, 2011 
and 2012.
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Chart 1: India’s Share of  Manufacturing in GDP
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Manufacturing: The Present State 

Chart 1: India’s Share of Manufacturing in GDP 
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This is counter to global and historical trends that demonstrate 
a rising share of  the secondary sector for emerging economies at 
comparable per capita income levels(Chart 2).

Chart 2: Share of  Manufacturing in GDP (%)
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Chart 3: Quarterly Growth in Manufacturing Sector 
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More importantly, the stagnation and decline in manufacturing 
sector’s share is contrary to repeatedly announced policy objective 
by the government of  increasing the sector’s share in India’s GDP. 
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Both the UPA in its New Manufacturing Policy of  2011 and the 
present NDA government in its recent pronouncements have 
declared the objective of  raising manufacturing sector’s share to 
25% of  the GDP over the next two decades. As Chart 3 shows, 
despite the policy announcement and its reiteration by successive 
governments, quarterly rates of  growth of  the manufacturing sector 
have been declining since the last quarter (Q4) of  2009-10 when 
they peaked at nearly 23%.

Chart 3: Quarterly Growth in Manufacturing Sector
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Chart 4: Sector Shares in Total Exports 

Chart 5: Share of petroleum products and iron-ore in total exports 
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What is more worrisome is that in recent quarters, capacities 
in this sector have in fact been shrinking as reflected in a negative 
rate of  growth (year on year) in several quarters. With this recent 
track record, is it feasible to target a 25% share of  manufacturing in 
total GDP? Attainment of  such an ambitious target will require an 
unprecedented re-engineering of  policy and execution capacities at 
all levels of  governance in India. The feasibility of  an effort is not 
yet established. 

Corresponding to the decline in the sector’s share in total GDP, 
manufacturing sector’s share in India’s exports has also tended to 
decline over the years(Chart 4).
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Chart 4: Sector Shares in Total Exports
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This is most depressing as not only it is counter to global and 
historical trends, but also reflects  India’s increasing dependence on 
primary goods exports. Chart 5 shows the rising share of  petroleum 
and iron ore exports in total exports from India. 

Chart 5: Share of  petroleum products and 
iron-ore in total exports
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Petroleum exports have negligible or zero backward linkages in 
the economy and iron ore exports are constantly under pressure 
both from rising domestic demand and volatile global prices. A 
greater cause of  concern must be that production of  primary goods 
like iron ore, bauxite and other minerals for exports is highly capital 
intensive and does not generate the much needed employment. 
This is quite in contrast to employment generating opportunities in 
manufacturing sectors like light engineering, garments and leather 
goods. This trend must necessarily be reversed for India to meet 
its twin objectives of  generating employment and raising share of  
manufacturing in the GDP. 

The overall stagnation in the manufacturing sector and the 
decline in its share in India’s exports are reflected in its declining 
share in employment (Chart 6). 

Chart 6: Share of  Manufacturing in Employment
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Chart 6: Share of Manufacturing in Employment
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Manufacturing’s share in total employment declined from 
12.2% in 2004-05 to 10.5% in 2010-11. This could, however, be an 
underestimate, as most likely it does not include those employed 
in the informal sector that has a large concentration of  micro and 
small manufacturing units producing both for the exports and 
domestic markets. The poor coverage of  the micro, small and 
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medium enterprises (MSME) sector in national statistics is reflective 
of  the relatively weak policy attention given to the sector and its 
relative neglect in real terms. This is despite the extensive rhetoric 
in support of  the MSMEs, which has spawned a very large but 
largely ineffective administrative superstructure for the support and 
promotion of  MSMEs both at the Central and State government 
levels. This needs to be rectified as some of  the strongest growth 
impulses for manufacturing capacities can be expected to emerge 
from the MSME sector. 

What has Gone Wrong
The manufacturing sector suffers from multiple challenges, a 

majority of  which are policy induced. There are, however, some 
challenges that are a consequence of  industry practices and 
behavior. Given that virtually all discussions on the problems and 
challenges begin (and also often end with) pointing a long finger at 
the Government, it may be useful to begin the discussion by looking 
at some constraints that have resulted from the Indian industry’s 
self  induced weaknesses. 

Challenges That Can Be Addressed By the Industry 
First, manufacturers constantly complainof  acute skill shortages • 
faced by them and the mismatch in the supply and demand of  
skills. However, unlike the IT sector, it does not try and tackle 
this by large scale in house training. 
Second, the manufacturing sector has been unable to or ineffective • 
in demanding and enforcing government accountability or 
finding solutions for collective problems. 
Third, there is no attempt at self-regulation by the industry against • 
corrupt practices by its own members. This results in negative 
public perception, minimal credibility with the government and 
an increasing level of  judicial intervention. 
Fourth, micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs) do not • 
receive even their dues from their larger buyers let alone be 
nurtured as in Japan and Korea.  It is reported that if  SMEs 
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only received their dues from their larger clients, in time, their 
profitability can go up by 25%. 
Fifth, and finally, it can be said with reasonable degree of  • 
confidence that Indian industry is in large parts cartelised. The 
direct implication is a great deal of  resistance on part of  firms 
in any sector to enter into price competition and try and keep 
return per unit as high as possible.1 This is inimical to long term 
interests of  the manufacturing sector as it prevents the industry 
from achieving economies of  scale and become globally 
competitive. 
All these five weaknesses can and should be addressed by • 
the industry itself  to improve its competitiveness and also its 
credibility in the eyes of  the policy makers and the consumer

Challenges That Arise from Government Policies 
These are rather well known and repeatedly discussed in the 

literature over the years. These can be grouped under five heads: 
(i) Difficult business environment;  (ii) Labour deployment rigidity 
and legacy issues related to labour; (iii) Extensive infrastructure 
deficit faced by the manufacturing sector; (iv) Costs of   time over-
runs  and uncertainty in getting environment clearances and in land 
acquisition; and (v) High cost and non-availability of  commercial 
bank credit specially for the small and medium enterprises (SMEs). 

Difficult Business Environment: 
India slipped in 2014 from 140 to 142 out of  the 180 countries 

in the World Bank’s Doing Business Survey. The ranking has 
declined in recent years signifying a worsening of  the business 
environment. According to the official data, there are nearly 70 
clearances required annually for business to be opened and continue 
in operation. In addition, more than 100 returns have to be filed 
in one year.2 Greatest cost of  these procedures and processes falls 
on SMEs, where the proprietor has to bear the entire compliance 
burden. This has also become the source of  extensive rent seeking 
and corruption. Another more fundamental challenge faced by 
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manufacturers, specially the SMEs, is the weak or non-existent 
protection against illegal extortion, protection money and straight 
forward mafia operations. This is quite pervasive, though not openly 
discussed. 

Labour Deployment Rigidities
The twin constraints of  militant and competitive trade unionism 

and a plethora of  labour legislation has plagued Indian manufacturing 
sector for the past six decades. This discourages foreign investors 
and induces others to keep employment to a minimum. India has 
nearly fifty laws, either at the Central or State level, that in one way 
or the other affect labour conditions in India.3 Consequently, there 
is hardly any enterprise which can claim to be in total compliance 
with the legal provisions governing labour conditions. Could this 
dysfunctional legal framework governing labour deployment be 
perhaps the principal reason for slow growth of  large scale and 
globally competitive manufacturing in India.

Infrastructure Deficit
This is best captured by the summary statistics that India’s per 

capita commercial energy consumption is about 760 KWh while that 
of  China is nearly 3000 KWh and that of  the US is 12,000 KWh.  
Peak power deficit is estimated at 7-8% and industry is not insulated 
from the resultant power cuts that are common across the country. 
A very large majority of  large manufacturing units have to put up 
100 per cent power back-up capacities that are expensive to run. 
Moreover, Indian industry across the board has to pay a significantly 
higher price for infrastructure services and utilities compared to their 
global competitors. This arises from the well-established populist 
political practice of  cross-subsidising household consumption by 
over -charging the industry. Examples are electricity tariffs, railway 
freight charges, highway tolls etc.4

Regulatory Delays and Lack of  Transparency
Over time a rather complex regulatory structure dealing with 

land acquisition and change of  land use, protection of   natural 
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forests and protecting the environment has been established in 
India. The situation has become increasingly time consuming, 
opaque and unpredictable over the years specially during the last 
ten years of  UPA’s rule. According to one survey done by a law firm, 
there are in all (counting both the Central and State Governments) 
1240 regulations that apply to the industrial sector.5 This is far too 
severe a compliance requirement especially for the SMEs. 

High Cost and Non-Availability of  Commercial Bank Credit
Normally, manufacturers in India face real capital costs of  

above 4-5% (nominal prime lending rate minus retail inflation) as 
compared to 1-2% faced by their global competitors. Real cost of  
capital is even higher at 10-11% if  the core WPI is used to estimate 
real rates of  interest as ought to be done. This has only been 
partially mitigated recently by the government permitting external 
commercial borrowing of  up to 200 percent of  the company’s net 
worth.  Two caveats are in order. First, that this measure helps only 
the very large firms that can access external credit markets. Second, 
that it exposes the borrowers to exchange risk that can often be 
very high an volatile. More than two-thirds of  SMEs, it is reported,  
preferred to not avail of  commercial bank credit because of  the long 
and complicated processing times and large volume of  collateral 
demanded by banks. This defeats the avowed aim of  government 
selective credit control policy that requiresbanks to earmark 10% of  
their credit to SMEs.

What is to Be Done
Self-Help  by Industry 

Industry should implement the measures that are under its 
direct control.  First, in skill formation, the  beginning just being 
made by industry adopting about 110 industrial training institutes 
(ITIs) can be expanded much further.6 This could be supplemented 
with a large scale internship program that will be facilitated by the 
recent amendment in the apprenticeship laws.  Indian industry will 
have to inculcate the habit of  contributing to the social good rather 
than focus only on the narrow selfish interests. 
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Second collective action by industry will be tenable only and 
only if  it is seen as credible and legitimate by the government and 
civil society. To achieve the credibility, industry will have to improve 
its record of  self-regulation and of  identifying ‘bad apples’ within 
its ranks. This will also allow the industry to effectively counter and 
change its public image from that of  a collection of  ‘robber barons’ 
or ‘crony capitalists’ to one that plays by the rules and observes 
corporate governance and ethical norms. 

Third, large business houses must adopt a nurturing  
attitudetowards their MSME. This has been done all over the world 
and its success can be seen even in the Indian context where some 
of  the most successful companies have a trust and norm based 
relations with their suppliers. This will also help to reduce the 
existing dualism in the manufacturing sector. At present the sector 
is collection of  small islands of  excellence surrounded by a sea of  
small and fragmented producers with low productivity, outdated 
technology, poor quality consciousness and scant respect of  IP. 

Fourth, It is time that Indian industry suo-moto disbands the 
thousands of  sector and sub-sector associations whose ostensible 
raison d’etre of  negotiating fiscal concessions and securing licenses 
from the government has effectively disappeared in the post 
liberalization period. 

Government’s Agenda For Policy Reforms 
There are at present two quite distinct schools of  opinion on 

this issue. The first school believes that the structural conditions in 
India combined with the IT explosion do not permit the growth of  
mass manufacturing in India. Government policy has made both 
land and labour prohibitively expensive in India. Further,  the new 
generation of  workers being more educated and also IT savvy, will 
not accept low productivity shop floor jobs, an essential component 
of  mass manufacturing. The conclusion is that India should give up 
trying to enter in to mass manufacturing at this stage.

Instead, it is argued that the government should increasingly 
focus its policies on sunrise industries/sectors that use frontline 
technologies, require highly skilled labour and are design and 
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technology intensive. Stand-alone, hi-tech firms that focus on 
innovation and can even be relatively small in the scale and diversity 
of  their operations can meet this form of  specialised manufacturing. 
The policy focus would hence be to create and sustain a ‘learning 
environment’ for which India could emulate the Japanese and 
Korean example where private firms, government science and 
technology agencies (including those involved in defense R&D) 
and technology institutes can come together to produce large scale 
product and process innovations. These can then be commercialised 
by the dynamic Indian entrepreneur. 

This is a seductive model for the future of  India’s manufacturing 
sector, especially if  one accepts the existence of  structural conditions 
that are inimical to mass manufacturing. The factors that make this 
model somewhat infeasible are: (i) low R&D orientation of  the 
Indian industry and also of  the public sector agencies as reflected in 
the R&D expenditure being only 1.2% of  the GDP as compared to 
nearly 4% in Korea and 3% in Japan. (ii) Low technology absorptive 
capacity of  the large mass of  manufacturing firms in the informal 
sector; (iii) absence of  a culture of  collaboration among government 
agencies and private sector; (iv) the relative scarcity  of  high grade 
skills reflected in the low rate of  patent activity in India; and finally 
(v) the weak governance capability and negative environment in the 
government, which has deteriorated further during the ten years 
of  UPA regime.  This does not encourage any innovation and risk-
taking by government officials and therefore virtually precludes 
their ability to collaborate with private firms. These weaknesses are 
quite critical and may prevent a successful implementation of  this  
model.

The alternative approach for policy reforms is to not accept the 
high cost of  labour and land as given and seek to change it.  It is also 
useful to recognize that that the large majority of  entrants to the 
workforce will continue to be semi-skilled and willing to accept jobs 
in the formal manufacturing sector where productivity and income 
levels are reasonable. This will require government policy to be 
directed towards the more conventional form of  intervention.  
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Land costs can be kept at acceptable levels by: (i) using the 
land already acquired by industrial development corporations of  
various states (for example it is reported that Maharashtra Industrial 
Development Corporation has a land of  more than a million square 
meters) for new manufacturing capacities; (ii) increasing the FSR, 
thereby effectively expanding the supply of  land in urban areas and 
bringing down the prices; (iii) releasing the vast stock of  land owned 
by government departments, defense, public sector enterprises 
and port trusts and allocating them for manufacturing capacities; 
and (iv) suitably amending the Land Acquisition Re-location and 
Rehabilitation Act. 

It is pointless to argue for the removal of  Article 35 A of  the 
Industrial Disputes Act and give the permission to hire and fire 
to employers. This is unlikely to receive the necessary legislative 
support. The proposal in the New Manufacturing Policy for the 
creation of  a ‘resource pool’ for re-training and re-skilling of  
retrenched workers and for giving them unemployment security for 
a minimum period is well worth considering for wider application 
as it would  provide the necessary flexibility for the employers while 
ensure income security to the workers. 

MSMEs will benefit greatly if  the existing plethora of  labour 
laws, numbering more than 50, are rationalised and reduced to four 
or five comprehensive laws that take care of  workers minimum 
wages; minimally acceptable working conditions, with special 
focus on proper conditions for women employees; social security 
in case of  demise, injury or unemployment; and workers’ welfare 
in  terms of  medical, maternity and related conditions and post-
retirement benefits for both regular and contract employees. Such a 
modernisation of  labour laws is long overdue. 

It is important to formalise the system of  contract labour by 
mandating equal wages and welfare measures for them (or even a 
slightly higher terminal benefit) in lieu of  the workers voluntarily 
accepting short tenures for their employment. 

Business environment can be improved by implementing 
five measures. First, as suggested by the World Bank, introduce 
a Combined Application Form  in place of   the existing forms 
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prescribed under any applicable Acts / Rules / Orders / Instructions 
for obtaining the required clearances.7

Second, introduce a system of  Common Return that will dispense 
with the need to submit multiple returns that are submitted with 
different frequency. This Common return would replace majority 
of  over 100 returns as is the practice currently.8

Third, drastically reduce the time taken for starting and exiting 
a business. For starting a business a time limit of  three days should 
be implemented across the country as is reportedly already being 
achieved in Gujarat. The average time taken for exiting a business 
can surely be reduced from the presently horrendous ten years to  a 
few months. 

Fourth, serious consideration should be given to shifting  to a 
system of  self-certification rather than annual clearance by designated 
inspectors. This will greatly reduce the compliance burden especially 
for the SMEs where it is borne by the owner entrepreneur. 

Finally, the Central Government can encourage states to 
replicate the best practices that are already in place in other states 
for procedures such as acquiring an income or sales tax number; 
utility connectios etc. This in itself  will bring about considerable 
improvement in the business environment in the country. 

Conclusion
The two set of  measures by the industry and the government 

will make a huge improvement in the regulatory and working 
environment for the manufacturing sector. Such an improvement, 
to a large extent technical and executive in its coverage and scope, 
would provide the necessary (but not the sufficient) condition for 
the much needed effort to raise the rate of  growth of  manufacturing 
in the country and make a realistic effort to raise its share in the 
GDP. 

The sufficient condition for encouraging the growth of  mass 
manufacturing in India will have to be provided by the political 
leadership from across the political spectrum. This is to launch 
a sustained and high decibel public campaign for highlighting 
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the crucial importance of  providing productive employment to 
our young population. A failure to do so will convert the much-
touted demographic dividend to a demographic nightmare. India 
suffered a similar fate in the late sixties and seventies when a lack 
of  economic growth and employment drove thousands of  young 
people to self-destroying path of  Naxalism. It is not inconceivable 
that fundamentalists and extremists of  all hues will hoodwink our 
youth, unskilled and unemployed into becoming cannon fodder for 
their nefarious programs and goals will. That could be disastrous for 
the social and political fabric of  the country. Therefore, it is critical 
that political leadership at the Central and State levels fully grasps 
the importance of  expanding mass manufacturing in the country at 
this juncture. 

Foot notes
1The recent decisions of  the newly established Competition Commission 

of  India which has imposed severe penalties on some industries to 
discourage cartelisation are testimony to the existence of  cartels in 
Indian industry. But so far this may have only touched the proverbial 
tip of  the iceberg.  There are literally thousands of  sector industry 
associations (as opposed to national or umbrella industry organizations) 
with extremely narrow sector mandates whose raison d’etre is either to 
lobby the government for fiscal concessions or against import protection 
and  to keep prices at levels that will allow the most inefficient to remain 
operational.

2Please see annex to the New Manufacturing Policy. GOI, Department of  
Commerce, 2011.

3Some of  these laws are: Trade Unions Act, 1926 Industrial Employment 
(Standing Orders) Act, 1946 Industrial Disputes Act, 1947;  Factories 
Act, 1948; Minimum Wages Act, 1948; Contract Labour Regulation 
and Abolition) Act, 1970; The Payment of  Wages Act, 1936; The 
Payment of  Gratuity Act, 1972; Employees’ State Insurance Act, 1948; 
Provident Funds Act, 1952; Maternity Benefits Act, 1961; c) Employee’s 
Compensation Act, 1952 and d) Contract Labour (Regulation & 
Abolition) Act, 1970 etc.
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4See Rajiv Kumar ---- (Article citing Michel Pettit about Chinese and 
Indian system of  cross subsidies) 

5Reported by Mr. S. Tripathi, Joint Secretary Department of  MSME, 
Government of  India. 

6Some beginning is being made with the formation of  Sector Skills Council 
and Industry Knowledge Hubs. But overall the industry can be  far more 
pro-active in this area, given the critical nature of  this constraint.

7Some of  the clearances (not an exhaustive list) that can be effected 
through CAF are as follows: Provincial Registration Certificate for 
SSI unit; Land / Shed Allotment / Allotment of  Government Land 
/ Conversion of  Agricultural land / Change of  land use; Consent for 
Establishment (Water); Consent for Establishment (Air); Permission 
for site to situate Factory;Permission to construct Factory Building; 
Approval of  Factory Building Plans; Permission to construct Factory 
Building; Permission to erect building - Town Planning / Approval of  
Building Plan; Fire Prevention; Power Supply; Water Supply; Provincial 
Registration - Sales Tax; Registration – CST; Registration - Entry Tax; 
Registration - Profession Tax; Enrolment - Profession Tax;Registration 
& grant of  License – CIF&B; Consent for Operation (Air); Consent for 
Operation (Water; Treatment of  Hazardous Wastes Registration & use 
of  Boilers;Notice for Mining Operations; Registration - Central Excise

8This has again been recommended by the World Bank and merits serious 
consideration. Some of  the examples of  returns that can be replaced by 
this Common Return are as follows: Factories Rules; Contract Labour 
(Regulation & Abolition) Rules; Minimum Wages Rules;Payment of  
Wages Rules ; Payment of  Bonus Rules; Shops & Establishment Rules; 
Motor Transport Workers Rules; Maternity Benefit Rules; Sales Tax, 
VAT Rules; Central Sales Tax Rules; Entry Tax Rules; State Tax on 
Professions, Trades, Callings and Employments Rules 
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Planning for Growth--Some issues in 
Social Sectors

The process of  economic growth in all global economies has 
changed considerably over a period of  years. In India the planning 

era of  the fifties was heavily dependent upon public investment. In 
the early years of  planning the savings rates  were low and most 
of  the investment was in the public sector. The infrastructure in 
the country was very poor. The agriculture production was highly 
dependent upon monsoon and people suffered a lot in years of  low 
rainfall. In physical infrastructure including power, roads particularly 
in rural areas, communication and rail transport, there were major 
deficiencies. In social sectors including both health and education, 
development indicators showed low level of  development. The 
development indicators of  social sectors languished.  In 1951 the 
literacy rate was 18.3%, infant mortality rate was 127 per 1000 births, 
life expectancy at birth was 31-32 years, and maternal mortality rate 
was high. [1] There were very few secondary schools and universities. 
The social infrastructure of  PHCs, District Hospitals and village 
level health workers was practically non-existent. Despite these 
abysmally low levels, the focus in the initial years of  planning was on 
developing physical infrastructure. Plan expenditure was prioritized 
accordingly.

Focus on Social Development
The need for development of  human capabilities as essential 

for growth has been recognized only in the last two decades. There 
are several factors responsible for this. First, a lot of  this change 
in attitude is due to publication of  Human Development Index 
by UNDP. This put in focus the need for development of  human 
capacities as essential to economic growth. Second, the economic 
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Total 
Invest-
ment as 
% of  
GDP

Private 
Invest-
ment as 
% of  
GDP

Public 
Invest-
ment as 
% of  
GDP

Public 
Invest-
ment 
as % 

of  total 
invest-
ment

Private 
Invest-
ment as 
% of  
Total 

Invest-
ment

Eighth Plan Period (1992-97)

Average During Plan 
Period (1992-97)

24.4 15.9 8.5 34.7 65.3

Ninth Plan Period (1997-2002)

Average During Plan 
Period (1997-2002)

24.3 17.3 7.0 29.0 71.0

Tenth Plan Period (2002-07)

2002-03 25.2 19.2 6.1 24.1 75.9

2003-04 28.2 21.8 6.3 22.5 77.5

2004-05 32.2 25.3 6.9 21.4 78.6

2005-06 35.5 27.9 7.6 21.4 78.6

2006-07 35.9 28.1 7.8 21.6 78.4

Average During Plan 
Period (2002-07)

32.1 25.1 7.1 22.0 78.0

Eleventh Plan Period (2007-12)

Average During Plan 
Period (2007-12)

33.7 25.4 8.3 25.2 74.8

growth in global economies particularly in India opened up 
investment opportunities for private sector. The Table 1 indicates 
the changes since 1992 in the composition of  investments in the 
Indian economy.

Table 1:  Public Investment in the Ninth and Tenth Plans as 
share of  GDP

(in percentage)

Source: Eleventh and Twelfth Plan, Planning Commission

Over the years, the share of  private investments has clearly 
increased significantly. A lot of  this has taken place in physical 
infrastructure: power, telecommunication, airports and ports. It 
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has while meeting the requirement of  infrastructure investments 
which is required for growth, enabled financial resources no longer 
required by the sector to be deployed for development of  social 
sector. Plan investments in social sector have gone up significantly 
in last two decades. Third, the consciousness about developing 
human development indicators has also been forced by public 
pressure to improve health and education facilities. The support 
for these efforts has come from International initiatives setting 
Millennium Development Goals which primarily focus on quality 
of  life. States have put additional resources in this sector to meet 
nation’s international commitment. 

The Twelfth Plan (2012-17) has emphasized development 
of  human capabilities as the first priority. Development of  these 
capacities was by itself  considered a desirable objective. These 
increased capabilities also interacted with other factors and helped 
raise productive capacity of  our economy. The plan therefore argued   
that proper development of  human capabilities will also ensure “that 
our growth is more inclusive in the sense that the marginalized and 
disadvantaged sections of  our society will be more able to access the 
opportunities thrown up by the growth process.” Allocations in the 
plan for health and education were increased substantially consistent 
with the above approach. It provided for 24.1% of  the total outlay 
on education and health against 18% expenditure in the eleventh 
plan. Additional resources were given for schemes on drinking water 
and sanitations which have large impact on preventive health care.  
Specifically in health, the provisions were increased from 7% of  the 
outlay in the Eleventh Plan (2007-12) to 11.5% in the Twelfth Plan 
(2012-17) of  the total gross budgetary support. [2]

 The above approach was also reflected in the 
recommendations of  the Thirteenth Finance Commission which 
is the second window for transfer of  resources from center to the 
states. Unlike the earlier Finance Commissions, it did not hesitate 
to recommend large resources for education to meet a gap for the 
requirements of  right to education. The total provisions were more 
than 24,000 crore. In addition, it also took note of  the requirements 
of  the health sector and provided incentive for good governance. 
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It accordingly made a provision of  Rs. 5,000 crore to be given as 
an incentive to states for improvement in performance in the infant 
mortality rate. Both these are examples of  increased sensitivity to 
the health and education sector in the last decade.

 Clearly, the growth in social sectors is critical as development 
of  human capabilities and resources is important for both faster 
as well as inclusive growth. The two areas which are critical for 
development of  human capabilities are education and health as 
mentioned above. Any long or medium term plans must take into 
account how on these areas we are progressing. I, therefore, plan to 
discuss the two areas separately. In the first section of  this paper, I 
would mention education and section II will deal with health. 

Challenges in Education
The development of  education involves a number of  challenges. 

These include the need to step up investment in education to 
6% of  GDP from current low levels of  about 3%. It includes 
universalization of  elementary education and ensuring that girls 
and children of  marginalized groups including scheduled castes and 
tribes are part of  this process and not left out. We need to provide 
a certain minimum years of  schooling to all children. Just five years 
is not enough. We need to provide a good quality education and 
ensure very good learning levels. If  class v children cannot do sums 
or readings or have poor level of  knowledge, it will not improve 
human capabilities. In the secondary and higher secondary levels, 
movement to vocational education and learning of  skills suitable 
to our as well as global needs should take place. Excellence in these 
learning skills is extremely crucial at this stage. We expect about thirty 
percent students to go to Higher Education. But the rest seventy 
percent must be a part of  this population which has to move out in 
the job market after developing skills at this level only. A focus on 
excellence will enable us to have advantage in the global labor market 
due to demographic dividend.  We must aim to improve level of  
University education. Quality of  institutions and levels of  learning 
of  these boys and girls are important issues needing a strong focus. 
The quality of  research, investment in research institutions, and 
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global competiveness will be crucial need of  the growth process. 
We need development of  a knowledge society and invest in all that 
it implies. There are several other issues relating to RTE, Higher 
and Secondary education. There are issues of  large drop outs and 
evolving a strategy to meet this challenge. We will consider here only 
a few critical issues only out of  the large list enumerated above.

 
Investment in Education 

The investment in education has to be stepped up. Public 
expenditure on education in India was 3.4% as against 5.4% in 
United States,4.3% in China,5.7% in France, 5.8% in Brazil, 6.2 % 
in United Kingdom and 6.5% in Belgium.An effort in this direction 
was initiated in the Eleventh Plan.Allocation for education sector was 
increased to about 19.6 % of  plan outlay though subsequent pace 
of  expenditure was very poor. [3] These efforts have continued in 
the Twelfth Plan too.  Thirteenth Finance commission has provided 
additional resources for enabling the states to implement RTE. The 
states too are focusing on universalization of  primary education. All 
these efforts do not, however, add up to a major effort to meet the 
financial needs of  education sector from government sources. We 
need larger resources from Government.

Minimum ten years of  schooling
A modern fast growing nation must provide to all its citizens 

a certain minimum years of  education. Globally, the economically 
well-developed societies have an average schooling of  10 years. 
The major developed societies of  USA, Germany, France, United 
Kingdom, Japan and Denmark have an average schooling of  9.5 to 
10 years for persons who are more than 15 years age. The average 
in India is about 5 years. [4] Over the next six years we should have 
all citizens beyond the above age a minimum schooling of  ten years. 
The Twelfth Plan projects a minimum of  80% persons in the above 
age group who would have ten years of  education by end of  plan 
(2016-17). This should make it possible to have the entire group ten 
year schooling by 2020. This should be a major focus of  education 
development in school education. If  we see the current enrollment, 
it seems a very challenging difficult task.
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The above objective can be achieved if  we provide access to all 
children education up to secondary school or class ten. Most of  the 
children in 6-14 years age group are enrolled in primary schools. 
This is also recognized by ASER in its report. The Twelfth Plan 
document mentions gross enrolment ration (GER) as 115% in 2009-
10 and the net enrollment ratio at 98% at that time. It highlights 
the increased enrolment of  girls and schedule caste and schedule 
tribe children. The major weakness, however, continues to be out of  
school children and the quality of  education. There were 8.1 million 
children which were not in these schools in 2009. In several states, 
these could be above 9% of  the target group. This is especially high 
in Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan. This is a cause of  concern and in 
the long term perspective must be handled on a priority. No plans 
can have any meaning, if  children are not part of  the school systems. 
In upper primary education which deals with class V to VIII the net 
enrolment ratio was 62%. This was especially low in Uttar Pradesh 
and Bihar with Himachal and Tamil Nadu having 90% of  children 
in the age group attending the upper primary schools. There is a 
very large gap in this segment. This has to be bridged quickly. In 
secondary schools the GER is 62%. This shows lower participation 
by some states particularly Bihar, Jharkhand and UP. It exhibits a 
large gap. The objective of  10 years of  school education can only be 
met if  we are able to improve enrolment in class 6-10.This will need 
major changes in our approach.  Several measures are required for 
this especially in Focus states of  UP, Bihar, Rajasthan, Jharkhand, 
MP , Orissa and similar others with below average GER.[5]

First, in the next five years by 2019, we have to ensure that 
the enrolment of  all boys and girls in the target age of  6 to 14 
in the primary and upper primary schools is completed. For this 
purpose, we have to involve the village community, urban local 
bodies, and non-governmental organizations. We should launch a 
massive programme of  mass communication, where the community 
through radio and television is encouraged to take positive steps 
and discourage any child being out of  the school systems. In this 
respect, the recent Nobel peace prize to KailashSathyarthy from 
India and Malala Yousafzai from Pakistan should be seen as strong 
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signals from global communities for support of  our national effort 
against child labor and specifically for keeping them in schools

Second, the capacity of  the school system to teach these children 
has to be ramped up quickly. This will require our converting primary 
schools to upper primary and provide additional classrooms and 
teaching faculty. Similarly, upper primary schools will expand to 
provide education up to class 12.This is possible by building on 
existing infrastructure.

Third, we should utilize the existing infrastructure of  schools to 
the maximum extent by having two shifts. It may necessitate starting 
early and working in the second shift till about six or seven in the 
evening. It should give about 11-12 hours for teaching for both the 
shifts. There could be regional variations. Till the new infrastructure 
is in place, this should be the pattern. In a capital scarce country, 
optimum use of  resources particularly building infrastructure is 
critical.

Fourth, such an expansion would require additional resources. 
We should provide for this. In particular it may require support to 
private schools to expand. The amount of  financial aid to these 
schools may go up. We should be willing to fund this. Central 
Government has important responsibility for this. They should 
meet half  of  additional expenditure on this expansion.

Fifth, most of  the children not part of  the system can be enrolled 
if  special needs of  various groups are met. Books and transport 
say cycles in rural areas and to girls, will need to be provided. In 
tribal areas we may need to provide residential schools and school 
facilities as close by to schools as possible. In slums and other 
disadvantaged residential areas we may provide schools nearby and 
financial support by way of  scholarships to encourage them.

Improved Learning
The levels of  learning have been poor in the last couple of  years. 

With the implementation of  the right to education Act, while there 
have been positive signs in improving access and infrastructure in 
these schools, there is serious concern on reforms which permit 
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children to move over to the next section without fully testing their 
learning levels. The policy is detrimental to the cause of  education.  
It is leading to erosion in quality of  learning which was in any case 
low. The responsibility of  teachers to ensure learning and those of  
students to take interest in it has been sharply eroded. The ASER 
report on status of  education in rural India mentions as follows. I 
quote extensively from the report to bring home the point. 

“We noted for the first time in ASER 2011 that levels of  reading 
and math at every level were not only poor but declining in many 
states. With one more year of  data, this observation is strengthened. 
It adds that “Fewer and fewer children in successive batches reaching 
3rd and 5th standard are learning basics of  reading and math. Unless 
someone can show that children are learning something else better, 
this indicates an alarming degeneration. In 2008, the proportion of  
children in Std 3 who could read a Std 1 text was under 50%, which 
has dipped about 16 percentage points to nearly 30%. A child in Std 
3 has to learn to do two digit subtractions, but the proportion of  
children in government schools who can even recognize numbers 
up to 100 correctly has dropped from 70% to near 50% over the 
last four years with the real downward turn distinctly visible after 
2010, the year RTE came into force. These downward trends are 
also reflected in Std 5 where a child would be expected to be able to 
at least read a Std 2 text and solve a division sum. Private schools are 
relatively unaffected by this decline but a downturn is noticeable, 
especially in math beyond number recognition.” [6]

The position in urban India is no better. A large number of  
students have poor learning levels. This is a major cause of  concern 
at the primary level. Areas which may gradually improve with the 
funds flowing under the right to education Act relate to infrastructure. 
Specifically, in case of  girls, the recent focus on girl’s toilets is an 
important initiative which should have a larger enrolment of  girls 
and lower number of  out of  school children.
We need several steps to improve levels of  learning:

First, we must recognize that the parent is keen to send their 
children to good schools and improve the levels of  learning.  
Excellence in Government schools is a strong requirement. A very 
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large numbers of  children have joined private schools even at the 
primary and upper primary level as the belief  is that their quality of  
teaching is better. It is necessary for Government to encourage and 
good private schools to join hands with some Government schools 
and improve learning levels and overall excellence in teaching.  
Further, Government should provide support to all schools for 
improving pedagogy and promote excellence

Second, the policy initiated after the introduction of  RTE has to 
be reversed. We must have all children examined at the end of  the 
year and if  they are weak in certain subjects, then remedial classes 
in the concerned subjects should be held for them in the summers. 
They should be asked to appear again after three months and be 
permitted to go to the higher classes only after attaining certain 
levels. If  certain number of  students  despite such coaching, are 
not able to pass the test after the summer vacations, it will be better 
for them to remain in the lower class and improve their learning 
levels instead of  going in the higher classes which would serve no 
purpose. Such students must receive special attention and additional 
teaching during the entire year to catch up with other children of  
the class.

Third, the learning levels have to improve, especially in Science 
and Mathematics. The responsibility for this has to be cast on the 
village community, teachers and the parents. In the urban areas, 
urban local bodies must share this. Newer methods of  learning 
including use of  IT, Tablets, and even mobile telephony, wherever 
it can help, can be a part of  this process. The pride in the teachers 
that their students have attained certain standards of  learning is an 
extremely important component of  this process. 

Universities, access and excellence 
Enrolment ratio of  students who are in the university set up 

was15.2% (17.9% if  enrolment in diploma courses is included) 
in 2011-12 and is targeted to increase to 25% by the end of  the 
Twelfth Plan. Like other countries, we must gradually move to 
increase it to 30%.  China attained these levels in 2010. We should 
be able to reach this by 2022. This should be an important priority 
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of  our higher education expansion plans. The growth in enrolment 
and opening of  new colleges and universities has risen sharply to 
about 9.5% and 9.6% respectively in the Eleventh Plan. The growth 
of  private colleges was 10.3% per annum as against 8.3%-8.6% of  
central and state universities and colleges further increasing already 
high 63% share of  private colleges in higher education. At similar 
levels of  growth of  universities and colleges we should attain the 
projected GER by 2022.

This fast expansion has given rise to several problems. First, 
the quality of  infrastructure of  these institutions is generally very 
poor. A large number of  state universities are very poorly funded 
and lack in basic infrastructure. A number of  private universities 
and colleges similarly lack infrastructure. We must find additional 
resources, to correct this.  Neither Planning Commissions nor 
Finance commissions have given enough importance to this. It 
needs major change in attitude of  state governments too. They are 
generally very reluctant to increase funding for state universities 
and colleges. Second, fast expansion especially in the private sector 
has led to disastrous impact on quality of  Higher Education and   
reduced focus on excellence. During Eleventh Plan, the number of  
universities has increased to 659 from 383. [7] 

The quality of  most of  these has been poor .About 43% of  
these are private institutions. The quality of  such institutions is 
especially bad in the field of  engineering and medical teaching. 
Many of  them are nothing but shops which are providing degrees 
and charging a lot of  money. The quality of  education which they 
provide is highly questionable. It is necessary that as we expand we 
put a focus on the quality of  these universities, and strengthen our 
regulatory institutions. It may be worthwhile to grade them through 
an objective process and encourage them thereafter to reach certain 
standards. Boys and girls coming out of  these institutions have to be 
tested for learning on a random basis and if  they do not come up to 
certain standards, we have to  ask the university to close down fresh 
admissions and focus on improvement of  quality. Such a ban could 
continue for two years after which fresh random tests should be 
undertaken. If  the new students coming out and tested on random 
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basis are good, the ban could be lifted. Such random tests should 
be a regular feature for new universities for ten years. 19% of  the 
old universities should also be subject to such tests. If  students do 
badly another chance be given to them but repeated failure must 
invite a ban. It is very worrisome that many of  these institutions 
which provide doctors and engineers have very poor quality of  
teaching and are not able to impart knowledge commensurate with 
the qualifications which students passing out of  such institutions 
should have. 

The other area of  importance in the field of  Higher Education 
system is the nature of  research being done by these institutions. 
The quality of  research and the number of  research papers coming 
out of  these institutions are both inadequate. Result of  this has been 
that our universities are not recognized globally. In an assessment 
made recently, it was found that none of  the universities qualified 
to be in the top 200 in the global universities. While part of  this 
is because of  lack of  resources and the way the assessments are 
made, substantial part of  the blame must falls on the universities 
themselves. We are not able to attract foreign students, nor global 
faculties. We should in the next ten years aim to bring 50 of  our 
universities to the level of  world’s best universities. We can then 
hope to have 20 such universities in the 200 Best Global Universities 
list.

The number of  research journals has also to go up so that they 
can accommodate a larger number of  papers. This will require again 
investments in the higher education and a good evaluation system by 
the UGC through a couple of  independents agencies for measuring 
the infrastructure and the quality of  teaching in many of  the private 
universities. It is unfortunate that we are busy with turf  questions 
and are enquiring about the four year degree course, rather than 
giving freedom to the universities to have such courses if  these are 
popular and lead to improved levels of  learning. The fact that the 
UGC has not approved them is not important. The process should 
not become the end itself. It is the outcome which is of  paramount 
importance. 
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In the recent years expansion of  education has led to very 
poor quality students especially in humanities and pure sciences 
stream. The distortion needs correction. We should limit the 
seats in humanities and offer liberal scholarships. Similarly we 
need to increase scholarships in pure science stream and offer 
other incentives. In both these areas we need larger resources and 
development of  excellence.

The problem with our education system has been lack of  access, 
poor focus on excellence in teaching, low levels of  learning, lack of  
research and our inability to compete with other global universities 
and be counted amongst them. A large number of  our boys and girls 
have done well in international level. But a large body of  our students 
has very poor learning levels. A very large number of  boys and 
girls coming out of  our education system are unemployable. We are 
sitting on a heap of  Demographic disaster rather than Demographic 
dividend.  The future will be governed by our approach to questions 
of  access and quality of  learning. The measures on additional 
financial resources, development of  about 50 universities  to global 
standards , and a strong focus on improved learning at all levels  
are important. We need to support private institutions especially at 
primary and secondary stage and emphasize learning. The annual 
or a half  yearly exam system has to be reintroduced and remedial 
classes should be emphasized. Educational institutions must change 
their policies and permit those who fail to make the grade to appear 
again after attending some remedial classes and continue in an 
institution instead of  moving into higher classes with poor levels 
of  learning. Given the limited resources, we must use the retired 
teachers to take classes and provide some courses.

We have to develop a knowledge based society. This can come 
in case access to libraries is freer and easy for all. All libraries need to 
connect through their network. This would mean that those outside 
the education system must also be encouraged to read Research 
journals and books. We must promote e-learning and use journals 
in Digitized form. The access to internet and broad band is limited 
in India to about 3.5 % of  population.  We cannot hope to be a 
knowledge based society with such poor penetration level. Access 
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and use by all must be planned by 2024 or in next ten years.  A new 
set of  reforms focusing on excellence is the need of  our educational 
planning in the next decade

Major concerns in health sector
The other major area in the social sector is health. We have 

problems in this area in several dimensions. However, what captures 
all these is the question how we can provide universal access to good 
and affordable health care to all the citizens. When we talk of  health 
care, we should also include facilities which support good health 
like sanitation and drinking water. Let me highlight some of  the 
major concerns in the health sector. First, the infant mortality rate 
continues to be high and is 44 in 2011. While it has been declining, 
compared to some of  the major global economies and developed 
countries, it is still high. Even in India, states like Kerala have single 
digit infant mortality rates. We have to focus on reducing IMR in 
all states. Second, the maternal mortality is another major cause of  
concern. [8,9] A large number of  women die while giving birth to 
babies. This number is nearly 250 in 2009. We had hoped to reduce 
it under the Millennium Development Goals to nearly 100 by 2015. 
The current rate of  reduction indicates that we may be able to reach 
it by 2017 or 2018. Though, we have several schemes under the 
national rural health mission and specifically Janani SurakshaYojana 
(JSY), the pace of  decline has not increased very sharply. Third, there 
is a massive shortage of  doctors and paramedics. We have nearly 45 
doctors per one lakh of  population as against the WHO norm of  
85, and nearly 75 nurses and mid wives per lakh of  population as 
against a norm of  255.The number of  medical colleges and other 
medical teaching institutions have not expanded fast enough to 
meet the gap. Fourth, the infrastructure of  PHCs, CHCs, district 
hospitals, sub centers and medical institutions is not adequate to 
provide good health care facilities to the citizens. Fifth, the amount 
spent by ordinary citizens on health care from its own pocket is 
very high. The overall expenditure on health is around 4%- 4.5% of  
GDP, which is not very bad. What is worrisome is the low level of  
government expenditure. Currently, around 1.2% of  the above is 
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provided by the government. This needs to change to a larger share 
of  government in the overall health expenditure kitty. [10,11]

Some other concerns in the health sector relate to young babies 
and mothers. The share of  low birth weight babies is fairly high. 
The type of  nutrition available to the mothers and newly born 
babies is not commensurate with their needs. While the decrease in 
total fertility rate has been taking place gradually, we have still not 
reached the level of  2.1 which is the replacement rate. The question 
of  nutrition is paramount in the context of  mothers and babies. We 
have been providing support under Integrated Child Development 
Scheme (ICDS), mid-day meal scheme and schemes for adolescence 
girls, but the nutrition levels have continued to be poor.

Universal Health Care
In the above context, the future planning process has to primarily 

focus on additional resources for the health sector to ensure 
universal health care. The Twelfth Five Year Plan has considered 
this through a high level expert group which has made a number 
of  recommendations for universal health care. The basic approach 
is, however, quite clear: It is not possible to provide health care 
through government hospitals alone and private sectors should also 
be involved. This appears to be a reasonable proposition and has to 
be accepted. The broad approach as mentioned above must include 
expansion of  medical personnel availability, and use of  medical 
insurance companies for tertiary care. All primary health care has to 
be supported by government with increased funding and availability 
of  drugs especially of  generic variety from government funding 
is important. Like all other countries, we must provide strong 
government support for health care. Given the low level of  incomes 
and nearly 300 million people below poverty line, it’s important that 
we provide universal health care from the government support 
instead of  asking people to fund it from the own incomes. This 
cannot be achieved unless there is a strong commitment from the 
government both from center and states to provide health care. The 
resources for this have to increase to 3% of  GDP in the next seven 
years. The model for health care which we envisage must also have 
provision for free medicines up to a certain level of  treatment. 
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The current system of  providing health care through the existing 
PHCs etc. has not proved adequate. It lacks in three things. First, 
there are not adequate numbers of  PHCs, second many of  them 
lack medical personnel and third they do not provide medicines 
which have to be purchased by the patient. Such a system is ill-
suited for our welfare. We, therefore, need a system which in the 
next ten years provides adequate numbers of  doctors and nurses. 
We must, therefore, set up a Medical Education Mission whose job 
should be to see that we use every available resource with us and 
which is provided additional resources so that adequate number of  
nurses, midwives, nurses are available in a 10-12 year period. At 
this juncture, we must focus on overall availability of  this human 
resource. Second, we must provide in these CHCs and PHCs and 
other government hospital, generic medicines up to certain value 
and for certain diseases. As of  now, government expenditure on 
medicines has been extremely poor. It is surprising that even the 
finance commissions which have looked into several areas of  
governance have not adequately emphasized the need for provision 
of  medicines for the patients. This has to be done by the state 
governments and a central scheme should be launched to specially 
support this measure. Third, availability of  medical institutions and 
doctors and nurses has to be increased immediately. This is possible 
by using all our resources rather than focusing only on government 
institutions. We must make the private practitioner and other private 
institutions a part of  national health programme. This programme 
must envisage that a patient can go to any doctor available nearby 
who may see him and provide generic medicine. All such doctors 
and nursing homes should be regulated and reimbursed from the 
government based on prescribed norms. The number of  patients 
seen and use of  inpatient and OPD facilities can be a reasonable 
basis. The primary health care is most critical for the population and 
has to be emphasized. 

Meeting the medical personnel Gap
On a long term basis new medical colleges should be opened 

freely. These could be built around District hospitals. The expansion 
should be of  both paramedics including Nurses and Doctors. In 
the initial years we may face shortage of  faculty. We should use all 
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retired medical personnel to be part of  faculty at appropriate levels. 
The time taken to construct buildings and ordering equipment 
must be reduced too. As the expansion reaches its 6-7th year, the 
faculty position may ease with new doctors supporting the effort. A 
very strong regulatory system will be needed to restrict corruption 
prevailing in current expansion programme. Inspections of  Medical 
institutions should be done randomly without either the inspecting 
team or the college being aware of  it. Inspection reports should 
be sent in two days. And penal action on colleges giving wrong 
information should be swift. Tough measures are required to remove 
corruption from Medical education expansion.

Medical Insurance
The tertiary health care and the secondary health care have to 

be funded through insurance schemes for which individuals may be 
encouraged. In several of  these cases, it will be important to have 
a regulatory system so that the insurance costs are not very high 
and there is a regulation of  doctors and medical institutions. Quite 
often there is a worry that doctors may overcharge or prescribe 
unnecessary tests or indulge in other malpractices. This has to be 
controlled with a strong regulator. An insurance scheme without 
appropriate regulations and monitoring may not yield the desired 
benefits for the citizens. 

Preventive health and NCD
The planning process must strongly emphasize the medical 

and health policy interventions to ensure prevention or outbreak 
of  Diseases. Also Non communicable disease will need focused 
attention. Programme for handling communicable and non-
communicable diseases including water born diseases has to be 
chalked out and funded by the government in a very major way. 
Water is a major source of  infection and diseases. This may require 
area approach as was done for Polio eradication.

Provision of  clean water and sanitation can go a long way in 
supporting preventive health care. It is this area which must be 
strongly focused for countries like us. If  we can prevent outbreak 
of  disease, it is possible to develop good health indicators. We 
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should consider in this context a programme of  physical exercises, 
especially yoga in the schools and other institutions. The expansion 
of  knowledge about preventive health care leading to its large scale 
adoption can be very useful in improving health parameters and 
reducing the overall financial burden on the state. 
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Meeting the Challenge of Climate Change in 
indian agriculture

One of  the major achievements of  the country has been food 
self  sufficiency inspite of  rapid population increase which has 

reached about 1.21 billion (Census, 2011).  The Green Revolution 
Technology has transformed the country from a food deficit to a food 
self  sufficient one in the recent times.  During the 11th Plan Period 
(2007-08 to 2012-13), the average annual growth in Agriculture and 
allied sector has been 3.6%, highest during the recent decade, even 
though, it is short of  the targeted 4% which has again been set 
as the targeted growth for 12th Five Year Plan.  The country has 
achieved a record level of  about 265 million tonnes of  food grain 
production in 2013-14. Side-by-side Agriculture diversification has 
been significant with appreciable growth in Horticulture, Livestock, 
Fisheries and Agro forestry.  A number of  initiatives have been taken 
by the Government aimed at maintaining the Food and Nutritional 
Security and protecting the income of  the farmers. 

Inspite of  the major strides the Agriculture and allied sector has 
made, it is also face to face with a number of  serious challenges.  
The foremost is   insulating Agriculture from vagaries of  monsoon 
and achieving stability in agriculture production.  Whereas there has 
been continuous decline in the share of  Agriculture and allied sector 
in the GDP from 14.6% in 2009-10 to 13.9% in 2012-13 which is 
a normal process in economic growth, the share of  Agriculture in 
employment continues at 48.9% in 2011-12 as compared to 58.5% 
in 2004-05 indicating that almost half  the population is heavily 
dependent on Agriculture for employment.  This has led to a great 
disparity in the Urban and Rural incomes.  

Over a period of  time, the size of  land holdings have gradually 
diminished and today about 89% farmers are small and marginal 
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holding less than 2 ha of  land.  In terms of  productivity of  various 
crops we are behind International levels.  We have not reached the 
potential available as observed in the frontline demonstrations laid 
by the Agriculture Research System.  Almost 67% of  the cultivabled 
area out of  about 142 million ha remains rainfed without any assured 
irrigation.  Diminishing and degrading natural resource, low water 
use efficiency, over exploitation of  underground water, deteriorating 
soil health, erosion of  fertility, intensifying micro-nutrient deficiency, 
threat to ecosystem and biodiversity are some of  the other major 
challenges which Indian Agriculture is facing today.  

Of  the above, climate change poses the most serious and real 
challenge and the Indian Agriculture System has to get ready with 
effective mitigation and adaptation strategies without any loss of  
time.  Climate change is an immediate and unprecedented threat to 
the food security of  hundreds of  millions of  people who depend on 
small-scale agriculture for their livelihoods.  The impacts of  climate 
change are global, but countries like India are more vulnerable in 
view of  the high population dependent on agriculture.

Concerned about these adverse effects of  climate change on 
agriculture, food security and livelihood of  people, a “Consultative 
Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR)-IFFCO 
Foundation Participatory Action Research for Enhancing Climate 
Resilience in Agriculture” was carried out in Vaishali district of  Bihar 
from 2010 to 2013.   The joint action research project was a scientific 
effort to bring farmers, scientists, agricultural administrators and 
farmers’ own organizations together on one platform to help local 
communities to mitigate the vagaries of  climate change.  

The action research methodology was based on active 
relationship and partnership among research scientists, farm families 
and their organizations and the local extension agencies including 
line departments.  The project aimed at developing climate smart 
villages wherein all the above mentioned stakeholders contributed 
in developing farming strategies to mitigate the effects of  climate 
change and adopt scientific practices for sustained production at the 
field level.  

In the Climate Smart Village, development of  farmer’s 
organization Self-Help Groups(SHG) and empowering them 
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through variety of  trainings related to climate change and agriculture 
was the key starting activity.

Farmers were motivated to take joint action to mitigate 
the problems of  climate change and ensure adequate level of  
productivity of  different crops and sustainability of  their livelihood.  
The SHG members were provided knowledge support and training 
so that they could organize themselves for using weather and 
climatic services, community resource management studies and 
for insurance cover for improving their crop production systems.  
Several other methods like demonstrations on their fields were 
adopted to educate farmers about the latest technologies available 
in the field of  Climate Resilient Agriculture.   In the Climate Smart 
Village, training focused on water resources and water management, 
agro-advisory and utilization of  wasteland, site-specific nutrient 
management and scientific cultivation of  different crops, crop 
diversification and introduction of  seed varieties which withstand 
the temperature variations.  

 With weather forecast and weather-based agro-advisories was 
added risk management which included weather based insurance and 
general crop insurance.  The risk management techniques included 
the introduction of  insurance products specially designed for the 
project area.  These products insulated farmers from significant 
deviation of  weather parameters, mainly rainfall and temperature, 
impacting crop productivity. The IFFCO Tokio General Insurance 
(ITGI) in association with IFFCO Foundation developed insurance 
product for the crops of  the project area.  Meteorological data of  
past thirty years along with crop productivity information was used 
to develop such insurance products. Index based crop insurance 
floated by ITGI was very useful for farmers of  climate risk prone 
area.   It covered the risk of  crop failure as well as crop affected by 
variation in parameters of  normal climate of  the area.  One of  the 
most critical activities was testing varieties of  wheat and rice, major 
crops in the cropping system which could withstand the temperature 
variations.  Summer mungbean was specially introduced as a cash 
crop which not only gives higher income but also was source of  
nutrient to subsequent crops.  Leaf  Colour Charts (LCCs) were 
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used for balanced nitrogen application in rice which helps to reduce 
emission of  green house gases in rice Cropping System.

Other technologies tested were: introduction of  Neem Coated 
Urea and System of  Rice Intensification (SRI) which helps in early, 
quick and healthy establishment, reduced plant density, improved 
soil conditions through enrichment with organic matter and reduced 
and controlled water application.  It also included demonstration 
of  Conservation Agriculture and modern systems of  agriculture 
extension specially based on ICT.  

Keeping in view, the importance of  women in agriculture, special 
groups of  women farmers were formed and awareness was created 
about Climate Change and its effect on Agriculture.

Formation of  SHGs, their education and training on climate 
change for its mitigation and adaptation, weather forecast and weather 
based agro-advisories for planning of  cropping pattern and cultural 
operation, weather based crop insurance for risk management, 
screening of  crop varieties for climate change adaptation and higher 
yield, crop diversification for higher income and risk management, 
natural resource management, laser leveling for water saving, nutrient 
management for less emission of  green house gases, soil testing and 
fertilizer scheduling, on-farm and community water management 
effective agriculture extension and data bank of  SHGs for calculation 
of  economics of  crop production have yielded significant results in 
the climate smart village of  Vaishali district.  

Awareness has been created among the farmers about the 
mitigation and adaptation strategies and farmers have adopted 
various recommendations relating to soil, water and Nutrient 
Management, Crop Insurance products, new agronomical practices 
and diversification of  the Agriculture. Based on the experiment in 
the project, the following strategies have been identified which need 
to be adopted to successfully meet the Climate Change challenges:

(i) A farmer oriented approach with major thrust on community 
participation including those of  women

(ii) Major components of  the climate smart villages should 
include development of  farmer’s organization, gender training, 
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weather forecast and weather-based agro-advisory through media 
and ICT, index-based crop insurance, screening of  crop varieties, 
diversification, environment friendly nutrient management, water 
management, agro-forestry and reclamation of  water logged soil

(iii) Timely information from Indian Metrological Department, 
and weather forecast and weather based agro-advisories need to be 
transmitted through affordable communication network

(iv) In view of  the risk involved due to the climate change 
suitable risk management product specially designed for the local 
areas need to be introduced. General crop insurance and weather 
indexed crop insurance which insulate farmers from significant 
deviation of  various parameters are required. 

(v) A critical activity in climate change adaptation/mitigation 
is to identify such crop varieties which can withstand the weather 
variations.  In this, the Agriculture Research Systems likes ICAR can 
play a key role and it has to be a major thrust area for the research 
system.

(vi) A balanced, sustained and robust soil water health is a must 
for achieving sustained food and nutritional security.  More food 
has to be produced with lesser resources, and in this situation the 
only way is to increase the efficiency of  production through modern 
management of  improved technologies.  Emerging technologies like 
Information Technology (IT) and computer application, efficient and 
more accurate electronic equipment, Remote Sensing, Geographic 
Information System (GIS), Geographic Positioning System (GPS), 
and super fast transport and communication systems along with 
hybrid seeds, biotechnology, nanotechnology, gene revolution, 
laser technology, efficient micro-irrigation systems, conservation 
agriculture, Site-Specific Nutrient Management System, including 
balanced soil and plant nutrition and Soil health management based 
on soil test for macro and micronutrients tests will require major 
thrust.  These technologies need to be synergized and monitored 
regularly to enhance cumulative impact of  the multiple factors.  The 
technology integration and packaging system through participatory 
on-farm trials and refinements will need highly trained and motivated 
extension workers to assess risk, manage the risk and to ensure 
healthy production base and products.
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The National Action Plan for climate change launched by the 
Government of  India includes a National Mission for Sustainable 
Agriculture which focuses on enhancing productivity and resilience 
of  agriculture so as to reduce vulnerability to extremes of  weather, 
long dry spells, flooding and variable moisture availability.  The 
Government has also started initiative on Climate Resilient 
Agriculture through ICAR.  The adoption of  strategy mentioned 
in this paper will go a long way in achieving the goal of  National 
Mission for Sustainable Agriculture.  An early move to insulate 
ourselves from adverse effects of  the climate change is the need of  
the hour.
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towards true rural development

India’s rural development interventions, which began in the 
decade of  the 1970s, were the product of  deliberate thought and 

design. The slogan “Garibi Hatao” was short, pithy and appealing. 
Conservative dogma that propounded the trickle-down theory 
was seen to have failed. By 1973, small and marginal farmers were 
already the focus of  specialized treatment. From “Small Farmers 
Development Agencies” (SFDAs) to the full-fledged District Rural 
Development Agencies (which now exist in every district), the story 
was one of  a rapid expansion in the role played by the Central and 
State governments. A new Ministry of  Rural Development was 
carved out of  the Ministry of  Agriculture at the Central level, and 
separate departments of  rural development were created in each 
State. 

The Rural Development Ministry continues to be primarily 
responsible for rural employment, housing, roads, drinking water 
and sanitation, social security, land management etc. Some of  these 
activities require extensive engineering inputs, as a result of  which 
many State Governments also have rural engineering wings. 

Other sectors (albeit housed in different ministries) that have 
a strong link with rural development are rural industries including 
khadi, early childhood care and nutrition, health and family welfare, 
elementary and secondary education, etc. State departments have 
focused their activities in these spheres by making interventions at 
the village level, with village and district-level officers working on 
multiple schemes formulated by different departments. Over time, 
the number of  schemes to be implemented has grown even though 
the implementing entities at the village level have not changed 
materially. For example, village-level Primary Health Centres 
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were expected to implement the Reproductive and Child Health 
campaign and other special campaigns in addition to their routine 
responsibilities. 

Slowly however, issues of  overlap and ambiguity between 
different schemes began to emerge, highlighting the need for District 
Collectors/Deputy Commissioners (DCs) to play a coordinating 
role. Currently, the typical DC chairs numerous committees/
societies with varied focus areas; one of  these is the District Rural 
Development Agency which usually has the broadest scope of  
activities. While this has not helped the DC’s overall workload, it 
undoubtedly contributed to the public’s perception of  the DC and 
the government as a whole as paternalistic, caring entities. In this 
paradigm, interventions have typically been designed in New Delhi 
or in State capitals (some successful State interventions have been 
adopted by the Centre for a wider rollout), and “administered” to 
the rural beneficiaries. In this vein, it is unsurprising that one of  the 
earliest schemes, the Integrated Rural Development Programme, a 
precursor to today’s self-employment schemes, talked of  “doses” 
of  assistance. 

By the mid-1980s, each district had almost seventy registered 
societies, district-level committees and other agencies, each of  which 
had its own bank account to receive grants either directly from the 
Central Government or the State Governments (the “Central” and 
“State” shares respectively). At the State level, entities were set up to 
monitor the usage of  these funds, with the premise that the flow of  
funds from the centre to district level entities could dry up after the 
first year if  the pace of  expenditure was not satisfactory (frequently, 
this was because the State Government had not released its share 
of  the funds). Good performance was gauged by the ability to 
produce audit certificates and other confirmations that the Central 
grants had been utilized. At the Central level, joint secretaries were 
evaluated on the basis of  the percentage of  expenditure incurred 
under “their” respective schemes, which covered various areas like 
health, housing, drinking water, roads, sanitation etc. Since this was 
before the computerization era, cheques were often pre-dated and 
issued to implementing agencies even after the end of  the financial 
year, up to mid-April of  the following financial year. 
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A major change came about in 1993, when the 73rd Constitutional 
Amendment Act was passed by the Parliament. This amendment 
was motivated by a strong desire to improve the responsiveness 
and effectiveness of  administration. The then Prime Minister Shri 
Rajiv Gandhi famously remarked that out of  every rupee of  funds 
disbursed for rural development schemes, only around fifteen paise 
actually reached the villages. This amendment granted Constitutional 
status to panchayats and also established a three-tier governance 
system, under which panchayats were to be elected at the level of  
village, sub-district (or block) and district. Elections were to be held 
every five years, with not less than one-third of  the seats being 
reserved for women and reservations for candidates belonging to 
the SC/ST categories, in proportion to their share in the population. 
Article 243(G) of  this Act called upon State Governments to vest 
panchayats with powers that would enable them to function as 
institutions of  “self-government”, with Schedule XI listing out the 
subjects that were to form the remit of  panchayats. Recognizing the 
special needs of  tribal communities in Schedule V areas, in 1996 
Parliament passed a new law, the Panchayats Extension to Scheduled 
Areas Act (“PESA”). 

The 73rd Amendment finally came into force in April 1994, 
followed by the PESA in December 1996. Politically, at present, the 
concept of  panchayat elections has taken root and elections have 
taken place regularly in most States.  However, the actual devolution 
of  powers, functions and finances has been quite patchy, with a 
fair degree of  resistance from CentralMinistries as well as State 
and district level Government/departmental/NGO entities. This 
is unfortunate as the underlying objective of  the 73rdAmendment 
was for panchayats to gradually gain in competence, confidence, 
transparency and accountability, enabling more effective 
implementation of  rural development schemes. 

As Joint Secretary in the Ministry of  Rural Development in 
the year 2000, I felt that the Ministry should focus on four key 
areas: infrastructure (particularly roads), employment and skill 
development, greater devolution of  powers to panchayats and social 
audits by vibrant gram sabhas. The rationale for focusing on these 
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four was that they are prerequisites for the success of  interventions 
in other spheres such as housing, education, health, social justice etc. 
Unfortunately, even today, in the absence of  adequate empowerment 
of  the panchayats, villages and gram sabhas are plagued with high 
levels of  absenteeism and non-performance by key social sector 
employees such as doctors, teachers, etc. Indifferent and long-
distance supervision by functionaries located in distant State capitals, 
poor road and other connectivity and the lack of  any meaningful 
authority at the local level have together resulted in extremely poor 
quality service delivery to rural citizens. 

With citizens demanding greater transparency in the functioning 
of  the public as well as private sectors, poor governance can no 
longer be brushed under the carpet. Likewise, the country’s rural 
development strategy needs to move away from the earlier complex, 
top-down, “mai-baap” approach that has proved ineffective in 
solving local problems. To me, true rural development must entail 
greater autonomy at the local level,  a deeper understanding of  the 
strengths of  rural communities, nurturing local skills and crafts’, 
and having a willingness to learn from local architecture and eco-
friendly capabilities such as in water management. The simplistic 
PWD type of  approach will not be effective. Greater devolution 
of  powers to gram sabhas and panchayats is the only way to ensure 
greater accountability of  service providers such as teachers and 
health workers. Along with greater devolution, it is vital to put in 
place proper accounting and audit systems for local government 
bodies. Rural roads and bridges need good engineering and technical 
expertise in the panchayats and would make it easier to generate off-
farm employment in rural and semi-rural areas, in turn reducing 
the numbers of  rural workers who move to cities in search of  
employment and end up in urban slums. 

Panchayati Raj institutions (PRIs) do not currently have the 
staff  (in terms of  numbers as well as quality) that will permit them 
to adequately discharge the functions that are or are proposed to be 
devolved upon them. The Twelfth Plan Document acknowledges 
the current situation- while functions have been devolved upon 
the PRIs, “there has not been commensurable (sic) devolution of  
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functionaries and funds, or effort to build human capacity at the 
lower level”. It also acknowledges that the Government institutions 
charged with capacity building have underperformed, and 
recommends that, a pooled fund be created across programmes, 
which can then be used for capacity building, in addition to each 
programme having a capacity building component. It recommends 
that in order to meet the shortage of  personnel at the PRIs in the 
short to medium term, they should be allowed to recruit qualified 
external candidates including from the private sector. 

State governments need to take greater responsibility for capacity 
building, a broad term that encompasses various aspects including 
augmenting staff  strength (through recruitment or secondment), 
training and learning opportunities for staff, and most importantly 
infusing greater accountability in order to bridge the gap between 
“knowing” and “doing”. Historically, State Governments have shied 
away from recruiting staff  even where there is a specific provision 
for doing so in Central/Centrally sponsored schemes, for example as 
seen in the Backward Regions Grant fund Scheme. Their reluctance 
stems from a fear that the schemes could be wound up by the centre 
anytime, leaving the State Government with the “burden” of  paying 
for the additional staff. This aspect was one of  many insights that 
emerged during the interaction between State Governments and an 
Empowered Group that was set up to modify/alter the guidelines 
of  Centrally sponsored schemes in Left-wing Extremism-Affected 
(“LWE”) districts. 

The insights obtained by this Group, as well as lessons from 
the sub-optimal implementation of  previous Centrally sponsored 
schemes in the LWE districts, suggested a different paradigm for 
providing untied funds at the district level.

Empowered Group of  Officers:  Under a Home Ministry initiative, 
a group of  officers was established comprising the secretaries from 
key ministries such as Panchayati Raj, Rural Development, Tribal 
Affairs, and Environment, as well as the Special Secretary from the 
Home Ministry. As member-secretary of  the Planning Commission, 
I chaired the group. This Group examined various Flagship Schemes 
and also interacted extensively with DCs and State development 
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commissioners to identifyState-specific issues and constraints, 
whether financial or non-financial, that had been hampering the 
implementation of  these schemes. The Group was able to identify 
several concrete steps. During the period that I served as Group 
chairperson, the following changes were made to facilitate the 
implementation of  Central schemes in the 60 LWE districts.

Increased flexibility on project scope: e.g. maximum length - 
of  bridges enhanced from 50 meters to 75 meters, minimum size of  
tender package reduced to Rs. 50 lakh

Greater inclusiveness: the earlier norm of  covering only - 
habitations with 500 or more inhabitants was relaxed to 250 
inhabitants, enabling the inclusion of  tribal hamlets.

Diversion of  forest land was permitted for an enhanced - 
range of  activities such as schools, hospitals/dispensaries, electrical 
lines, renewable energy generation, police stations/outposts etc., 
and the requirement for compensatory afforestation was relaxed. 

After much discussion the guidelines for BRGF were - 
amended to enable the district planning committees to approve 
District Plans instead of  having to wait for approval from State-level 
committees chaired by the Chief  Secretary, an onerous requirement 
that had resulted in delayed approvals and funds being forfeited for 
not having been utilized. Additionally, given the novelty of  planning 
and prioritizing, it was agreed that subsequent disbursements 
for a project could be released even if  only 60% of  the amount 
previously released had been utilized, which provided districts with 
greater flexibility and reduced the risk of  having to surrender funds. 
It is ironic that the BRGF scheme, which had supposedly had a 
focus on empowering panchayats to engage in grassroots planning, 
had been inadequately designed from the outset itself. PRIs were 
also frustrated by the lack of  adequate staff  and State Governments 
were reluctant to hire additional employees due to the reason cited 
above. 

Another relaxation that required several rounds of  discussion - 
was in connection with the Rajiv Gandhi Vidyutikaran Yojana. 
After receiving feedback that the scheme was a non-starter in many 
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LWE districts, the Power Ministry eventually agreed to relax the 
decentralized distributed generation guidelines (relating to non-
availability of  the grid) that had been holding up implementation 
in these districts. 

For the Indira Awas Yojana, a speedy decision was taken to - 
raise the unit cost ceiling from Rs 45,000 to Rs 48,500. 

The Empowered Group was also successful in raising the - 
subsidy limit for solar charging stations from 30% to 90%, which 
enabled each district to get 50 LED solar lanterns along with 
charging panels. 

While these relaxations were initially provided only for the 60 
LWE districts, another 20 districts were subsequently added. These 
districts have difficult terrain, thick forest cover, a predominance of  
tribal inhabitants, huge infrastructure gaps and acute poverty. Overall, 
they have seen poor implementation of  development schemes. While 
some States and local officers have managed to achieve excellent 
outcomes (not just meeting expenditure targets), this has involved 
an extraordinary level of  attention to detail and very close follow-
up by officials at all levels, and the close involvement of  panchayats. 
However, there is no gainsaying the fact that Centrally Sponsored 
Schemes have historically been very complex, and those who need 
the schemes the most have often been unable to benefit, either due 
to ignorance about the schemes themselves, or because they are 
unable to fulfil the qualifying conditions. For example, the most 
important qualification to be able to benefit from these schemes is 
the possession of  a “BPL Card” (certifying that the holder is below 
the poverty line), and there have been significant errors of  inclusion 
as well as exclusion in the preparation and maintenance of  the BPL 
lists. 

The need for untied funds to be made available at the district 
level has been felt for a long time. Under the Integrated Action Plan 
for the LWE districts (60 districts in 9 States), a block grant of  Rs 25 
crore each for 2010-11 and Rs 30 crore for 2011-012 was released. In 
each district, these funds were placed at the disposal of  a Committee 
that was chaired by the DC and had the Superintendent of  Police 
and Divisional Forest Officers as members. The Development 
Commissioners of  the 9 LWE States were made responsible for 
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State-level monitoring, and an online MIS system was set up for the 
real-time uploading of  information on development works being 
undertaken. The Committee was also asked to undertake works to 
bridge the yawning infrastructure gap seen in these districts, where 
critical facilities such as schools, anganwadis, primary health centres, 
bridges, roads etc. have been highly inadequate. Local elected 
representatives (MPs, MLAs, and panchayat representatives were to 
be consulted).

The results of  this approach were remarkable. Being able to 
access untied fundsenabled district level officials to take speedy 
decisions to meet the many local needs that had hitherto been 
ignored, such as culverts, bridges, market sheds and mobile medical 
units. Adequate oversight was provided through monitoring by the 
Empowered Group, videoconferences provided the opportunity 
for horizontal learning, and prompt audits were carried out. This 
scheme illustrates the huge benefits of  relying on local wisdom 
and decision making rather than a Centralized paradigm of  rural 
development. 

The inescapable fact is that the existing model of  tied funds and 
Centrally Sponsored Schemes is badly designed and these schemes are 
poorly understood, in addition to usually being inadequately funded 
at the very outset because of  flawed estimates of  standardized unit 
costs. As stated in the Plan document, the various interventions under 
these schemes have not succeeded in bridging the infrastructure gap, 
human development deficits or improving the standards of  health 
and education. No amount of  tweaking at the margin is likely to 
help.The question to be asked is whether one has faith in the ability 
of  gram sabhas and panchayats to set their priorities themselves. The 
empowerment of  these bodies to also ensure close monitoring and 
clear-cut accountability of  service providers mechanisms, horizontal 
learning and the appropriate use of  technology and speedy audits 
at all levels may lead to the achievement of  better outcomes in rural 
development. Simultaneously, each gram sabha or panchayat that 
manages to achieve superior outcomes should be recognized and 
rewarded. Currently, we incentivize the perpetuation of  poverty. 
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Neglected aspects of Power Sector 
reforms in india

Background
For over two and a half  decades, the Government of  India, with 

varied support from the various State Governments has attempted 
a series of  reforms to address the longstanding shortcomings of  
the Indian power sector, culminating in the Electricity Act 2003. 
This effort has met with very mixed and, on the whole, extremely 
deficient results. 

 While there has been some improvement in operating efficiencies 
across the sector and growth in the scale of  operations in terms of  
persons connected, infrastructure created and the volume of  power 
generated, transmitted and distributed, financial viability of  the 
distribution sector, and consequently that of  the sector as a whole, 
has been elusive. There has been attainment of  some institutional 
and operational sophistication, and efficiency, in areas like grid 
management and power trading. The overall performance of  the 
sector has, however, been deficient in terms of  the vast un-served 
population that remains, the (lower but) still high level of  T&D 
losses, continuing energy and peak deficit and the recurring and 
cumulative financial losses.     

There has been a significant increase in access to electricity from 
about 59% of  the population in 2000 to 74% in 2010. Per capita 
Power Consumption rose from 329.2 KWHr in 1990 to 917.2 in 
2013. Starting at about 63,636 MWs in 1990, the installed generation 
capacity has more than tripled by 2012 to reach about 199877 MWs, 
with capacity in the private sector growing from about 2000 MWs 
to about 64000 MWs. This includes an increase in renewable energy 
generation capacity, which has increased from around 18MW in 1990 
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to about 27542 MW in 2013. This capacity includes a recent jump in 
solar power capacity from about 18MW in 2010 to about 1,440MW 
in 2013.The Aggregate Technical and Commercial (AT&C) losses 
comprising distribution losses on account of  both technical and 
commercial factors, and under-recovery on account of  collection 
inefficiencies, fell from about 38% to 26.15% between 2003 and 
2011. 

However, not withstanding these successes, serious deficiencies 
persist. The average consumption numbers hide a wide variation 
ranging from about 2000KWh per capita in States like Delhi, 
Punjab and Haryana to 500KWh in UP and 200KWh per capita in 
Bihar. Failure to ensure cost recovery in the distribution businesses, 
notwithstanding the independent retail tariff  determination process 
under the SERCs, is a major failure of  the reforms. 

To put things in perspective, however, it is pertinent that India 
is not alone in the unsatisfactory outcome of  reforms in the power 
sector. A recent review of  transition economies in Europe has 
observed that “Power Sector reforms in the transition economies 
has proven to be difficult. The current sectoral performance 
portrays that formulated policies did not effectively understand 
the functioning of  market economy and the reform process itself  
largely failed to undertake country specific conditions into account. 
Policy makers for a large period failed to understand that the reform 
in transition economies is not an undertaking confined to the 
sector but is closely interlinked with institutional and legal context 
throughout the economy”

Thus, reforms in the power sector should be viewed as a part of  
reforms in the institutional structure of  the economy. The standard 
prescription of  reforms advocated (on the pattern of  reforms in 
UK)  has not taken into account the fact that in democratic societies, 
in addition to efficiency there are important concerns relating to 
access, service quality, socially efficient pricing and environment. 

In India, reforms in the power sector are intimately linked to 
land policies, process adopted in awarding licences and permissions, 
policies relating to the ownership and pricing of  inputs like coal 
gas, and environmental issues. It is also important to recognise that 
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States in India have widely differing sizes and natural resources, and 
uniform policy actions therefore do not work consistently in all the 
states. The Policy in India since the passing of  the Electricity Act 
has tended to implement a “one size fits all” approach for States 
from Nagaland to Uttar Pradesh. This malaise is especially true of  
programmes and policies specified by the Union Government.  

Since their inception, the State Electricity Boards (SEB) have 
played a significant role in extending the availability of  electricity 
to remote corners of  the country. However, by the 1990s, the 
SEBs were beset with unsustainable inefficiencies, unviable tariffs, 
high T&D losses, mounting subsidies, lack of  adequate attention 
to distribution, wasteful practices and poor financial management. 
All these led to financial fragility of  the entire sector. Due to the 
uninspiring financial position of  the State utilities, the power sector 
failed to attract the much-needed investments for its development. 
Hence, reforms were necessitated to turn things around. 

The power sector reform in India started in 1991 with the opening 
up of  the generation sector to Independent Power Producers (IPPs) 
through a policy initiative of  the Union Government. However, all 
the initial efforts came to naught as the sector attracted interest, but 
failed to get anything significant off  the drawing board. Orissa was 
the first State to restructure its SEB and thereafter, 12 more States 
followed suit. 

Recognising the need to make the sector solvent, and the need 
to curtail the theft and losses of  electricity, a legislative process set in 
motion in 1995 culminated in the Electricity Act, 2003 (EA 2003). 
Enactment of  the Electricity Act, 2003, is a watershed in the Indian 
power sector as it introduced innovative concepts like power trading, 
open access, Appellate Tribunal, introduction of  competition, 
independent regulation, removal of  unnecessary controls, and 
prevention of  theft  and special provisions for the rural areas. The 
Act made it mandatory for all the States to restructure their SEBs, 
which over time has led to segregation of  the vertically integrated 
SEBs into generation, transmission and distribution functions. 

However, despite all actions, the sector continues to face 
significant challenges. A backlog of  investments and inadequate 
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increase in tariffs are often cited as the key reasons for such trends. 
However the acute deficiency in managerial and organizational 
capacity is a significant gap often ignored. Reforms at the State levels 
should have been accompanied by organizational transformation 
of  unbundled entities, to equip them with adequate systems and 
processes to cope with the changes - this sadly has not been the 
case. 

Suggested actions
No reform can succeed without leadership and the sustained 

support of  the political executive. Examples abound where shifting 
political priorities have caused reforms to slip. The reform agenda 
has hitherto taken a back seat in the face of  populist programmers 
and policies.

Revamp the role of  the Ministry of  Power (MoP):(a)  
The MoP should be actively engaged in dialogue with the political 
hierarchy of  the state. The Ministry needs to demonstrate leadership 
and be an agent for change in power sector.  It has the necessary 
wherewithal to do so given its control over

funding through PFC, REC and other Central Schemes i.	
such as RGGVY
elements like unallocated power of  CPSUs. ii.	

Active time-bound monitoring of  actual investments made and 
benefits reaped including reform milestones by the States should 
be mandatory and linked to the funding provided under various 
Central schemes.

Additionally, the role of  the MOP in designing and approving 
projects for APDRP and other similar programmes should diminish. 
Projects should be prepared by Distribution utilities and submitted 
to Banks and other Financial institutions for approval. MOP should 
contribute a certain percentage of  the cost as grant to the projects 
approved by financial institutions. The MoP should also allocate 
funds to distribution utilities that are able to demonstrate increase 
in energy consumption based on metered sale. Only electricity sold 
and bills collected for metered consumption should qualify for the 
grant. This process will give freedom to Distribution utilities to 
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formulate schemes based on their priorities and requirements while 
being rewarded on the basis of  metered sale and collection of  billed 
energy only. States that have large unmetered consumption and /or 
give large subsidies to suppress tariffs will consequently not qualify 
for this grant. The suggestion above outlines an interesting proposal 
recommended by Deepak Sanan and Sanjay Mitra in their paper on 
Strategy for Ministry of  Power, prepared for LBSAA Mussoorie.

Incentivize local management to improve performance (b) 
and collections on receivables: The sector continues to be 
constrained by a high level of  receivables and hence high level of  
AT&C losses. The total receivables of  SEBs, Discoms and other 
utilities selling directly to consumers increased from Rs.48,088 Crs. 
as on 31st March, 2008 to Rs. 55,505 Crs. as on 31st March, 2009 and 
to Rs.64,871 Crs. as on 31st March, 2010. The receivables for sale of  
power (no. of  days) were the same as last year at 109 days. 

According to the PFC data, as at the end of  FY 2010, DISCOMs 
of  Delhi, HPSEB, WBSEDCL, Orissa (NESCO & WESCO), 
Mizoram PD, TSECL, KSEB, Goa PD, Andhra Pradesh DISCOMS 
(except APNPDCL), PSEB, Rajasthan DISCOMs (except JDVVNL) 
and Gujarat DISCOMs have receivables of  less than 60 days.1

However, the utilities of  BSEB, MeSEB, Central DISCOM 
of  Orissa, Manipur PD, DISCOMs of  UP (except Paschimanchal 
DISCOM), Sikkim PD, Nagaland PD, Karnataka DISCOMs 
(Gulbarga, Chamundeshwari and Hubli) and MP Purva and M.P. 
Madhya KVVNL have high level of  receivables of  more than 200 
days sales in the year 2009-10.

Very few utilities have a detailed analysis related to ageing of  
receivables, which from the managerial perspective is of  utmost 
importance i.e. what areas need to be focused on, which of  these 
should be written off  and declared as bad debts etc. Standard 
accounting practices should be used to categorize such receivables. 
Both the above aspects require limited or zero investment but will 
have significant impact on the utility finances and the reported loss 
levels. In Uttarakhand more than Rs. 900 Cr arrears are over 9 years 
old.

This calls for adequate provisioning by the utilities in their Balance 
Sheets. Many commissions are not allowing adequate provisioning 
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under the impression that this would imply writing off  of  dues. 
Provisioning will only give a more realistic picture of  the financial 
health. There is urgent need to standardize accounting practice. The 
last time this was done was in 1985 and since then the whole structure 
of  electricity industry has changed but the accounting practices have 
not been aligned with the current Accounting Standards.

Implement accounting standards & practices:(c)  the 
Accounting Standards prescribed have detailed guidelines regarding 
income recognition, provisioning and write off  of  arrears. But these 
guidelines have not found place in the regulations framed by ERCs 
or the accounting practices followed by the utilities. The result is 
that the Balance Sheets of  companies hide the dismal picture of  
the finances of  the utilities. The current accounting practices must 
reflect the current accounting standards required to be followed 
by private sector companies. This would necessitate adequate 
provisioning and write off  of  arrears unlikely to be recovered from 
the Balance Sheets. Adequate provisioning will only give a more 
realistic picture of  the financial health. Thus there is urgent need to 
standardize accounting practices in line with the current accounting 
standards. The last time the system of  accounting in Power sector 
was overhauled was in 1985 and since then the whole structure of  
electricity industry has changed but the accounting practices have 
not. 

Review the institutional structure and governance (d) 
practices: At the heart of  the power sector crisis is institutional 
malaise. Revitalizing institutions would be impossible by allocating 
grants without creating any accountability. Weak institutional 
structures are vulnerable to political interference, and lack 
commercial orientation. There have been serious gaps in the 
Corporate Governance Practices in several states. For instance, 
in many states after unbundling the companies are still headed 
by the Energy Secretary, or have high degrees of  interference by 
the polity in key decisions impacting the company’s performance.  
Some distribution companies do not even have separate Company 
Secretary or Finance Director as required under the law. 

It is suggested that all Public Sector companies (whether 
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they have raised funds from the market or not) should follow the 
provisions of  Companies Law in: 

Finalization of  accounts  o	

Appointment of  Audit Committees o	

Implementing the Guidelines on Corporate Governance o	
issued by the Bureau of  Public Enterprises

Strengthen regulatory institutions: (e) Regulatory Institutions 
have a critical role in transforming this sector; hence need to be 
strengthened in most of  the states. A few developments, here and 
there, in past few years, do give reasons for concern. Selection, 
accountability, transparency, particularly in view of  multiplicity of  
Electricity Regulators (in all States), are areas which will need to 
be kept under watch for appropriate and timely correctives. The 
success of  the reform agenda on the elimination of  corruption 
which is rampant in the sector. Implementing the reforms requires a 
significant deviation from business as usual, thus imposing a political 
cost on those who implement the reforms. The Indian Power sector 
presents a case study of  how corruption can be a determining factor 
in the outcome of  reforms.

Standardize and track key management information:(f)  A 
strong information regime needs to be created so that the requisite 
data is available to design specific interventions and measure the 
performance improvement over a consistent baseline. Some of  the 
suggestions in this regard are as follows:

IT interventions as enablers for better management and o	
control should be considered. To start with these can be 
basic IT measures that require minimal investments.
Business Process Re-engineering to improve efficiency o	
and bring best practices e.g. material procurement, 
inventory mgt., planning, energy accounting, finance, 
HR etc. Several studies undertaken in the past using 
sophisticated and well acknowledged benchmarking 
techniques like Data Envelopment Analysis and 
Stochastic Frontier Techniques have established that 
strong possibility of  improving operation efficiency 
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exist among the power utilities in the country. 
Customer focus – better service levels and IT linked o	
tracking and redressal mechanism

In a number of  cases, the above can be achieved through 
managerial actions or from already sanctioned investments to the 
power utilities. 

Incentivize productivity:(g)  In addition to the above process 
improvements the improvements in the internal policies/strategies 
of  the utilities should also be given due consideration. For instance, 
there is a huge scope of  improvement in the manner in which utilities 
in India plan their power procurement, which constitutions ~70-
80% of  the cost of  any distribution company. Hence efforts need 
to be focused to ensure that better practices and optimal approaches 
are deployed for this. Techniques like portfolio optimization, 
forecasting systems and solutions, etc need to be encouraged for in-
house development in the utilities. Potential saving in such cases can 
clearly outweigh the costs incurred for setting up such systems. 

Similarly, Energy Efficiency and Demand Side Management, 
launched through the Bureau of  Energy Efficiency have made 
significant impact. These need to be scaled up, particularly at State 
Government level, with focused attention and accelerated targets

Develop skills and capacity, esp. of  managerial staff:(h)  The 
power sector is rapidly evolving – several structural and operational 
changes have been made recently. The dynamic nature of  the 
sector requires its professionals to have expertise in areas including 
regulation, economics, finance, legal and technical. This calls for 
strong focus of  the power utilities and the ERCs on capacity and skill 
development of  core staff. Utilities should be encouraged to devise 
customized management development programs and specialized 
executive courses for middle level managers. As far as possible 
these should be certification courses (long-term or short-term) and 
not focus purely only information dissemination. Several institutes 
like TERI, ASCI, IIPA IIMs etc can offer such course. Similarly, 
regulatory institutions should also look at providing specialized 
training to its staff  through appropriate twinning arrangements 
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with other national and international regulatory authorities. 
Given the state of  talent in the organizations, the gains from 

Human Resource interventions are likely to be significant. Some 
suggestions include: 

Strengthening the role of  HR function in power o	
utilities 
Introduction of  Performance Management Systems o	
(and linked rewards) to usher productivity improvement 
at various levels 
Regular and targeted recruitments  o	

Ensure staffing of  key institutions is adequate and fit (i) 
for purpose: Most of  the power utilities in the country have excess 
staff  with extremely low productivity. The core issue is to staff  
the right person for the right role and adequate training of  these 
personnel. This is often missing in the utilities. 

Most ERCs in India are grossly understaffed and lack the 
requisite skills. Most ERCs prefer to outsource core work to 
Consultants without any aim to ensure adequate knowledge transfer 
to their own staff. The average staff  in ERCs in India would be in 
the range of  3 to 25. In comparison, Ofgem (Office of  gas and 
electricity markets), the electricity and gas sector regulator of  the 
UK has more than 300 employees. The FERC (Federal Electricity 
Regulatory Commission) of  the US has a staff  of  1300 and the 
California Public Utilities Commission has a staff  of  850 and half  
of  these are for the electricity sector. In Argentina, the regulatory 
authority has a staff  of  153, of  which 87 are professionals (and 15 
are economists). Of  course, right-staffing the institutions will be 
meaningless without structural reform.

Conclusion
In summary, in order to deliver desired results, power sector 

reforms need to be backed up with adequate strengthening of  
institutions and training of  managers. It is important to note that 
all interventions be it structural, regulatory, system or process 
oriented, HR or policy related, are interlinked. The diversity of  the 
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country makes it necessary to avoid “one size fits all” approaches.  
Geographies, socio-political conditions, starting levels, etc need to 
be considered in designing specific reform measures for different 
states. Improvement in the operations of  state utilities is crucial for a 
long-term stable outlook. Once this happens the impact of  reforms 
shall be felt to a much greater extent and benefits will trickle down 
to all the stakeholders.
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Economic growth and social outcomes
Despite high economic growth in the last two decades and 

increased Central financial allocations for the social sector India may 
not be able to achieve its Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) by 
2015 in respect of  hunger, health, gender, and sanitation. In addition, 
a large number of  marginalised and disadvantaged people, such as 
tribals in central India, have either not gained from development 
or in many cases have actually been harmed by the process. Weak 
governance at the state and district levels, manifesting itself  in 
poor service delivery, uncaring administration, corruption, and 
uncoordinated and wasteful public expenditure, are the key factors 
impinging on development and social indicators. It is a matter of  
concern that India’s pace of  improving the social indicators is much 
slower than countries poorer than India, such as Bangladesh and 
Vietnam.

This paper analyses the reasons for ineffective delivery and offers 
a few practical suggestions that could overcome the constraints of  
poor governance and weak accountability.It is hoped that the new 
government which has won the April-May 2014 elections on the 
promise of  ‘minimum government with maximum governance’ 
will achieve this goal by focussing on monitoring and assessment 
of  outcomes; linking transfers of  funds with performance by state 
governments; and by enhancing outward accountability to society 
and citizens.

The argument that the Indian state has become indifferent to the 
poor after liberalisation appears weak in the face of  vast increases in 
central sector allocations by Government of  India (GOI) in the last 
decade through several flagship programmes, as shown below.

N C Saxena
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Table 1: Central Plan Outlay in crore Rs

1999-00
(actual expenditure)

2013-14
(BE)

Rural Development 8552 74478
Elementary Education 2852 52701
Health & Family Welfare 4182 33278
Women & Child Development 1250 20440
Water & Sanitation 1310 15260
Total of these sectors 18146 196157
Source: Various central government budget documents at indiabudget.nic.in

Thus the allocation for subjects assigned to the states has gone 
up by more than ten times, though the price indexonly doubled 
during the period 1999 to 2013. Apart from signifying a radical 
change in the centre-state fiscal relations (discussed later in this 
paper) the increased interest of  the Centre in social subjects which 
are constitutionally in the States’ domain has presented a unique 
opportunity to accelerate social development and to cover the gap 
between the desired MDGs and their present levels. However unless 
bottlenecks impeding programme delivery at the state and cutting 
edge level are identified and remedial action taken, attaining the 
Goals by 2015 is unlikely. 

Political constraints to good governance 
As is well known, politics in India (right from the grassroots upto 

the States’ level) has become a business. Politicians put pressure on 
the system with a view to maximise private gains. Political pressure 
can be healthy if  it results in greater demand on administration 
for efficiency and better services to the people. Pressures properly 
regulated and wisely tempered improve the spirit of  administration 
and help to keep it on an even keel. Unfortunately the main 
problem is that politics in many States has itself  become divorced 
from public welfare and is more concerned with narrow sectarian 
interests. The political system in many states is accountable not to 
the people but to those who are behind the individual MLAs; these 
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are often contractors, mafia, corrupt bureaucrats, and manipulators 
who have made money through using the political system, and are 
therefore interested in the continuation of  chaos- and patronage-
based administration. The fact that half  of  the politicians in some 
states are either criminals or have strong criminal links and thus 
have no faith in the rule of  law further compounds the problem. 
People too contact MLAs for seeking personal favours, but not for 
improving the quality of  public services.

The Legislative Assemblies have been meeting for very few 
days,though holding the state to account for results through 
informed debates in the Assemblies should be the main task of  
the MLAs. Today many Legislative Assemblies meet only for 20 to 
30 days in a year. The current Haryana Legislative Assembly  has 
held only 10 sessions since 2009 till March 2014, meeting for a total 
of  54 days – an average of  11 days per year. The Assemblies for 
UP, Gujarat, Punjab and Uttarakhand sat for an average of  22, 31, 
19, and 19 days respectively each year.Even law making does not 
enthuse the legislators.

In the twelfth Gujarat Assembly (2007-12), over 90% of  all 
Bills were passed on the same day as they were introduced. In 
the Budget Session of  2011, 31 Bills were passed of  which 21 
were introduced and passed within three sitting days. In 2012, 
the West Bengal Legislative Assembly passed a total of  39 
Bills, including Appropriation Bills.  Most Bills were passed 
on the same day they were introduced in the Assembly.  In 
2011, a total of  23 Bills were passed. On average, only five 
Members participated in the discussions on each Bill. Judging 
from the manner state Assemblies function, one could conclude 
that India is not at all a ‘deliberative democracy’. Legislatures 
only rubber-stamp executive decisions as laws are enacted 
without much discussion. 

Most MLAs are not interested in the legislative functions, they all 
want a share in the executive! Most of  the time they interfere in the 
executive wing of  Government with no sense of  accountability, but 
they have nuisance value for back-door influencing in transfers and 
posting of  officials, contracts, and licenses. Such back seat driving 
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means informal control over the bureaucracy, but it promotes 
irresponsible decision-making and encourages corruption. The 
constitutional separation between the executive and the legislature 
has disappeared in India. This has resulted in erosion of  internal 
discipline within civil servants who think that government is not 
a level playing field, one cannot expect fairness from government, 
and one has to approach the politicians with offers of  bribes and 
right kind of  contacts for favours, whether due or undue. 

Declining civil service performance
The All India Services are supposed to serve the state but 

the state structure is itself  getting increasingly dysfunctional and 
diminished. In some north Indian States parallel authority structures 
and Mafia gangs have emerged. In such a situation it is no surprise 
if  the bureaucracy too is in a bad shape. There is greater integration 
now both socially and in terms of  group objectives between the 
members of  the all-India services and the politicians of  that 
state. Many civil servants are deeply involved in partisan politics: 
they are preoccupied with it, penetrated by it, and now participate 
individually and collectively in it. This is understandable, though 
unfortunate, because between expression of  the will of  the State 
(represented by politicians) and the execution of  that will (through 
the administrators) there cannot be any long term divergence. In 
other words, a model in which politicians will continue to be casteist, 
corrupt and harbourers of  criminals, whereas civil servants would 
be honest, responsive and change-agents is not a viable model. In 
the long run administrative and political values have to coincide. 
Parallel power structures have emerged in certain rogue states, such 
as UP and Jharkhand, where posts are openly auctioned and civil 
servants are encouraged to become corrupt so long as they share 
the loot with their political masters.

If  power is abused, or exercised in weak or improper ways, those 
with the least power—the poor—are most likely to suffer. Weak 
governance compromises the delivery of  services and benefits 
to those who need them most; the influence of  powerful interest 
groups biases policies, programmes, and spending away from the 
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poor; and lack of  property rights, police protection, and legal 
services disadvantage the poor and inhibit them from securing their 
rights. Thus, poor governance generates and reinforces poverty 
and subverts efforts to reduce it. Strengthening governance is an 
essential precondition to improving the lives of  the poor. 

For instance, teachers need to be present and effective at their 
jobs, just as doctors and nurses need to provide the care that patients 
need. But they are often mired in a system where the incentives for 
effective service delivery are weak, and political patronage is a way of  
life. Absenteeism is rampant though seldom measured (see section 
3.3). Highly trained doctors do not wish to serve in remote rural 
areas. Since those who do get posted there are rarely monitored, the 
penalties for not being at work are low. Even when present, they 
treat poor people badly.

Are politicians alone to be blamed?
To be charitable to the modern brand of  politicians, it must 

be admitted that except for high integrity, neutrality towards party 
politics, and provision of  minimal administrative services in times of  
emergency, the civil service even in the past had little to commend 
for itself. Efficiency in the civil services was always very narrowly 
defined; it was in terms of  contempt for politics and adherence to 
rules, but never in terms of  increased public satisfaction. In such 
an environment of  low institutional capacity it is unfair to expect 
that the political processes would be totally free from populism 
or sectarianism. Because of  the inability of  the system to deliver, 
politicians do not perceive good governance as feasible or even 
important for getting votes. It is here that the civil service has failed 
miserably. Politics is after all ‘art of  the possible’, and if  the civil 
service is no longer able to ensure delivery of  services, politicians 
are forced to resort to cheap and unsustainable populism in order 
to reach at least some benefits to the people to keep the faith of  the 
voter alive in the political system. 

Although many civil servants hold the view that it is the nature 
of  politics which largely determines the nature of  the civil service 
and the ends to which it would be put, and therefore civil service 
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reforms cannot succeed in isolation, causation is also in the other 
direction. Non-performing administration leaves little choice 
to the politicians but to resort to populist rhetoric and sectarian 
strategies. 

Perverse incentives are not the only factor undermining the 
effectiveness of  the bureaucracy. Its composition is also skewed. For 
instance, in most states, about 30% of  all government employees are 
support staff  unrelated to public service – drivers, peons and clerks. 
Key public services – education, healthcare, police and judiciary are 
starved of  regular employees, whereas many wings are overstaffed 
with Group C & D support staff  that has become mostly irrelevant 
in view of  computerisation and changing techniques of  information 
management. For instance, of  the total 3.5 million regular employees 
under the Central government 63% were holding Group-‘C’ posts 
and 26% were in Group-‘D’ posts. About 8% were holding Group-
‘B’ posts whereas employees holding Group –‘A’ posts who are to 
provide leadershipwere only about 3%. Though many group C staff  
such as nursesand constables are providing meaningful service, 
there are still many clerks who just maintain files (and whose exact 
number is not known) who can be done away with. Same is true of  
peons, orderlies, and drivers in Group D category. Singapore also 
had 67% Group C&D staff  in 1970 but by 2008 it was reduced to 
just 20%, whereas the share of  Group A staff  increased from 5 to 
52% (Saxena 2011). 

Efforts should therefore be made to identify surplus support 
staff, set up an effective re-deployment plan and devise a liberal 
system for exit. There should be incentives for clerks and class IV 
staff  to become teachers and constables. 

However manymalfunctioning states in India have lost the 
dynamism and capacity to undertake reforms on their own without 
any external pressure. These states are ruled by people who 
understand power, patronage, transfers, money, coercion and crime. 
The language of  professionalism, goal orientation, transparency, 
building up of  institutions, and peoples’ empowerment is totally 
alien to them. 

There has been a growing realisation among some chief  
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ministers on the need to improve governance, but unfortunately 
only a few have been able to translate this into concrete action. This 
would necessarily involve keeping the MLAs and Ministers under 
check, which is difficult when the state is under a coalition regime, 
or the ruling party is constrained by a thin margin in the Assembly, 
or is divided into factions. The reformist Chief  Minister is often at 
odds within his own party officials who hate getting sidelined in the 
process of  establishing rule-based policy procedures. In many other 
states even Chief  Ministers seem to be averse to professionalizing 
administration. They think that benefits from such policies are 
delayed whereas costs are immediate. As the general expectation of  
a government lasting a full term of  five years is low, politicians try to 
maximise their gains from office and minimize their accountability 
for performance (Sud 2010).

When neither politics nor administration has the capacity for 
self-correction, only external pressure can coerce states to improve 
governance and delivery to the poor. In the Indian situation (where 
foreign donors provide very little aid to the states as compared with 
what is provided by the Centre) this can come only from the Centre, 
backed by strong civil society and judicial action. 

Conditions under which the civil servants operate in the social 
sector Ministries in GOI are somewhat different from the work 
environment prevailing in the States. First, the central government 
Joint Secretary does not control field staff  and is therefore free 
from the pressures of  transfers and postings, which occupies most 
of  the time of  a state Secretary. Second, his/her tenure in GOI is 
for five years, which facilitates growth of  professionalism. In the 
States, when officers expect that they would be transferred within six 
months there is hardly any incentive to perform or acquire domain 
knowledge. Third, central government officials are more in touch 
with experts, donors and specialists, and therefore are under peer 
group pressure to learn their subject and be able to converse with 
the professional experts on equal terms. In some cases, where GOI 
Ministries (such as in Education and Health) have started behaving 
like donors and monitor outcomes intensively, results in the field 
are more satisfactory than in the Ministries, such as Tribal Affairs, 
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Food &Public Distribution, and Women & Child Development, 
which are content with just release of  funds or foodgrain with little 
knowledge of  how these resources are utilised. And lastly, whereas 
the economic Ministries in GOI are mired with rumours of  grand 
corruption, the social sector Ministries, such as Rural Development, 
Elementary Education, etc, despite their colossal budgets, hardly 
face bribery charges as almost the entire budget is passed on to the 
states.

Larger role that the Union Ministries ought to play in improving 
states’ capacity to deliver has been facilitated by the changing 
centre-state fiscal relations, giving greater clout to GOI Ministries 
over the states.States receive plan funds from GOI through two 
routes, from Planning Commission as untied support to States’ 
plans (called Normal Central Assistance), and via the Centrally 
Sponsored Schemes of  GOI Ministries, which are tied to a scheme. 
The proportion of  tied funds in total plan transfers to the states has 
been increasing steadily over the last three decades, from one-sixth 
in the early 1980s to more than fourth-fifth of  the total now leading 
to a criticism that the Centre has enlarged its turf  at the cost of  the 
states.

GOI has increased its control over the State sector in three ways, 
firstly through substantial funding of  CSS along with conditional 
transfers through Central Finance Commission grants; secondly 
much of  it used to go so far till March 2014 straight to the districts, 
bypassing the States and thus placing district bureaucracy directly 
under the supervision of  the GOI; and thirdly even externally 
funded projects on state subjects such as water and health, that are 
part of  state plans and not CSS, need GOI clearance. 

The enhanced control by the Centre on social sector through 
CSS should be seen in the context of  sharp deterioration in the 
states’ capacity to design and efficiently implement or evaluate 
programmes. There is enough evidence to show that the state 
governments’ capacity to deliver has declined over the years due 
to rising indiscipline and a growing belief  widely shared among the 
political and bureaucratic elite that state is an arena where public 
office is to be used for private ends. Immediate political pressures 
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are so intense that there is no time or inclination for the State level 
politicians and bureaucrats to do conceptual thinking to design 
good programmes, weed out those that are not functioning well, 
and monitor the programmes with a view to take remedial action to 
improve the effectiveness of  delivery. 

Administrative reforms
Lack of  professionalism - A high degree of  professionalism 

ought to be the dominant characteristic of  a modern bureaucracy. 
The fatal failing of  the Indian bureaucracy has been its low level 
of  professional competence. The IAS officer spends more than 
half  of  his tenure on policy desks where domain knowledge is a 
vital prerequisite. However in the present environment prevailing in 
the states there is no incentive for a young civil servant to acquire 
knowledge or improve his skills. There is thus an exponential growth 
in both, his ignorance and arrogance. It is said that in the house 
of  an IAS officer one would find only three books - the railway 
timetable, because he is always being shunted from one post to the 
other, a current affairs magazine because that is his level of  interest, 
and of  course, the civil list - that describes the service hierarchy! 
An important factor which contributes to the surrender of  senior 
officers before political masters is the total lack of  any market value 
and lack of  alternative employment potential. Beyond government 
they have no future, because their talents are so few. Most IAS 
officers thus end up as dead wood within a few years of  joining the 
service and their genius lies only in manipulation and jockeying for 
positions within government. 

Creation of  redundant posts - Due to the control that the 
IAS and the IPS lobbies exert on the system, a large number of  
redundant posts in the super-time and superior scales have been 
created to ensure them quick promotions. The best 10 to 15% 
officers are selected by the central government based on merit and 
promoted as Secretaries, while the rest have to mark their time in the 
state to which they have been allotted. States unfortunately promote 
everyone based on seniority leading to creation of  a large number 
of  unwanted senior positions with high salary but no job content.
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Often a senior post has been split, thus diluting and diminishing 
the scale of  responsibilities attached with the post. For instance, in 
some states against the post of  one Chief  Secretary, there are many 
officers now in equivalent but far less important posts drawing the 
same salary. In one state, previously where one officer used to be 
the Secretary of  Medical and Health, now there are five officers 
doing the job of  one, four are in-charge of  health, family planning, 
medical, and medical education respectively, whereas the fifth one 
as Principal Secretary oversees the work of  these four Secretaries!

This inverted pyramid (too many people at the top and too few 
in the lower rungs) has apparently been done to avoid demoralisation 
due to stagnation, but the net result has been just the opposite. First, 
it leads to cut throat competition within the same rank of  officers to 
get into more important slots. The old camaraderie has given place 
to rat race. Instances are not lacking when officers wanting a plum 
job, say a foreign posting, have gone to the Press denigrating their 
competitors. Second, this no-holds-barred competition is exploited 
by the politicians in playing up one against the other making 
officers more pliable. Third, for officers in marginalised positions 
government seems remote, heartless and more unjust now than 
ever before, which results in their demoralisation. Obsession among 
civil servants with what they can get from the system rather than 
what they can give, is not conducive to achieving high professional 
standards.

My suggestions are:
Retire 25 percent of  the officers at the age of  52 to 55, as it is • 
done in the Army;
Drastically reduce the cadre as well as ex-cadre posts, especially • 
in the supertime and above, leading to slower promotions;
Encourage officers to join NGOs, educational and research • 
institutes during mid-career. The DOPT should play a more 
active ‘placement’ role by maintaining a list of  officers who wish 
to be out of  the service for a temporary period, and liaise with 
the desirous NGOs and other institutions;
Increase the period an officer can be out of  the system from • 
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five to seven years, without losing his seniority; and
Some posts in the government should be earmarked to permit • 
lateral entry of  people from NGO/professional institutions at 
various levels to bring in a fresh outlook.

Personnel issues
Appointments and transfers are two well-known areas where the 

evolution of  firm criteria can be easily circumvented in the name 
of  administrative efficacy. Even if  the fiscal climate does not allow 
fresh recruitment on a large scale, a game of  musical chairs through 
transfers can always bring in huge rentals to corrupt officials and 
politicians. As tenures shorten both efficiency and accountability 
suffer. In U.P., the average tenure of  an IAS officer in the last five 
years is said to be as low as six months. In the IPS it is even lower, 
leading to a wisecrack that ‘if  we are posted for weeks all we can do 
is to collect our weekly bribes’. 

According to a report published in the Times of  India dated 1st 
January 2014, some of  the frequently transferred officers include 
1982 batch Himachal Pradesh cadre officer Vineet Chaudhary 
(transferred 52 times in 31 years), Assam-Meghalaya cadre officer 
Winston Mark Simon Pariat (50 times in 36 years), Kusumjit 
Sidhu of  the Punjab cadre (46 transfers), Haryana cadre officer 
KeshniAnand Arora (45 transfers) in addition to much talked about 
Ashok Khemka of  Haryana cadre.  

Transfers have been used as instruments of  reward and 
punishment, there is no transparency, and in the public mind 
transfer after a short stay is categorised as a stigma. Officers who 
are victimised are not in a position to defend themselves. Internally 
the system does not call for any reaction to explain one’s conduct, 
while externally public servants are debarred from going public to 
defend themselves.

Frequent transfers and limited tenures are playing havoc with 
public organisations. With every quick change in the head of  the 
office, a funereal air is noticeable and down the line the respect for 
authority is whittled away. Rapid changes erode the mandate of  the 
Department or Organisation. There are two other consequences. 
The incumbent himself  is not sure of  how long he will stay. This 
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affects his attention to detail, the capacity to master the situation 
and begin thinking, even incrementally, about how to change things 
and improve them. Since he is not too sure of  what has to be done, 
the preference is to opt for whatever was tried out in the past and 
seemed to have sufficed. In the process, changes which may have 
been initiated by the predecessor are either disregarded or thought 
of  as being disruptionist. Most public organisations do not possess 
the ‘memory’ which will absorb change and continue it even under 
adverse circumstances. Second, there are even more deleterious 
consequences down the line. Other staffs in the organisation 
do not extend the commitment so necessary for change to be 
institutionalised. Their assessment is that everything new being 
temporary administrative improvement and practice, different from 
the ordinary way of  doing things, represent the foibles or prejudices 
(at worst) of  the incumbent, to be sent packing immediately on the 
departure of  the officer. An attenuated hierarchy, which distorts 
intent and initiative, further impels the status quo.

The topic of  reducing political interference is a sensitive one, for 
the right to transfer government servants is clearly vested within the 
political leadership under Article 310 of  the Indian Constitution, 
which maintains that civil servants serve at the “pleasure” of  the 
ruling authorities. Yet few would disagree that this power is often 
abused by both government servants and politicians - the former 
in seeking prime postings, and the latter for a variety of  legitimate 
and occasionally illegitimate reasons. The prime concern of  the 
political executive now is not to make policies but to manipulate 
jobs and favourable postings for theirconstituents. Managing service 
providers is the prime concern of  politicians rather than improving 
service provision. This means a high degree of  centralisation at the 
level of  the state government and little accountability.

The Second Administrative Reforms Commission, 2008 
recommended that all senior posts both in central and state 
governments should have a specified tenure. The task of  fixing 
tenures for various posts should be assigned to an independent Civil 
Services Authority. This is already being done in GOI for Secretaries 
in the Ministries of  Home, Defence, and Finance, as well as for 
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Cabinet Secretary. However, none of  the State Governments have 
made the tenure of  higher ranks of  the civil services e.g. Chief  
Secretary and DGP stable, say for a fixed period of  at least two 
years. This is despite Supreme Court’s specific directions of  ensuring 
stable tenure for senior positions in police and civil administration.

Recently in January, 2014 GOI amended Indian Administrative 
Service (Cadre) Rules, 1954, mandating that an officer in a cadre post 
would hold the office for a minimum specified period and can be 
transferred before only on the recommendation of  a Civil Services 
Board comprising Chief  Secretary as its chairman, and other senior 
officers of  equivalent rank as its members. Many state governments 
have notified new Rules in tune with the GOI law, prescribing the 
minimum tenure as two years for senior IAS officers, but cleverly 
keeping the Chief  Secretary outside the purview of  these Rules. Thus 
the Chief  Secretary will continue to be at the mercy of  the political 
bosses. This has made GOI Rulefor steady tenure ineffective even 
for other state officials, as the practice in the states is that after the 
Chief  Minister decides on transfers (which may be before the expiry 
of  two years of  tenure and purely based on political or monetary 
considerations), the Chief  Secretary and other members of  the 
Civil Service Board are made to sign their approval in a back date. 
GOI must insist that the Chief  Secretary and the DG (Police) have 
a stable tenure, so that they can then independently and objectively 
decide on the tenure of  others through the  statutory Civil Services 
Boards.

It may also be mentioned here that many transfers are initiated 
at the request of  the officer himself, and this tendency will also get 
curbed with effective implementation of  new laws. The hankering 
after posts is linked quite often to the ‘trappings’ of  the post 
– free vehicles, house etc. It is clear that to a large extent these 
are dictated by the nature of  jobs and should also constitute an 
element in determining how to categorize posts. One should follow 
the example of  Singapore where salary package for government 
servants includes cash in place of  perks. No one is entitled there 
to subsidised housing or government vehicle which increases 
transparency and accountability. One could begin this practice in 
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government of  India with the retired government officers who are 
re-employed in various sinecure jobs. They should just get salary but 
no government car or accommodation in Lutyen’s Delhi. 

Accountability
As a consequence of  its colonial heritage as well as the 

hierarchical social system administrative accountability in India was 
always internal and upwards, and the civil service’s accountability to 
the public had been very limited. With politicisation and declining 
discipline, even internal accountability stands seriously eroded today, 
while accountability via legislative review (as State Legislatures 
hardly meet) has not been sufficiently effective. But strengthening 
internal administrative accountability is rarely sufficient, because 
internal controls are often infructuous—especially when the social 
ethos tolerates collusion between supervisors and subordinates.

‘Outward accountability’, therefore, is essential for greater 
responsiveness to the needs of  the public and thus to improve service 
quality. Departments such as the Police and Rural Development, 
which have more dealings with the people, should be assessed 
annually by an independent team consisting of  professionals 
such as journalists, retired judges, academicians, activists, NGOs, 
and even retired government servants. These should look at their 
policies and performance, and suggest constructive steps for their 
improvement. At present the system of  inspections is elaborate but 
often precludes the possibility of  a ‘fresh look’ as they are totally 
governmental and rigid. The system should be made more open so 
that the civil service can gain from the expertise of  outsiders in the 
mode of  donor agency evaluations of  projects. It is heartening to 
note that GOI has already started doing so for some of  its flagship 
programmes, such as SSA and NRHM. Petitions under the Right to 
Information Act (RTI) have also empowered citizens, but its use is 
still dominated by civil servants on personnel issues of  appointments 
and promotions.

Priorities for enhancing both internal and external civil service 
accountability should also include: improved information systems 
and accountability for inputs; better audit; face-to-face meetings 
with consumers and user groups; publishing budget summaries in 
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a form accessible to the public; a stronger performance evaluation 
system; scrutiny and active use of  quarterly and annual reports; and 
selective use of  contractual appointments. 

One way to bring in accountability is to start the system of  
holding public hearings in matters pertaining to the works handled 
by each office. Prominent social workers and NGOs should be 
associated with this exercise for more productive results. The 
teams would undertake surveys of  quality of  service delivery in 
key areas; scrutinize policies programmes and delivery mechanisms. 
Civil servant’s views on work constraints and reporting fraud and 
corruption should be elicited. The reviews conducted should also 
form the basis of  time bound changes and improvements which 
should be monitored. 

Needless to say that such comprehensive reforms need for their 
sustenance strong political and administrative will from the top. In 
its absence, reforms remain only on paper. Accountability has to be 
induced; it cannot be decreed by fiat. Accountability is a result of  a 
complex set of  incentives, transparency in processes and decision 
making, and checks and balances at various levels of  government. 
Thus, the seniors in the government departments have to put their 
weight behind new accountability systems and review it from time 
to time. 

Absenteeism
A World Bank study (2003) showed that the bulk of  expenditures 

in education and health typically flow to the salaries of  teachers 
and health workers, yet rampant absenteeism and shirking by these 
service providers means that no services are effectively provided in 
many cases. That is, governments use these resources to provide 
(targetable) jobs rather than (less targetable) high quality services. 
System exists for the service providers but not for service provision. 
Field investigations in rural areas of  Indian states, particularly in 
the north, reveal that teacher absenteeism is endemic, with almost 
two-thirds of  the teachers employed in the sample schools absent 
or not teaching at the time of  the investigators’ unannounced visits. 
A studyquoted in Keefer and Khemani (2003) recount how a village 
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school in UP can be non-functional for as long as ten years due 
to teacher absenteeism and shirking, without any collective protest 
being organized. Another World Bank study (2008) found that the 
average rate of  teacher attendance was 65% in UP but the average 
rate of  teacher activity (i.e., active engagement in teaching-related 
activities) was only 27% in UP. No more than a third of  the teachers 
were actively teaching during survey visits. 

Similarly rural health care in most states is marked by absenteeism 
of  doctors/health providers, inadequate supervision/monitoring 
and callous attitudes. A study by the Planning Commission (2009) 
described the physical availability of  staff  at the Community Health 
Centres (CHCs) as follows: 

Staff  at CHCs present at time of  visit
Thus Andhra Pradesh has the best record whereas Bihar has 

dismal attendance, just 24%, in respect of  medical doctors at CHCs. 
If  the Medical Officer is not present to monitor the attendance 
of  those operating under him/her (including not just paramedical 
staff  but also technicians and pharmacists etcetera)in Public Health 
Facilities, it is more likely that they too will abscond from their 
duties.
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As regards solutions, one idea that has been tried in rural 
Udaipur in Rajasthan is using cameras with tamperproof  time and 
date functions (Narayan and Mooij 2010). Teachers were required 
to take their snap along with students at the start and close of  each 
school day. Together with other measures (a bonus in addition to the 
base salary contingent on presence, and a fine in case of  absence), 
the experiment led to a decline in the teacher absence rate from 44 
per cent to 27 per cent in a period of  27 months. The test scores of  
students also improved.

Improve M&E systems
At present officials at all levels spend a great deal of  time in 

collecting and submitting information, but these are not used 
for taking corrective and remedial action or for analysis, but only 
for forwarding it to a higher level, or for answering Parliament/ 
Assembly Questions. The physical aspect of  information is 
normally not subjected to any regular checks. There is a failure of  
the ministries in verification of  their correctness and almost total 
absence of  accountability procedures. Although some Ministries 
do concurrent evaluation and engage professional organizations in 
preparing impact studies, such reports are hardly read by the policy 
makers, and no corrective action follows from the examination 
done in the reports. Ultimately the process of  hiring a professional 
for impact study degenerates into another patronage activity, where 
favourites are chosen, and the quality of  the report is a secondary 
consideration.

Equally, state governments do not discourage reporting of  
inflated figures from the districts, which again renders monitoring 
ineffective. As data is often not verified or collected through 
independent sources, no action is taken against officers indulging 
in bogus reporting. For instance, in UP the number of  fully 
immunized children that is being reported by the state government 
is almost cent percent, but independent assessments put the figure 
of  fully immunized children in UP at less than 40%. Such cases of  
flagrant over-reporting should not go unpunished; otherwise honest 
reporting would be discouraged.
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Most states have a computerised ICDS monitoring system, 
but the available information is not used for taking corrective and 
remedial action or for analysis. For instance, each AWC reports 
on the number of  malnourished children category wise, but these 
figures are neither verified independently by the states nor being 
used for assessing the effectiveness of  the programme. 

A young Member of  Parliament, Sachin Pilot, while trying to 
understand how ICDS functions in the districts observed (Economic 
Times 11th Feb, 2008):

‘As a part of  a group of  MPs working on the issue of  
malnutrition, we visited several states, especially remote tribal areas, 
to see how these centres were being run. I was surprised to see 
that the anganwadi worker who manages the centre with almost 
no help has to keep 18 registers updated! It is another matter that 
sometimes the number of  children at such centres is less than the 
number of  registers. 

During another visit, we discovered that all data of  children 
at the centre for the past five months, weight, vaccinations, health 
records etc, were filled in with pencils. On probing further, I found 
it was done so that in case of  an official inspection, the figures 
could be erased and “correct” data inserted to make the centre’s 
performance look good!’ 

The practice is so widely prevalent in all the states, presumably 
with the connivance of  senior officers, that the overall percentage 
of  malnourished children, in case of  0-3 years according to the data 
reaching GOI is 8 per cent (with only one per cent children severely 
malnourished), as against 46 per cent reported by NFHS-3 (with 
17 per cent children severely malnourished). The field officials are 
thus able to escape from any sense of  accountability for reducing 
malnutrition (NHDR 2011). One district Collector, when confronted 
with this kind of  bogus figures, told me that reporting correct data 
is “a high-risk and low-reward activity”! Dr Manmohan Singh as 
Prime Minister called government’s performance in combating 
malnutrition a ‘national shame’, but he was not able to persuade the 
states to accept that the problem exists! Forget about the solutions.

The situation can easily be corrected by greater transparency of  
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the district records that should be put on a website, and by frequent 
field inspections by an independent team of  experts, nutritionists, 
and grassroots workers. The Ministry of  WCD at the Centre should 
also pull up the states for not recognising and reporting almost 90 
percent of  the severely malnourished children. 

A recent evaluation of  ICDS in Gorakhpur by the National 
Human Rights Commission (http://nhrc.nic.in/Reports/misc/
SKTiwari_Gorakhpur.pdf) showed that despite Supreme Court 
orders to provide hot cooked meals, all centres supplied only 
packaged ready-to-eat food, which had only 100 calories, as against 
a norm of  500 calories, and 63 per cent of  food and funds were 
misappropriated. The food being unpalatable, half  of  it ends up 
as cattle feed. The AWWs are deeply involved in corruption and 
share 2000 rupees per centre every month with their supervisors 
routinely. However, such reports, though few, are never discussed in 
the state Assemblies, as these meet now for less than 25 days a year 
which are mostly spent in shouting and slogan-mongering. We need 
a new law making it compulsory for Parliament and Assemblies to 
meet for at least 150 days a year. 

Pratham, a voluntary organisation, has evolved a simple test 
in education at a low cost which judges the extent of  learning in 
primary schools. Their finding shows that the actual learning levels 
of  students are abysmally low. However the states do not accept 
Pratham’s findings.

All ministries/departments should collect quantitative data 
on absenteeism of  both service providers and service receivers 
(students in classrooms, or women turning up for institutional 
deliveries) as it throws a great deal of  light on the quality of  service. 
Through a carefully designed methodology backed by technology, it 
is quite possible to measure the performance of  all service providing 
agencies, such as police stations, health and anganwadi centres, 
panchayats, etc, and to what extent they are responsive, efficient 
and participative.

It is not enough that the central government departments and the 
state governments use professional and academic organisations to 
undertake impact studies from time to time. Their findings must be 
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publicised and discussed with key stakeholders so that improvements 
in design and delivery can be effected at the earliest. Governments 
should also put on its website findings of  the impact studies, and 
distribute these in the workshops it organizes. Dissemination of  
results is critical for use.

Link devolution with performance
GOI transfers roughly 6.5 lakh crore Rupees (this amount does 

not include subsidies, such as on food, kerosene, and fertilizers) 
annually to the states, but very little of  it is linked with performance 
and good delivery. Often incentives work in the other direction. For 
instance, Finance Commission (FC) gives gap filling grants so that 
revenue deficit of  the states at the end of  the period of  five years 
becomes zero. Thus, if  a State has been irresponsible and has ended 
up with a huge revenue deficit, it is likely to get a larger gap-filling 
grant. In other words, FC rewards profligacy. 

The concept of  good governance needs to be translated into a 
quantifiable annual index on the basis of  certain agreed indicators 
such as infant mortality rate, extent of  immunisation, literacy rate 
for women, sex ratio, feeding programmes, availability of  safe 
drinking water supply, electrification of  rural households, rural 
and urban unemployment, percentage of  girls married below 18 
years, percentage of  villages not connected by all weather roads, 
number of  class I government officials prosecuted and convicted 
for corruption, and so on. Some universally accepted criteria for 
good budgetary practices may also be included in the index. Once 
these figures are publicized states may get into a competitive mode 
towards improving their score. A part of   Central transfers should 
be linked to such an index. 

States should be divided in three categories, those whose per 
capita income is below the national average, those where it is above 
the national average, and the special category states (such as the 
north-east and hill states). The advantage of  this categorisation, 
which already exists in the Planning Commission, is that poorer 
states like Orissa will not be competing with better off  states like 
Tamil Nadu.
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Summing up
To sum up, despite good achievement on the growth front, 

India faces significant challenges as its social indicators continue to 
lag behind. Mere increase in the social sector expenditure would not 
be enough, unless it is linked with outcomes directed to the socially 
excluded groups, and effectively monitored.

A good civil service is necessary but not sufficient for good 
governance; a bad civil service is sufficient but not necessary for bad 
governance. Thus, a dilapidated civil service has been a key factor in 
Africa’s economic decline. Conversely, a strong civil service is one 
of  several reasons why in several east Asian economies, especially 
Japan, Singapore and South Korea, authoritarianism has co-existed 
with excellent economic performance. It can be argued that the 
link between authoritarianism and economic decline, so evident in 
Africa, has been inoperative in these Asian countries largely because 
of  their strong civil service. Greater responsiveness and openness 
can legitimately be demanded of  public administrations in many 
East Asian countries. Clearly, civil service systems in most East 
Asian countries cannot be considered a problem; they are, rather, an 
important part of  the solution to these countries’ other problems.

Civil service reform is an issue of  critical importance and one 
which has engaged the attention of  the Government of  India 
since well before independence. Since independence, about fifty 
Commissions and Committees have been set up at the level of  the 
Union Government to study and make recommendations on what 
can be broadly characterized as administrative reforms. As a result 
of  the deliberations and recommendations of  these Commissions 
and Committees on different aspects of  public administration, some 
incremental reforms have been effected. These include the creation 
of  a separate Department of  Administrative Reforms in the Union 
and State Governments, setting up of  the Indian Institute of  Public 
Administration, setting up of  the Central Vigilance Commission, 
Constitution of  Lokayuktas in States, strengthening of  citizens’ 
grievance redressal machinery, drawing up of  citizens charters, focus 
on training and capacity building of  civil servants, restructuring of  
the recruitment process, and modifications in the performance 
appraisal system. 
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The reforms which have been put in place are essentially ‘soft’ 
reforms, which have not seriously addressed the issues of  lack of  
accountability and outcome orientation, corruption, criminality and 
collusion within the Government.  Many of  the recommendations 
involving basic changes have not been acted upon and therefore, 
the framework, systems and methods of  functioning of  the civil 
services based on the Whitehall model of  the mid-nineteenth 
century remains largely unchanged. Yet, all these Reports have been 
dealt with in a routine manner, with cursory Action Taken Reports 
being prepared, filed and forgotten.  The prodigious research 
and intellectual efforts of  these Committees, not to mention the 
administrative and financial resources expended on them, have been 
largely wasted. As the Second Administrative Reforms Commission 
noted, “the Indian reform effort has been unfailingly conservative, 
with limited impact…Civil service reform in India has neither 
enhanced the efficiency nor the accountability of  the Civil Service 
in any meaningful manner.”

Civil service reforms must be aimed at improving transparency, 
accountability, honesty, efficiency and sensitivity in public 
administration at all levels. The solution to the problem of  corruption 
has to be more systemic than any other issue of  governance. 
Merely shrinking the economic role of  the State by resorting to 
deregulation, liberalization and privatization is not necessarily the 
solution to addressing the problem. All such procedures, laws and 
regulations that breed corruption and come in the way of  efficient 
delivery system will have to be eliminated.

Governance reforms are intractable under a ‘kleptocracy’ that 
exploits national wealth for its own benefit and is, by definition, 
uninterested in transparency and accountability. A pliable and 
unskilled civil service is actually desirable from its point of  view--
public employees dependent on the regime’s discretionary largesse 
are forced to become corrupt, cannot quit their jobs, and reluctantly 
become the regime’s accomplices. Providing financial assistance 
from GOI to such rogue states without linking it with performance 
and reforms would be a waste of  resources. In all other cases, 
reform is manageable, albeit difficult, complex, and slow. Therefore, 
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considering that the states would need external pressure on them to 
improve outcomes, certain control by GOI over funds and policy 
domain in social sector is necessary, till such time that the states 
show signs of  improvement in governance.

Foot Notes
1 Wholesale price index (1993-94=100) rose from 158 in 1999-00 to 308 

in June 2012 (Economic Survey, 2012 and epw 4 August 2012)
2 Of  course, there are ‘wet’ Ministries in central government too, but 

mostly in the economic sector. Social sector Ministries are generally 
regarded as ‘dry’ Ministries.

3 http://adrindia.org/sites/default/files/Odisha%20Performance%20
Report%20of%20MLAs%20and%20Assembly.pdf

4 http://www.prsindia.org/theprsblog/?p=3257
5 The political perception of  governance has been changing fast in India 

after 2004, as discussed in the next section.
6 In the last ten years there has been a lot of  expansion of  contract staff  

in education and health, such as para-teachers, ASHA and Anganwadi 
workers, because of  the centrally sponsored schemes funded by GOI. 
Their future continuity is however not assured. 

7 dget.nic.in/publications/ccge/ccge-2009.pdf
8 The list of  ‘clean’ Ministries also includes the Planning Commission, 

which handles a budget of  more than Rs 1.5 lakh crores a year.
9 Author’s calculation from the 2012-13 budget shows that the untied 

plan transfers to the states are Rs 41,200crores only, whereas the CSS 
(which includes ACA schemes, such as JNNURM and BRGF, which are 
more or less like other CSS) account for Rs 2.1 lakh crores. 

10 Although police is a State subject, GOI employs more than 750,000 
policemen under various paramilitary forces.

11 Finance Ministry has been insisting that funds to the states should go via 
the state legislature, and the new government in July 2014 has accepted 
this suggestion. The states would no longer be able to put CSS funds in 
bank accounts and earn interest at the expense of  central government 
that has to often borrow money to fund CSS.
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12 Of  late, some senior officers are being hired by the private sector, not 
so much for their professionalism, but for their ability to influence 
government in favour of  the hiring company.

13 http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/68-of-IAS-officers-have-
average-tenures-of-18-months-or-less/articleshow/28203370.cms

14http://darpg.gov.in/darpgwebsite_cms/Document/file/Decision10.
pdf, and http://darpg.gov.in/darpgwebsite_cms/Document/file/
decision15.pdf

15Andhra Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu & 
Kashmir, Jharkhand, Karnataka, and Uttarakhand

16persmin.gov.in/DOPT/Acts_Rules/AIS_Rules/Revised_AIS_Rules_
Vol_II_Updated_Upto_31Oct2011/Revised_AIS_Rule_Vol_II_IAS_
Rule_02.pdf

17 These operate at the sub-district or block level.
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Skill development in a Mission Mode
A Critical Agenda for the New Government

Introduction
If  one thing is sure about India’s future over the next two decades 

or so, it is about its favourable demographic profile. With about 65 
percent of  country’s population less than 35 years of  age, India’s 
large reservoir of  young people is its biggest strength. However, 
the country is at risk if  its ‘teeming millions’ are not skilled and 
employable and many of  them do not turn to be entrepreneurs 
creating jobs rather than looking for them.  The country’s much 
touted demographic dividend can turn out to be a curse if  the youth 
are not able to earn their livelihood. Thus, obviouslyskilling and 
entrepreneurship are high on priority of  the nation. This would be 
absolutely essential for unleashing the manufacturing revolution in 
the country. With its advantageous demographic profile, India has 
an opportunity to become a skill provider for the world, particularly 
the ageing developed world.  

For this to happen, the country needs to invest in high quality skill 
development initiatives as Korea had done decades ago to become 
a heavy industry major and China has done recently to become a 
global manufacturing hub. Effective replication of  German type 
apprenticeship model is needed for skilling to be rooted in the 
manufacturing base of  the country. This requires a radical overhaul 
of  skill and entrepreneurship development ecosystem. Skilling 
requires an image makeover and skilling to higher education pathways 
need to be created. The focus has to be both on mainstreaming 
of  skilling in the formal education and training system and create 
a large system for delivering short-duration skilling programmes 
aimed at continuous up-skilling and re-skilling of  the workforce. 
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Current Status
Having recognised the importance of  skilling and 

entrepreneurship, many initiatives at the national level and by the 
States have been taken. There are over 70 schemes run by about 
20 ministries/departments in the Central government alone. 
Another 24 ministries / departments deal directly with issues of  
skilling in their respective sectors and almost all others are indirectly 
associated with skill development issues. Thus, skill development is 
a horizontal function that cuts across ministries / departments in 
the Government. Thus, skill development requires carefully crafted 
coordinating arrangements.  In addition, strong linkages are needed 
with the private sector since more jobs are now being created in 
the private sector. The country’s agenda for skilling becomes 
complicated due to the fact that India has a very high proportion 
of  its workforce engaged in the unorganised sector and in informal 
employment. Agriculture and allied sector continue to be mainstay 
of  the country’s labour market and the non-farm jobs are mostly in 
the unorganized sector with low productivity and in most cases with 
no premium on skilling.

Several efforts have been made in recent years to develop 
appropriate institutional arrangements for skill development in 
the country. National Skill Development Corporation (NSDC)was set 
up in 2009 to promote private participation through equity and 
loan support in skill formation. NSDC has also facilitated setting 
up of  32Sector Skill Councils (SSC) to involve businesses, industry, 
and prospective employers to ensure skilling is done with standards 
determined by the industry / employers and is need-based. A 
National Skill Development Fund was also created.In 2013, National 
Skill Qualification Framework (NSQF)was put in place to ensure 
common standards in skilling and to ensure vertical mobility and 
transfer from vocational to academic stream. Last year, National Skill 
Development Agency (NSDA)was set up as a custodian and interpreter 
of  NSQF and for its implementation by coordinating the efforts 
of  the SSCs and other Assessing and Certifying Agencies. The 
New Government has now created a full-fledged Ministry of  Skill 
Development and Entrepreneurship.    
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States have also accorded high priority to skill development in 
recent years. Several States have initiated innovative programmes 
for skilling and are setting up State Skill Development Missions / 
Corporations. Many States are integrating the implementation of  
various skill development schemes at the State level. Overall, there 
has been a lot of  activities in recent years in the skilling space both 
at the National and State level.          

Challenges
 India has achieved almost universal enrolment in elementary 

education. The country is making progress in secondary education. 
The country’s higher education capacity has also grown dramatically 
in recent years. Annual capacity of  institutions of  higher education 
(that includes polytechnics) is now about 8 million. Unfortunately, 
there is very little skill component in the country’s formal higher 
education system.Capacity in Industrial Training Institutes (both 
government and private) has doubled from 0.78 million in 2007 
to 1.6 million in 2014. But it continues be much smaller than 
higher education capacity and its quality is poor. ITI training does 
not command respect in society. We therefore face a paradox of  
having more electrical engineers than trained electricians, more civil 
engineers than trained masons and plumbers and more mechanical 
engineers than trained fitters. Not, surprisingly therefore, skill 
profile of  the country’s working age population is dismal. A high 
proportion of  country’s graduates do not possess employable skills. 
Overall, less than one-tenth of  the country’s workforce had any 
formal skills training.

Currently, skill development initiatives are highly fragmented 
with a maze of  skilling schemes of  different ministries, departments 
and agencies. Thus, despite strong focus of  both the Central and 
State Governments and growing enthusiasm of  the private sector, 
overall impact is much less. There is need for streamlining these 
efforts to ensure efficiency and maintain standards. Scale up and 
more funding is also needed. Rather than working in silos, efforts 
are required that cut across government departments and public-
private or higher-vocational divides to cater to this growing demand 
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for skills. Along with this, there is a need for increased flexibility 
and easy pathways for vertical mobility in degree structure. Existing 
training institutions need to be re-branded to overcome their poor 
image.To summarise, skill development faces the following key 
challenges:

Lack of  respect for skilling, particularly manual work;a) 
Inadequate capacity and poor quality  for skilling;b) 
Mismatch between demand and supply  at the sector and c) 

spatial levels;
Limited mobility between skill and higher education d) 

programs – vocational education dead-end;
Very low coverage and poorly designed apprenticeship e) 

programs;
Narrow and often obsolete skill curricula; andf) 
Lack of  trainers, inability to attract practitioners from g) 

industry as faculty;
Considering the demographic realities of  our country and the 

benchmarks set by the developed, and some developing, countries 
in the area of  skill development, it becomes apparent that India 
lags behind in a very significant manner. In the skilling space, the 
country needs nothing short of  a revolution. The incremental 
reforms happening in the past few years have had but a marginal 
impact. 

Strategy
At a strategy level, India needs to adopt a five-pronged 

approach. One, there is a need to create a pipeline of  skilled people 
by integrating skill-education in school curriculum right from Class 
9 onwards.This could be introduced through curricular reforms 
or by starting new skill-based programmes and courses in schools. 
Asignificant enrolment school level above Class 9 should be in skill-
oriented programmes.  In many countries such as Germany, Austria, 
Switzerland, Singapore, South Korea and Sweden, vocational/skill-
oriented education is a significant part of  school curriculum. Thus, 
there is a strong case for India to move in the direction of  making 
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vocational education/skill-oriented training as a compulsory part of  
the education from Class 9 onwards.  Skill development also needs 
to be mainstreamed in higher education. A large proportion of  
country’s current higher education capacity is in general education. 
At least half  of  further capacity addition should be in skill oriented 
programmes.  

Currently, the quality of  vocational education and training in 
the country is poor. This has to be improved, its prestige raised. 
Institutions that currently focus primarily on skill development is 
Industrial Training Institutes (ITIs) and the Polytechnics. These are 
under the State Governments. The Central Government through the 
Ministry of  Labour and Employment and the Ministry of  Human 
Resource Development supports efforts to improve standards.  
There is significant work required to be done to support the State 
Governments to improve quality and standards of  training and 
education imparted in the ITIs and Polytechnics.  

Despite the above, there would be large gaps in capacity in 
education and training system, particularly in skillingfor services 
sector and new and emerging areas. Thus, capacitiesneed to be 
ramped up significantly. For this, Universities for Skill Development 
& Entrepreneurship, Institutes for Skill Development and 
Entrepreneurship and Skill Colleges should be established.  New 
Institutes for Skill Development and Entrepreneurship could be 
established in various urban locations including in the upcoming 
Smart Cities. Model Skill Development Centres could be set up 
under the Saansad Adarsh Gram Yojana.  New institution could 
come up through public-private partnerships and designed in a 
manner that they do not suffer from inadequacies that existing ITIs 
suffer from.  

Two,there is need for providing opportunities for skilling to 
youth who are either unemployed/underemployed or have dropped 
out of  the formal education. This could be done through short-
duration skill development programmes, thereby correcting the 
supply for demand. Such programmes are offered by Government 
or its agencies and supplemented by efforts of  the private sector.  
There is multitude of  initiatives in this space. These need to be 
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harmonized for better outcomes. Such convergence has to happen 
in the Central government to begin with since, skill initiatives 
are highly fragmented here. Ideally, number of  schemes and 
ministries/departmentsdealing could be restricted for meaningful 
coordination. Common norms for funding, input standards and 
outcome measures across skill development schemes under different 
Ministries/Departments could be notified.The entire skilling space 
could be segmented into various segments, geographies, sectors to 
be addressed by different programmes for optimal use of  resources 
and efforts. 

The private sector efforts mainly through National Skill 
Development Corporation (NSDC) also need to be reviewed for 
their overall impact.  Rather than students moving to training 
centres, skill development should happen in communities where 
people reside and existing infrastructure has to be optimally used 
for the purposeas in case of  Gujarat Kaushalya Vardhan Kendras in 
Gujarat.   

Three, in order to create demand for skilled people there is 
need to catalyse entrepreneurship through formal education and 
facilitate creation of  businesses that require skilled people, promote 
grass root innovation entrepreneurship and encourage social 
entrepreneurship.  

Four, the issue of  standards has to addressed comprehensively. 
Sector Skill Councils have to play a central role in defining 
these standards that should be common across the country and 
benchmarked globally. Skilling should not only cover specific 
technical skills, but also generic and key transferrable skills such 
as communication, inter-personal, problem-solving and reasoning 
skills, work process management and professionalism. Qualified 
teacher-instructors are essential for this. New technologies need 
to be leveraged. There is need for a multi-pronged strategy that 
addresses the need-gaps in terms of  infrastructure, quality of  
trainers, curriculum and pedagogy. 

Finally, it is important to address the issue of  mismatch. 
Connecting supply to demand is essential. For which skill mapping, 
good information and counselling services and a robust labour 
market information system would be necessary. 
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Strategic partnerships with Sectoral Ministries/Departments - 
My Ministry has a mandate that runs across sectors of  economy and 
society. It has an important role in most of  the key Government 
programmes. For this, we wish to develop joint strategies with the 
related Ministries/Departments. We have already begin to work with 
the Department of  Drinking Water & Sanitation on ‘Swachh Bharat 
Abhiyaan’, with Department of  Industrial Policy and Promotion 
on ‘Make in India’, with the Ministry of  Electronics, IT and 
Communications on ‘Digital India’, with the Ministry of  Renewable 
Energy Sources on ‘National Solar Mission’. We also intend to take 
up with the Ministry of  Urban Development to set up ‘Institutes 
of  Skill Development & Entrepreneurship’ in Smart Cities and 
with the Ministry of  Rural Development for setting up ‘Model 
Skill Centres’ in Model Villages. We are exploring ways to leverage 
large infrastructure and huge human resources available with the 
Ministry of  Railways, Ministry of  Defense and the Department of  
Posts for scaling up skilling efforts significantly. The participation 
and partnership of  particular bodies can’t be ignored. The Ministry 
would look forward to guidance and support from PMO in these 
efforts.

Strong partnerships with States – The States are responsible for 
a lion’s share of  skill development activities in the Country. Even 
though, most States give high priority to skill development, but 
they are at various stage of  evolution. My Ministry has begun a 
dialogue with States to seek their views on how the new Ministry 
could support their efforts, build their capacity and institutional 
arrangements to enable them to discharge their responsibility 
in skill and entrepreneurship better in the existing constitutional 
framework.     

The new Ministry has already partnered with the Department 
of  Drinking Water and Sanitation for mobilizing and training over 
2.5 lakh masons-cum-plumbers under the Swachh Bharat Abhiyaan 
and with the Ministry of  Renewable Energy for training over 50,000 
electricians/fitters under the National Solar Mission. Further, the 
Department is exploring its role in other Missions and campaign 
such as Make in India, Digital India, Jan Dhan Yojana etc.   
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 In fulfilment of  its objective, the Departments has to 
mobilize and engage with industries and businesses on one hand 
and the non-Governmental and the community-based organizations 
(NGOs & CBOs) on the other.  The Department has received a 
very enthusiastic response from the industry, particularly the private 
corporate sector. Several corporate majors, such as Siemens, IBM, 
ICICI, Boeing, Coca Cola have come forward and shown interest 
in partnering with the Government to scale up their initiatives in 
skilling the country at a rapid pace.  There has been the significant 
interest from the NGO / CBO Sector as well. Their involvement 
is essential to cater to the non-forma and unorganized sector. The 
Department is working out an innovative programme to support 
these initiatives. Several Foundations such as Wadhwani Foundation, 
Michael & Susan Dell Foundation and others have come forward to 
extend support. 

There is a lot of  global interest in the new Department as 
well.  The Department proposes to significantly raise the level of  
India’s engagement with other countries in skill development and 
entrepreneurship.  This would not only give us opportunity to learn 
from experience of  other countries but also help India to raise the 
standards of  skilling to reach global benchmarks so that skilled 
Indians can meet the deficit of  skilled people around the world.  

Outreach and advocacy are critical element in order to enhance 
the social acceptability of  skills in the country.  A communication 
campaign is planned for the purpose in which social media would be 
effectively used.  The Department also proposes to initiate National 
Awards to encourage and celebrate skilling and entrepreneurship. 
PM’s Fellowship on Skill Development and Entrepreneurship is 
being planned, for which we have held wide-ranging consultations 
including those with Tata Institute of  Social Sciences, who would 
be the academic partner for the Fellowship programme. 

In order to undertake the initiatives and activities outlined 
above, significantly more funds then currently available would be 
needed. The Department in consultation with the Department of  
Economic Affairs, is exploring the possibility of  mobilizing funds 
from the World Bank and the Asian Development Bank.
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Moving beyond coordination, convergence of  initiatives is needed 
by bringing a major part of  activities for skilling under one umbrella. 
For this, creation of  the new Ministry of  Skill Development and 
Entrepreneurship is the first step. It is an opportune time that India 
takes up a coordinated mission-oriented approach to scale up the 
skill and entrepreneurship development (SED) efforts to empower 
the country’s youth through gainful employment and create a strong 
culture for entrepreneurship. 

Benchmarking of  India’s current arrangements for skill and 
entrepreneurship development with some of  the system in the world 
show several missing links in terms of  people, place and practices 
and provides directions for making improvement. Exhibit 1 below 
summarises the same.    

Role of  the New Ministry
New Ministry would be expected to raise the current capacity 

for skilling significantly, provide dignity and respect to skill 
development, raise the standards and improve. It could adopt the 
following strategies– 

Give a big push to mainstreaming of  skill development and a) 
entrepreneurship in the formal school and higher education 
system; 
Build bridges between Industry & businesses with the formal b) 
education system so that skill formation is relevant and ensure 
employer-led standards for skilling; 
Rationalize multiple governmental schemes for skills c) 
development across Central Ministries;
Provide support to initiatives at the State level including State Skill d) 
Missions and provide these initiatives linkages with the national 
ecosystem for skilling and entrepreneurship promotion;  
Create a large pool of  teachers and instructors for skill e) 
development programmes; and  
Leverage technology for skilling and develop a repository f) 
instructional material for high quality skilling programmes. 
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 The Ministry of  Skills and Entrepreneurship would therefore 
have to work with the Ministry of  HRD on (a), industry and employer-
lead organizations on (b), other Central Ministries / Departments 
on (c) and with the State Governments on (d). Unfortunately, the 
country does not have institutional arrangements for large scale 
training of  teachers / instructors for skill development programmes 
and for leveraging technologies in improving quality and reach of  
skilling programmes. These critical gaps will have to be plugged 
by the new Department. A three tier institutional arrangement is 
proposed for this.  

Prime Minister has already given a clarion call for ‘Skilling at 
Scale with Speed and at standards (4S)’. Hence, India needs to 
launch the ‘Skill India Mission’.The Mission should bring together 
through convergence all the initiatives for skill and entrepreneurship 
development at the National and the State level under one umbrella. 
This should empower the youth with multiple skills as are required 
for India’s rapidly growing and diversifying economy and for the 
world. 

Policy Framework
The Mission would double the current capacity for skilling 

and ensure that over 80% of  the country’s workforce is covered 
by high quality skills training of  not less than six-month duration. 
It would do so by using available infrastructure and facilities 
optimally and leveraging new technologies. New capacities would 
be created through exclusive universities and colleges for skill and 
entrepreneurship development and thereby provide dignity and 
respect to skill development and also ensure guaranteed mobility to 
regular higher education. The Mission would raise the standards by 
active participation of  industry, businesses and employers through 
sector skill councils (SSCs) and improve quality by focusing on 
people, place and practices together. Properly executed, the Mission 
would a game-changer for the country.

Providing decent work opportunities and gainful employment 
to the rising numbers of  young people is the country’s topmost 
priority. Creation of  well-paying jobs in the non-farm sector and 
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raising household incomes in the farm sector is essential for this. 
In order to achieve this, it is clear that the capacity for skilling 
has to be significantly enhanced, its quality improved and skilling 
programmes have to be more relevant based on mapping of  skills.   
This would require massive efforts across the length and breadth 
of  the Country. The success of  the Make in India and Skill India 
campaigns is critical and germane to country’s economic progress 
and social well-being. 

Conclusion
 India has the distinct advantage of  low manpower costs 

coupled with a large English-speaking talent pool. At the same 
time, we are witnessing the ageing of  the workforce around the 
world. This will make India a potential supplier of  workforce to 
the world. However, in order to become that, the Indian workforce 
needs to be made globally competitive. This in turn entails that 
our skill development ecosystem itself  along global best practices 
encompassing a world-class curriculum, infrastructure, trainers, 
pedagogies and industry collaborations. 
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Outer Space and humanity
Humanity regards outer space as a global common and the 

exploration and peaceful uses of  outer space had been enshrined 
as a common province of  all mankind under International Space 
Law. Over the decades since advent of  space age, space technology 
had demonstrated its relevance towards tackling many global level 
problems such as climate change, disaster mitigation, and global 
security. Endeavours in outer space had intensified in humanity 
the awareness of  planetary perspectiveand created new means 
of  international engagement.Such global considerations and 
interconnectedness have now become major factors for shaping 
national strategies  and this trend is reinforced by the universal spirit 
of  the scientific and technical culture that pervade our lives and 
the new social order unleashed by information revolution. In this 
context, the questions of  governance of  outer space has come into 
a sharp focus in recent times – as space systems support dual use– 
both strategic and utilitarian or humanitarian roles . The destructive 
power of  space and nuclear technologies could be devastating and 
the global security crucially hinges upon ethics relating to outer 
space.  

Space governance is also of  deep significance to humanity as 
it could provide new examples for governance in generalfor future 
in an intricately interconnected world. The lessons for governance 
from outer space could be unique in view of  the special legal status 
that it enjoys as a common province of  all humankind and the 
challenges it poses for equitable access to benefits to all states even 
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asit is becoming increasingly contested and even congested in some 
orbits around earth.Again, outer space is the ultimate frontier for 
the human race to spread into for the latter’s survival in the long 
term.

Space governance as it unfolded in India has indeed some 
profound import not only for the main stream of  our national life 
but also in the international context. India’s rich heritage and thought 
in human development can contribute a vital unifying vision for 
governance of  outer space. It is noteworthy that a distinguishing 
undercurrent that characterizes the scientific heritage and early 
endeavours in India is that the ideals of  scientific pursuits had always 
been an integral part of  a holistic quest for reality and freedom, and 
they had been characterised by an unrelenting search for perfection.
Their goalwas to find solution to the real life problems of  universal 
relevance, and, emancipation from ignorance. It is this ethos of  
science in its highest and purest form that made it subservient to 
the goal of  solving the problems of  man and society. The vision 
for India’s quest in Space was derived from the same ethosand  this 
ideal remains relevant even in the vastly transformed environment 
of  today.

Beginnings of  Global Space endeavours – Political drivers 
Space endeavours became reality around mid 1940’s when 

operational rockets were used during the World War II and when 
scientists started the deployment of  instruments to the outer fringes 
of  the earth’s atmosphere using balloons and rockets to study 
radiations from outer space as well as geophysical phenomena. The 
launch of  SPUTNIK on 4 October, 1957 by the then Soviet Union 
heralded a new dimension to the cold war between the US and the 
Soviet Union. Strategic advantage of  this new frontier was quickly 
realized by both these rivals. The early scientific satellite missions 
of  the US had indeed implicit goals of  pursuing US interest in 
establishing the international legal principle that national sovereignty 
did not extend to the altitudes at which the satellite would orbit, 
which would virtually mean that  international law  would not come 
in the way of  over flight of  a reconnaissance satellite over Soviet 
territory.  
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Since the launch of  Sputnik, more than 50 years ago, the roles 
and meaning of  space for humanity had been widely diversifying. 
What started as a competition for military superiority between the 
two space powers then is transformed today into multi dimensional 
endeavours of  large number of  actors, both from the governments 
and private sector, impacting the social, economic, scientific and 
security dimensions of  global human society. Space systems have 
emerged as critical infrastructures both at national and international 
levels. They contribute to global commerce, national and 
international security, communications, broadcasting, and synoptic 
weather observations. Space based global navigation systems are 
unique in providing continuous signal services on a global scale , 
spawning a growing business for navigation on land, in sea and in 
air, as well as for a variety of  user oriented hardware, software and 
value added services. Satellites are invaluable and timely sources 
of  information for natural resources management, environmental 
monitoring, agriculture and water resources management, disaster 
warning / mitigation and urban planning and so on – which are 
all essential in implementing sustainable development strategies. 
Scientific research from platforms in space and probes into deep 
space and planetary bodies has greatly expanded our understanding 
of  the origins of  our universe, solar system and our home planet 
itself. However, political drivers of  early decades are now completely 
metamorphosed after the end of  cold war. The challenge before 
the outer space governancetoday is to harmonize diverse forces 
of  a highly dichotomous ecosystem- those of  cooperation and 
competition; government and private sector; state responsibility and 
industrial innovation; peaceful and non-peaceful uses; voluntary and 
enforceable regulation; and, freedom and equity, to mention a few. 
Governance has to effectively grapple with weighty problems such 
as prevention of  an arms race in outer space, maintaining space 
environment for sustainable use and enabling large scale investments 
by private sector, intensifying cooperation for exploration and for 
tackling major global concerns 

India in Space- Vision 
Beginnings of  space endeavour in India owe much to the 
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extraordinary vision of  Dr. Vikram Sarabhai which waspragmatic 
and at the same time unique for its deep insights into the socio 
economic context of  the country. He emphasized on learning and 
understanding of  a technology prior to its application that enabled 
the program to overcome numerous challenges in experimenting 
with new technologies. He also emphasized development of  
systemic capability, which implied careful assessment of  alternatives, 
and, developing an end to end competence ranging from the design 
of  various complex systems to their development, testing, and 
deployment in space, operations and applications. During a decade 
spanning the development of  this vision (1961-71), consultation 
among various stakeholders were integral to the process of  making 
detailed assessment of  needs, alternate methods and organisational 
engagements for the programs envisaged through experimentation, 
analysis and simulation, duly factoring in the socio-economic context 
of  the country.

Three stages of  Strategy development
Beyond the first decade of  vision and initiation, the space 

program evolution can be broadly categorized under three distinct 
phases. The first phase related to proof  of  concept demonstration, 
the second dealt with the realization of  end-to-end systems at an 
experimental level and the third that involved operationalisation.  

The proof  of  concept demonstrations enabled evaluating the 
potential of  the vantage point of  Space for addressing the country’s 
developmental needs and issues of  scalability at the national level.  
Examples of  such programmes are the Satellite Instructional 
Television Experiment (SITE), the Satellite Telecommunications 
Experimental Project (STEP), and use of  Landsat satellite data 
for natural resource management applications. The space segment 
capacity in all these cases was procured with international cooperation. 
An important outcome was the evaluation of  uniqueness of  space 
in providing new services, or for assessment of  their superiority 
vis-à-vis conventional approaches.  Further, this phase enabled a 
short turnaround time and a low cost strategy for evaluating the 
concepts, the systemic issues including technologies, organisational 
structuring, the institutional frameworks, scalability and the user 
interfaces.  
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The experimental phase was identified with a strategy to derive 
an end-to-end experience in the realization of  space systems where 
the potential of  its use at the national level had already been clearly 
demonstrated in the proof  of  concept phase. ISRO’s developments 
of  experimental earth observation satellites like Bhaskara I and 
Bhaskara II; India’s first experimental geostationary satellite APPLE 
and the initial space launch vehicles such as SLV-3 and ASLV 
exemplify this phase.  Here the strategy took due cognizance of  the 
fact that space systems are inherently complex, carry high risks and are 
investment intensive.  Further the creation of  a heritage in hardware, 
human resource and methods are critical to develop confidence for 
operational systems.  This strategy also aimed at minimizing the 
impact of  probable early failures in the public mind and the political 
system.  This phase additionally facilitated competence building at 
the core level, helped in the detailed evaluation of  issues for scaling 
the effort to the national level and set the rules relating to the overall 
practices in system engineering.  The overall demonstration of  the 
systemic approach in this phase paved the way for the country to 
create national systems at a much larger scale with bigger and more 
sustained investments.   

The operational phase involving the introduction of  high 
technology systems for meeting developmental and commercial 
service goals, therefore called for pragmatic strategies.  This in turn 
required understanding and analyzing the complex interplay of  
several issues.  First was a detailed assessment and evaluation of  
alternate approaches to arrive at the most optimal solutions.  The 
second was to decide on exercising buy or build options taking into 
account the time frame for the introduction of  services.  In the 
case of  buy options, a parallel indigenous development plan was 
created to achieve self-reliance goals. Establishment, successful 
operation and further development of  National Systems such as (i) 
Indian National Satellites (INSATs) / GSATs for communications, 
broadcasting and weather observations (ii) Indian Remote Sensing 
Satellite Series and (iii) Polar satellite Launch Vehicle, PSLV are all 
examples of  operational space systems that have to meet stringent 
operational service performance criteria. What is significant to 
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note is that aspects of  continuous technology evolution, capacity 
enhancement, performance upgradation and continuity of  services 
were addressed during operational phase. 

Organisational innovations
The success of  space programme owes in great deal to the 

autonomy and efficiency of  organisation structure created at apex 
level.  The Space Commission, which is delegated with necessary 
authority sets the policies, guides and oversees implementation of  
the programmes. Space programme being predominantly application 
driven, inter-linkages with other user departments are crucial for 
end-to-end capability.  The experience gained in the experimental 
phase with Bhaskara satellite, APPLE satellite, SITE and STEP 
experiments paved the way for creation of  exclusive mechanisms for 
user interface.  INSAT Co-ordination Committee (ICC), Planning 
Committee-National Natural Resource Management System (PC-
NNRMS) and Advisory Committee on Space Research (ADCOS) 
are the three principal institutional frameworks designed to provide 
effective user interface for the space systems.  ICC comprising 
of  secretaries of  the user departments of  INSAT system (such 
as Department of  Telecommunications, IMD, Prasara Bharathi, 
etc.) provides operational co-ordination, guidelines for planning 
of  INSAT system,  prioritization of  transponder requirements 
and other technical issues related to utilization of  INSAT.  PC-
NNRMS chaired by Member (Science), Planning Commission co-
ordinates the implementation of  space based remote sensing for 
various applications. To ensure efficient and coordinated use of  the 
remote sensing data at center, region, states, districts and villages, 
PC-NNRMS has formed Standing Committee for various themes 
such as Agriculture and Soils, Geology and Mineral Resources, 
Water Resources, etc. ADCOS consisting of  national level space 
scientists co-ordinates the space science research in the country.  
These special structures evolved for user interface have played a 
crucial role in sustaining various space endeavors and have been 
unique mechanisms the like of  which is not known among other 
space programmes.An important outcome of  the creation of  such 
institutional framework is that whenever a space system is launched 
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into space, there were users already.  Being user driven also helped 
to maintain a culture of  accountability and transparency.  Further, 
these institutional mechanisms are unique in recognising the 
socio- economic imperatives at the grass root level and facilitating 
integration of  the space capabilities into the existing conventional 
systems.  

Development of  Industry Capability
Indian Space program has adopted a conscious policy of  

maximally utilizing the industrial capabilities available in the country 
and to provide Indian industry with the technical wherewithal through 
technology transfer and other support.  A significant way in which 
the Indian industry benefitted from participation  in space program 
was to imbibe the culture of  high technology products through 
the quality assurance and reliability practices, multidisciplinary 
interfaces and other spin offs.   The investments in space segment 
have multiplier effect of  demands for ground equipment and for 
value added services to be exploited by industry.      India has a fairly 
large market for space based services and the need of  the hour is to 
enable enhancement of  space infrastructure and also empowering 
Indian industry to move up the value chain.

International Cooperation
India’s international co-operation in the field of  space is multi-

dimensional in nature, which includes conduct of  joint missions, 
offering opportunity for flight of  instruments onboard Indian 
satellites, exchange of  meteorological data and offering education 
and training in the area of  Space.  Six scientific instruments from 
the USA and Europe are being flown in India’s Lunar Mission 
Chandrayaan-1.  India has established a Centre for Space Science, 
Technology and Application Education for Asia and Pacific, 
affiliated to the UN and is offering well-structured educational 
programmes. Cooperation in Space is instrumental for broad based 
cooperation at bilateral, multilateral or regional level cooperation and 
diplomacy as exemplified by the recent initiatives such as SAARC 
satellite. India’s international cooperation has also paved way for 
effective participation and roles in various fora in the evolution of  
international policies and regulation in this field.
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India’s space endeavours developed a broad based cooperation 
with space agencies of  about a score of  world nations that involved 
joint missions, hosting of  instruments or payloads, sharing of  
data and experience and assistance in capacity building. It also 
participates in multilateral fora that engage in international policy 
and regulatory developments. This could be an asset for pursuing 
our foreign policy objectives and for mounting major collaborations 
in scientific missions in future.

Contemporary status and needs
A clear-cut vision and mission, systematic strategic planning 

and user oriented approach, a learning organisational framework 
and autonomy combined with accountability and transparency, and 
effort to empower stakeholders had distinguished the Indian Space 
Programme and provided the basis for consistent performance. 
On the world scene, India is now recognized as one of  the most 
established space powers along with the USA, Russia, China, 
Europe, Japan and Israel. India’s space sector today comprises 
of  (i) public funded program that integrates development of  
technology, positioning and operation of  space infrastructure, 
applications development and related support to other allied sectors 
in government like agriculture, water resources, environment and so 
on, and (ii) industry in private and publicsector offering commercial 
services based on space systems (both national and international) 
in areas such as telecommunications, broadcasting including DTH, 
Value adding on Remote sensing data and GIS products/services 
and those providing manufacturing support as contractors or supply 
various products/ services as inputs to national space projects.

Last five decades of  investments by the government and carefully 
architected strategies had resulted into:

Capability for Independent access to space through a reliable o 
and operational PSLV launch vehicle and a proven pre-
operational Geostationary launch vehicle, GSLV, incorporating 
an indigenously developed cryogenic upper stage
World class satellite capability that cover a wide variety of  o 
applications satellites (telecommunications, broadcasting, 
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weather observations, remote sensing and navigation) and 
scientific spacecraft including orbiters to the Moon and Mars
Ability to innovate and implement large spectrum of  applications o 
relevant to national development, making India one of  the 
leading countries in space applications
A wide range of  skills in managing multi-disciplinary complex o 
programmes, development of  international cooperation and 
diffusion of  technological knowledge to industry
India had seen a fairly high success rate in this field of  technology 

in comparison with leading space powers. Indian Space Agency, 
ISRO, is considered as a leader in societal applications of  space 
and it also made successful initial forays into global space markets 
with its commercial arm, Antrix Corporation. ISRO had also some 
distinct successes in scientific missions like Chandrayaan -1 and 
Mars Orbiter Mission (uniquely in its very maiden attempt)

Space based services as an engine for growth
Space based services in India had created a huge and growing user 

base – which is a unique opportunity for developing space industry 
and creating high technology jobs. A major outcome of  advances 
in space, information and communications technologies coupled 
with changes in policy environment in India over the past two 
decades favoring deregulation and liberalization of  economy have 
generated a strong user and consumer base in services that depend 
on space systems. What is now needed is a balanced chain of  policy 
developments and regulations, infrastructure growth in tandem with 
services demands and necessary industrial participation.

There is a huge opportunity of  a growing market and user base 
in India, and therefore an urgent need for innovating a delivery 
system that can (a) ensure timely response to infrastructure needs 
of  service industry and (b) maximize returns from technologies 
developed out of  public investments. The key message that comes 
out of  this is the need to expand the role of  space industry in India 
- in the production of  space systems, in owning space infrastructure 
and in commercial operations dealing with space systems and 
associated ground segment.
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Future potential for Space 
Near term needs;

As a growing economy and as an abode to a burgeoning young 
population, India needs more robust space infrastructure and, timely 
and reliable access to such infrastructure for commercial space 
providers as well as to users in social sectors through improved 
delivery systems. This would imply for foreseeable future, there 
should be continuing emphasis on and further extending capabilities 
of  remote sensing and communication and navigation satellite 
infrastructure and assured delivery systems. With its advanced satellite 
capabilities, time is ripe  toconceive theme based satellite systems like 
Agrisat, systems for tele health, disaster managent satellite systems 
and so on. Revisit of  current institutional arrangements or creation 
of  new institutional measures will be necessary to meet the large 
scale demands of  diverse sectors and removal of  disconnects that 
afflicts delivery system. Expanding industry role is an important 
objective.

In the context of  transitioning to be a major global economic 
power, it is important for India to address strategic roles of  space 
and how national security is strengthened. A comprehensive 
policy and programme relating to national security with space 
systems playing an appropriate role has to be evolved. Maintaining 
autonomy of  access to space for the national security interest in a 
separate production line from the civilian production line will be of  
paramount importance. 

Further, India’s expanding international interests and 
many national security dimensions arising from its diversities, 
neighbourhood and other factors, dictate the need to achieve 
autonomy in access to global satellite navigation signals and also 
performances comparable to the best of  the breed global systems.

As a major space faring nation of  the world, India should 
also engage into human space flight activities by developing key 
capabilities and with main strategy to integrate its human spaceflight 
programme with international programmes through collaborative 
approach and deriving synergies. India should play an increasing role 
in manned space missions, creation of  space habitats, lunar bases and 
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planetary exploration; all within the ambit of  a global partnership 
framework like the present model for International Space Station, 
but incorporating lessons of  its experience. An important priority 
is to generate human resource capacity to prepare for such roles. 
Further, India could also play its effective role in global missions 
like that for disaster management, monitoring and understanding 
climatic/weather systems, and such emerging concepts.

These increasing demands on space infrastructure and space 
based services imply the need for achieving more robust launch 
capacity, reducing launch costs and enhancing reliability. As a 
futuristic step, a technology demonstrator for Reusable Launch 
Vehicle needs to be undertaken.

Far term space potentials
In an overall context of  next 4 to 5 decades, by the strength of  

the educated young people, India will be on a growth path which 
will be unprecedented. In the far term, India’s space capabilities 
could extend to frontier areas like developing aerospace planes, 
space tourism, bases on moon, asteroids and other planetary 
bodies, resource exploitation in outer space, planetary habitats and 
interstellar exploitation.

In terms of  governance considerations, there are a mix of  
geo political factors, long term economic trends, socio cultural 
transformations and technological opportunities which act as major 
environmental drivers for space ambitions. Ambitious goals like 
building international space station or planetary exploration involve 
several decades of  development and operations, bringing the 
imperatives of  international cooperation. A long term commitment 
is highly relevant for deriving optimum benefits and sustaining the 
specialized skills and culture generated through such programmes. 

Challenges in Governing Space
Outer Space impacts are multi- dimensional and involve several 

international interfaces.
The major challenges that Indian Space will confront are:
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Building further focus and an un-interrupted future national •	
capability-  A pragmatic and long-term strategy for large scale 
investments is necessary 
Building a combination of  public and private industry partnership •	
is critical for future space success. 
A careful and judicious flexibility to “buy or build” approach •	
for critical gap areas, assimilate and source/partners for newer 
technology systems, parallel approaches of  source-and-develop 
for critical dependency systems etc. 

Business, Industry and Commerce
In coming years there will be a burgeoning need for space based 

services and this will require more robust space infrastructure 
and timely and reliable access to such infrastructure for social and 
commercial service delivery systems. Revisit of  current institutional 
arrangements or creation of  new institutional measures will be 
necessary to meet the large scale demands of  diverse sectors and 
removal of  disconnects that afflicts efficiency of  delivery system.
The national regulatory systems need renewal now. Hand in hand, 
fiscal incentives for industrial development are essential 

International Cooperation
It is desirable to intensify a two-way international cooperation 

strategy – on the one side, to embark on major exploratory 
programmes through synergy of  partnership and assimilating 
technology and experiences from other nations and on the second 
side, for reaching/bringing Indian capability into the global markets 
of  space. This combined approach must be pursued through active 
participation in multi-lateral space frameworks and through selective 
bi-lateral space cooperation – especially in future human space flight 
and planetary exploration activities.

Societal role
Space has triggered many new services and products/

applications – which reach out all over the country and deep into 
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society at multiple levels - administratively and jurisdictionally. Newer 
institutional frameworks are called for down-stream national-level 
applications and delivery systems – especially to address delivery 
systems for large demand for societal applications related to space. 
In an end-to-end concept, national space agencies must not “carry 
the burden” to undertake large national-level societal applications 
that emanate from administrative and governance demand. Space 
must be an instrument to spawn newer and larger structures/
organisations for applications and usage.

Regulation
As the actors in Space have increased multifold, there had 

been increased competition for orbital resources – for slots and 
frequencies particularly in the geostationary orbit. Nations would 
have to make optimum use of  highly-contested orbital slots and 
radio frequency spectrum and an increased level of  coordination 
and sophistication would be called for in order to ensure interference 
free communications. India should be participating actively in global 
fora which lead regulatory developments.

 A majorproblem at international level is the growing orbital 
space debris that would be a very serious concern with already more 
than 500,000 bits of  debris objects of  greater than 1 centimeter size 
which can act like bullets in the case of  a collision. A new generation 
of  shielding technology for spacecraft and manned operations would 
have to be developed. Increased international regulation and control 
may be warranted to regulate the growth of  space debris, while 
better shielding and active debris removal methods may become the 
norm. Expensive tracking systems are necessary to monitor debris 
and assist spacecraft to avoid probable collisions. 

In order to effectively implement international obligations and 
ensuring alignment of  national interests and regulations with the 
international legal developments, India needs to strengthen legal 
systems and research capacity in Space Law. An over arching Space 
Policy and National Space Legislation is overdue and this should be 
vigorously pursued.  In addition, think tank activities and proactive 
roles in appropriate international forums on questions like code of  
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conduct and prevention of  arms race in outer space need greater 
attention.

Conclusion
Advent of  space era has given a new perspective for humanity. 

With multidimensional roles that space technology could play in 
the context of  global security, development and enrichment of  
knowledge besides contribution to the relations among nations, 
space governance has assumed crucial importance and it is bound to 
grow. India as a space faring nation can play an importatant role in 
the comity of  nations through its strengths and unique perspectives 
on Outer Space even while pursuing its long term national interests. 
Further strides in Space technology in India would also be a major 
contributor for governance on ground – by providing better 
transparency, participation and bridging digital divides. India again 
hold potential to expand its role into exploratory regime of  space 
to scale new heights and become a significant contributor to the 
understanding of  cosmos in modern terms and become a major 
partner of  the Global Exploration Efforts of  Space in the 21st 

century.

Foot Notes
The article is based on three of  author’s (KK) lectures namely (i) Dr 

Satish C Seth Memorial Futurology Lecture series 5 (2014), (ii) Narayanan 
Oration at the Australia South Asia Research Centre (ASARC) of  the 
Australian National University (2006) and (iii) Fourth J R D Tata Memorial 
lecture at ASSOCHAM, New Delhi (2001).
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While there are many books written on efficient and good 
governance, there are few that emphasize the role of  values and 
ethics as an important ingredient of  good governance. B P Mathur’s 
book on this subject and reinventing public services is a welcome 
addition to the books published in 2014. 

After more than six decades of  independence and several 
achievements and reforms; and no matter what political ideology 
or party affiliation, providing a people friendly and responsive 
administration continues to remain the single biggest challenge 
before the country and the author identifies the lack of  ethical and 
moral compass on the part of  rulers and policy makers as the main 
reason for it.

The author points out in the preface that the book attempts to 
point out that honest and efficient public services can be created 
on the foundation of  India’s civilization ethos and for which there 
is need to create a synergetic model of  development which places 
human beings at the centre of  the development discourse, and 
discard the existing materialistic model.

Mr. Mathur bemoans the missing ethical environment in the 
country, which was facing a crisis of  values, reflected in the lack 
of  concern for fellow human beings and a culture of  greed and 
widespread corruption which afflicts every facet of  life. He goes on 
to say that ethics cannot be shaped and sustained in isolation and 
requires the supportive environment, both political and social. He 
is of  the opinion that spiritual and cultural heritage offers a solution 
to the problems of  modern life which is marked in the materliasm 
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and endless desire for worldly things. Men and women of  character, 
honesty, integrity and vision can provide truthful administration 
that takes care of  the welfare and well being of  every citizen.

Giving an account of  the modern state, the author identifies 
five non-medieval features viz standing armies, professional 
bureaucracies, fiscal civilization, extensive trading networks and 
institutionalized diplomatic dialogue with fellow sovereign states. 
He also lists five fundamental values for public officials in devotion 
to work, honesty and integrity, fearless and courage, a sense of  
mission and a spirit of  service and sacrifice-establishing that public 
administration is rooted in morality.

A separate chapter on reinventing civil services details the 
recommendations of  various committees, highlighting that the 
relationship between the Minister and Secretary and Departmental 
Heads was difficult in a democracy where Ministers try to pressurise 
the civil servants for political and party considerations and some 
civil servants try to cultivate the political masters to get convenient 
postings, the system breeding sycopharycy with merit becoming a 
casualty. It was time for the superior civil service in India to reinvent 
itself  to meet the challenges of  good governance.

The nearly 400 page book is comprehensive and covers a whole 
range of  subjects including the historical evolution from ancient 
Indian Polity and traces the systems of  governance from the days 
of  Kautalya, the medieval administration, the British period to the 
post independence times to discuss the current economic setting 
with two chapters on why the Public Service do not function and 
what is required to reinvent the senior civil services. The emphasis 
of  the author is on the importance of  ethics in public services. 
A well researched and scholarly work of  a dedicated person, the 
book will be very useful to scholars as well as students of  public 
administration and governance studies and political science.

Mahesh Kapoor
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One of  the finest books to come out during the last year was 
this small slim volume which is a selection from columns written by 
the author over a period of  years. The book has a variety of  pieces 
on diverse subjects on the national scene and problems of  daily life 
from the author’s perspective. It is however the satire and humor in 
which the writing excels. I cannot make my point without referring 
to a few pieces which illustrate the superb way in which the author 
brings out the humor in the daily grind of  life. These pieces refer 
to the “caged parrot” remarks of  the Supreme Court and author’s 
suggestion on giving independence to investigating agency CBI, some 
lessons to Rahul Gandhi on handling bureaucrats and management 
of  files, and his comments on internet and personal computer. His 
piece on “Water, Water, Everywhere” is a very humorous satire on 
problems of  water in Delhi even in some of  the elite colonies. In 
another piece he refers to how retired bureaucrats are not in the 
habit of  doing household chores to help the wife and may make 
a mess of  ordinary jobs like preparing tea for oneself. A lot of  
the episodes are discussed in his own family context. To do this 
when the joke may be on oneself  requires a rare sense of  humour 
which is very well exhibited by the author. His piece on apolitical 
party in Panjabhumorously refersto an ICMR team visiting the state 
and whenbeing worried about a mosquito in a glass ofLassi, the 
AkaliHalwai remarks “What a fuss you are making? How much 
Lassi will this one poor little mosquito drink?”

The book has some very serious pieces too. The piece on 
B.Sivaraman, a very distinguished member of  the Indian Civil 
Service and a legendary civil Servant who is credited with bringing 
the green revolution to India, discusses with great insight of  how 
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he succeeded in his career and contributed so much to agricultural 
growth. In yet another piece the author has written about Durga 
Shakti Nagpal, a young IAS officer who stood up to the Mafia Dons. 
She fought a battle and demonstrated how wrong doings, if  met 
with firmly, can be stopped. The pieces on Kashmiri Pundits are 
excellent portrayal of  their dilemma and problems faced by them 
after their forced movement from the valley. In another piece he 
writes about Kashmiri Battas and their history. These have been 
written with great sensitivity.

Some humorous pieces relate to the language and attributes of  
modern youth. Referring GG, GJ,Fundas and LLTT to old timers 
may make no sense. The young find these short forms suitable for 
Gol Gappas, Gulab Jamuns and Looking London Talking Tokyo. 
The gap in old and new is very well signified by this usage of  
English language.These and several other write-ups exhibit author’s 
observational skills.

Kaw is avery serious looking person. It hides his sense of  
humour and ability for repartee which is delicious. I recall during 
briefing of  a Parliament question the then Minister for HRD Dr. 
Murali Manohar Joshi humorously and with a pun on the author’s 
name remarked “if  members of  parliament ask questions I will tell 
them that the answer has been prepared by no less than Maharaj 
(Lord) Krishna, and so it has to satisfy you and no supplementary 
questions can be asked.” Promptly Kaw remarked” ‘‘and you can 
also say that the reply is being given by no less than Lord Krishna 
Himself ”, reminding the Minister that his name too was synonymous 
with Lord Krishna.

The language of  the book is simple. The printing is suitable 
for even older persons. A fine addition to books on humour and 
satire.

B. K.
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